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Abstract 
In 1988 IKreck and Stolz introduced invariants of certain simply-connected 7-
manifolds and they proved that these invariants, now known as the Kreck-Stolz 
invariants, classify the manifolds up to homeomorphism and diffeomorphism. Us-
ing these invariants they, and others since, have been able to investigate questions 
about whether geometric properties of a manifold restrict its topology. 
In the first chapter of this thesis we generalise the definition of the Kreck-Stolz 
invariants, and the associated diffeomorphism classification, to simply-connected 
spin 7-manifolds with H2 (M; Z) Zr and H4 (M; Z) a torsion group generated 
by the cup-products amongst classes in H2 (M; Z). 
In the second chapter we investigate some cohomological invariants of the 
manifolds being studied, namely the Massey triple products and the linking form. 
We prove a new relation between these invariants, and show that generalised 
Kreck-Stolz invariants should be regarded as refinements of the linking form. 
In the third part we interpret the cohomological properties of the manifolds 
being studied in terms of maps into a reference space F(r), and we are able to 
re-state the classification result in terms of the spin-bordism group Q 
sp in  (F(r)). 
We show that the linking form and the Massey products fully describe H7 (F(r)), 
subject only to the relations mentioned earlier, and that certain of our gener-
alised Kreck-Stolz invariants can be expressed as characteristic numbers defined 
by elements of KO*(F(r);  Q/Z). 
In the fourth chapter we prove some results on the construction, topology, 
and tangential structure of biquotient manifolds. We particularly concentrate on 
the case of biquotients G/T, where T is a torus, and we conclude by giving new, 
briefer proofs of several known results on the Eschenburg spaces, which are the 
biquotients SU(3) /T 1 . 
In the final chapter we give the first steps of a classification of a family of 3-
Sasakian 7-manifolds introduced by Boyer, Galicki, Mann and Rees. We compute 
the integer cohomology of these spaces and give a conjecture on their, linking 
forms. Surprisingly, this requires us to prove a new result which relates the order 
of an Abelian group to the combinatorics of trees. 
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Background and introduction. 
1.1 Some geometrically-constructed manifolds. 
We begin with a 'bestiary' of geometrically-constructed manifolds, most of which 
are 7-manifolds and all of which are in some way connected with the subjects 
of this thesis. Some of the manifolds have been classified using the methods of 
Kreck-Stolz (see the next two sections) and others still await classification. Many 
are also biquotients, a generalization of the notion of homogeneous space which 
has produced many interesting new manifolds in recent years. 
Aloff-Wallach manifolds. 
These are nothing more than the 7-dimensional homogeneous spaces T 1 \SU (3). 
There is one manifold N r  for each triple (p, q, r) of coprime integers which sum 
to 0: Njr is the quotient of SU(3) under the action of T' defined by 
A =diag(z'3 ,z '7 ,z ' ) . A, z E T', A e SU(3). 
In 1974, Aloff and Wallach [3] showed that each of the Njjqr admits a metric of 
positive sectional curvature. 
The Gromoll-Meyer 7-sphere. 
In 1974 Gromoll and Meyer [33] gave a new construction of one of the exotic 
7-spheres, as follows. Let S 3 C THI act on Sp(2) by 
q.Q=(
0 
 j \ 
.Q.0)QESp(2)qES3 
0 q (0 1 
This action is free, and the resulting quotient E 7 = S 3 \Sp(2) is naturally the total 
space of a fibre bundle 53 	54 Examination of the clutching-function 
of this bundle shows that E, in the notation of Milnor [50], is precisely the 
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exotic 7-sphere indexed by (2, —1) E 7r3 SO(4). By its construction the Gromoll-
Meyer 7-sphere V inherits a natural metric from the bi-invariant metric on Sp( 2 ), 
and Gromoll-Meyer showed that this metric has non-negative sectional curvature. 
Further, Eschenburg [30] showed in 2001 that, by beginning with different metrics 
on Sp(2), E7  can be given metrics of almost-positive sectional curvature, that is, 
metrics whose curvature is positive at almost all points of E7. 
Witten manifolds. 
In 1981 Witten, in a paper [65] where he sought to construct a 'realistic' modifi-
cation of Kaluza-Klein theory that would account for various elementary particles 
observed in nature, singled out compact manifolds with SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1)-
symmetry as being of particular interest. He further singled out from these the 
7-manifolds Mkl, for coprime integers k, 1, which are defined as the quotients 
T'\S 5 x S3 under the action 
z (x,y) = (z'x,z 1 y), z E T', X  S5 CC3 , y  S 3 CC2 . 
The Witten manifolds Mkl all have Einstein metrics of positive Ricci curvature. 
They are homogeneous spaces SU(3) x SU(2)/SU(2) x V. 
Eschenburg spaces. 
In 1982 and 1992, Eschenburg [27], [28] introduced a family of quotients T 1 \SU(3) 
more general than the Aloff-Wallach spaces. Let k = (k1 , k 2 , k 3 ), 1 = (li , 12,13)  be 
two triples of integers satisfying 
>k=>l, 
gcd(k, - l()) = 1 for all permutations ci of {1, 2, 3}. 
Then one obtains a free action of T' on SU(3), given by 
z A = diag(z,zlv2,zlc3) . A - diag(21,2,13), z e T', A e SU(3), 
and the resulting 7-dimensional quotient is the Eschenburg space Ek,1.  Setting 
k = (p, q , r), 1 = (0, 0, 0), one recovers the Aloff-Wallach space Npqr . Eschenburg 
showed in [29] that Ek,j has a metric of positive sectional curvature so long as 
[kmin , km ax], where kmin  and k max  are respectively the least and greatest of the 
k. 
The Eschenburg spaces, together with the Bazaikin spaces that will be men-
tioned next, are the only known examples of closed simply-connected manifolds 
with positive sectional curvature that are not homogeneous spaces. 
All of the Aloff-Wallach manifolds, which are the Ek,1 with 1 = (0, 0, 0), fibre 
over the flag manifold F = T2 \SU(3), where T2 C SU(3) is the maximal torus 
of diagonal matrices. Eschenburg found a totally new free action of T2 on SU(3), 
given by 
(z,w)A= diag(z,w,zzTb).A.diag( 2 ,l,l), (z,w) E T2 , A E SU(3). 
If k = (a,b,a - b), 1 = (2a,0,0) for a, b coprime, then the action defining Ek,1 
factors through the T2-action above, so that Ek,j is a circle-bundle over the twisted 
flag manifold F' = T 2 \SU(3). 
Bazaikin spaces. 
In 1996 Bazaikin [17] constructed a family of 13-dimensional manifolds as follows. 
For a 5-tuplep = (p1,p2,p3,p4,p5) such that gcd(pa(l)+pc,.(2) — pa(3) — pa(4),p(5)) = 
1 for each permutation a of {1, . . . M, one obtains a free action of T' >< Sp(2) x T' 




and the Bazaikin space M is the resulting quotient space. If p satisfies further 
conditions, then M admits a metric of positive sectional curvature. 
3-Sasakian manifolds. 
(A review of 3-Sasakian geometry can be found in [201.) 
Definition. A 3-Sasakian (3-S) structure on a Riemannian manifold (S, g) is a 
family of three vector fields (', e 
3)  on S satisfying 
= Jab, 
[a, b] = 2Eab9, 
R(X, eay = g(a, Y)X - g(X, Y) for any pair of vector fields X, Y on S. 
3-Sasakian geometry, the study of manifolds with 3-S structure, is a cousin of 
quaternionic Kähler and hyper-Kähler geometry. 3-Sasakian manifolds are stud-
ied for their interesting geometric properties: for example, they are all Einstein 
manifolds with positive Ricci curvature, and in some sense are the largest known 
family of such manifolds. 
In 3-Sasakian geometry there is a quotient construction, analogous to the 
process of symplectic reduction, which allows one to construct new 3-S manifolds 
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from existing 3-S manifolds with an appropriate group action. Let S be a 3-S 
manifold as in the definition, and let G be a Lie group acting on S in a way which 
preserves the 3-S structure. There is associated to this action a moment-map 
/2: S -* Hom(g,R3 ) 
given by 
/ g(X',) \ 
ji(s)(v) = ( g(X,) 	, s E 5, v E g. 
\ g(X,€) J 
Here X' is the vector field on S determined by v E g and the action of G on 
S. The moment map measures how much the C-action 'interferes' with the 3-S 
structure of S. 
Theorem ([21]). Let S be a 3-S manifold with a connected, compact Lie group C 
acting on S smoothly and properly by .3-S isometries, and with associated moment-
map Lt.  Suppose that p - '(0) is a submanifold of S on which C acts freely. Then 
S//C = G\i 1 (0) is a 3-S manifold of dimension dim(S) —4 dim(G). 
For each k there is a canonical way to make S4 ' 7 c 1p1k+2  into a 3-S manifold. 
(The vector fields a  come from the Lie algebra of S 3 which, regarded as the units 
in THI, acts on 547  by right-multiplication.) In 1998 Boyer, Galicki, Mann and 
Rees [22] showed that by applying the theorem above to certain actions of T   on 
S47 one obtains compact 3-S 7-manifolds S4k+711Tk,  and that by allowing k to 
vary one obtains infinitely many rational homotopy types. These manifolds are 
the subject of Chapter 6. 
Biquotients. 
Homogeneous spaces are the quotients formed when one Lie group acts freely 
on another by (say) left-multiplication. Biquotients, a terminology introduced 
by Eschenburg, are the quotient spaces obtained when one Lie group acts freely 
on another by simultaneous left and right multiplication. The Gromoll-Meyer 
7-sphere, the Eschenburg spaces, Eschenburg's twisted flag manifold, and the 
Bazaikin spaces are all biquotients. 
In recent years biquotients have been used to construct new manifolds which 
have interesting topological and geometrical properties. For example, in 2002 
Wilking [64] used biquotients to disprove the 'deformation' conjecture for posi-
tive sectional curvature in infinitely many dimensions. In 2003 Totaro [61] used 
biquotients to exhibit infinitely many isomorphism classes of rational cohomology 
rings among simply-connected closed Riemannian 6-manifolds with non-negative 
sectional curvature. Also, in 2002 Totaro [60] showed that there are only finitely 
many diffeomorphism classes of 2-connected biquotients in each dimension. He 
also showed, as did Kapovitch-Ziller [39], that the Gromoll-Meyer example is the 
only biquotient exotic sphere of any dimension. 
Biquotients are the subject of Chapter 5. 
1.2 Kreck's modified surgery theory. 
In surgery theory, one answers the question of whether two manifolds N1 , N2 are 
diffeomorphic by first finding a bordism M between them and then attempting 
to alter M by surgeries to make it an s-cobordism (that is, to make M such that 
the inclusions Ni -* M are homotopy-equivalences and such that the Whitehead 
torsion r(W; N1 , N2 ) E Wh(ir i M) vanishes). The .s-Cobordism Theorem then 
shows that N1 and N2 are diffeomorphic. See [53, Chapter 81. 
The central theorem, which tells us whether or not the process described above 
is possible, is normally stated as follows: 
Theorem ([53, 11.74, 12.29]). Let  > 5. Let (M ' , (9M) be a pair of manifolds 
and (X, DX) an n-dimensional Poincaré pair. A degree 1 normal map 
(f, b): (M', DM) - (X, DX) 
with Df: DM -~ DX a homotopy equivalence has a rel D surgery obstruction 
a(f, b) E L(Z[ir 1 (X)]) 
such that o(f, b) = 0 if and only if (f, b) is bordant rel 9 to a homotopy equiva-
lence of pairs. 
Here we usually have DM = N1 U —N 2 and X = Y x I, DX = Y x 10, 11, so 
that each of DfIN: Ni -* Y is a homotopy-equivalence. The conclusion of the 
theorem is that the surgery obstruction vanishes if and only if M can be altered 
by surgeries 'over f' to make it into an s-cobordism. 
To be able to use this theorem to determine whether or not N1 , N2 are dif-
feomorphic, one must first have found a homotopy equivalence between N1 and 
N2 . 
To decide whether two manifolds are homotopy equivalent is already an ex-
tremely hard problem, but Kreck observed that one can still do surgery, and 
produce a theorem analogous to the one stated above, under the weaker condi-
tion that N1 and N2 are homotopy equivalent 'up to the middle dimension'. To 
make this notion precise we will first establish some notation. We will then state 
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Kreck's generalization of the theorem above. All of the material which follows 
can be found in the unpublished 'Mainz preprint' [41], and much of it is also in 
the published article [42]. 
Let M be a compact smooth manifold. It is possible to embed M in Euclidean 
space, and under such an embedding M has a normal vector bundle; different 
embeddings lead to different normal bundles, but stably they all coincide. This 
stable normal bundle is classified by the Gauss map VM: M -+ BO = limBO(k). 
If B -+ BO is any fibration, then a normal B-structure on M is a homotopy class 





M M BO 
A normal B structure is a normal k-smoothing if PM: M —* B is a k-equivalence 
(that is, if PM is an isomorphism on 7ri for i < k and a surjection on 7rk+1).  We 
also say that M is .a normal k-smoothing in B. Roughly speaking, this means 
that M and its stable normal bundle are homotopically the same as B and the 
stable bundle it inherits from B -* BO 'up to and including dimension V. 
Two normal k-smoothings PM2 : M -+ B, i = 1, 2, are diffeomorphic if there is 
a diffeomorphism f: M1 -+ M2 such that Flm2 o f is fibre-homotopic to PM1 . The 
set of diffeomorphism classes of n-dimensional normal k-smoothings in a fibration 
B is denoted by NS k . 
Theorem ([42, Theorems 3, 4]). Let B -* BO be a fibration, zIN: N -* B, 
i = 1,2 two normal k-smoothings in B, k ? [ n/2] — 1, and PM: M -+ B a 
bordism between VN 1 : N1 -+ B and —PN 2 : N2 -* B. Suppose further that the 
Euler characteristics of Ni coincide. Then M is B-bordant rel 0 to an s-cobordism 
if, and only if, an obstruction O(M, I'M)  e l(iri B, w i (B)) is elementary. 
Here l(iri (B), w i (B)) is a monoid, some of whose elements are declared to be 
elementary. It contains, as a submonoid, the normal obstruction group L, (7r, (B)) 
(whose only elementary element is 0). When k > [n/2], the obstruction O(M, PM) 
lies in L(iri (B)) and so the theorem of Kreck can be stated in exactly the same 
way as the traditional theorem. 
Finally, we note that any manifold M is automatically equipped with a supply 
of canonical fibrations B -* BO in which it is a normal smoothing. For any k, 






where M - BkM is k-connected and BkM -* BO is a (k + 1)-coconnected 
fibration. This data determines BkM up to an obvious notion of equivalence. 
The fibre homotopy type of BkM -+ BO is an invariant of M called the k-type 
of M, and M defines a canonical k-smoothing in BkM. 
1.3 Kreck-Stolz invariants. 
In this section we will consider 7-manifolds M for which: 
M is closed, simply-connected and spin. 
• M is equipped with an isomorphism H2 (M; Z) 	Z, with corresponding 
generator x e H2 (M; Z). 
• H4 (M; Z) is a torsion group generated by x 2 and the spin characteristic 
class- (M). 
The cohomology of such a manifold is determined by Poincaré duality: 
i 	1 01234567 
H(M;Z) I Z 0 Z 0 TM Z 0 Z 
All of the Eschenburg spaces, and the Witten manifolds Mkl  for k even, satisfy 
these conditions. 
In articles [43], [44], from 1988 and 1991, Kreck and Stolz defined diffeomor-
phism invariants s(M) E (Q/Z, i = 1, 2, 3, of M with the properties above, and 
they used these invariants to classify such manifolds up to homeomorphism and 
diffeomorphism. The results have been applied, by Kreck-Stolz and others since, 
to the classification of several families of manifolds. In this section we will give 
a detailed review of the definition of the s(M) and the proof of the classifica-
tion theorem, and we will also review the applications of the s 2 -invariants. (We 
mention here for the first and last time that in [43] and [44] Kreck and Stolz also 
developed an entirely analogous theory for manifolds M which satisfy all of the 
conditions above, save for not being spin.) 
The s-invariants of M are defined in terms of an appropriate 8-manifold which 
M bounds. Such coboundaries are provided by the next lemma. 
Lemma 1.3.1. Let M be as described at the start of the section. There is a com-
pact, spin 8-manifold W with boundary M, equipped with a class x E H2 (W; Z) 
which restricts to x e H2 (M;Z). 
We recall the following consequence of the Atiyah-Singer index theorem: 
Theorem 1.3.2 ([15, Theorem 5.3]). Let M be a spin manifold of dimension 
4k and let 1 be a complex vector bundle on M. Then the index of the Dirac 
operator of M with coefficients in I is equal to ch(l)A(M), [M]), where A(M) is 
the polynomial in the Pontrjagin classes of M corresponding to the multiplicative 
sequence defined by the polynomial sinh(z/2)  and ch denotes the Chern character. 
In particular, if X is a closed, spin 8-manifold equipped with a class x E H2 (X; Z), 
then the three quantities 
(A(X), [X]), 
(ch(l - 1)A(X), [X]),  
(ch(1 2 - 1)A(X), [X]), 
where l i,, denotes the complex line bundle with first Chern class y, are integers. 
We are able to define three analogous quantities for pairs (W M) as in Lemma 
1.3.1: 
Definition 1.3.3. Let (W, M) be as in Lemma 1.3.1. We consider the rational 
quantities 
S i (W,M) = (Z(W),[W,MI), 
S2 (W, IV!) = (ch(l - 1)A(W), [14/, IV!]), 	 (1.2) 
S3 (W M) = (ch(l 2 - l)A(W), [W M]). 
This must be explained, since the cohomology classes in the expressions above are 
elements of H8 (W; Q), and so cannot be evaluated against [W, M] e H8 (W,  M). 
First note that ch(l - 1)A(W), ch(12 - 1)A(W) are rational linear combi-
nations of x4 and x 2p1 (W). Now, since H3 (M; Q) and H4 (M; Q) both vanish, 
the restriction map H4 (W, M; Q) - H4 (W; Q) is an isomorphism, and so x 2 and 
Pi (W) can be regarded as elements of H4 (14' M; Q). Then x 4 and x 2pi (W) be-
come elements of H8 (W M; Q), so that ch(l - 1)A(W) and ch(12 - 1)A(W) can 
be evaluated against [W, M] to produce rational numbers. 
The same trick does not work for (A(W), [W M]), since A8 (W) is a rational-
linear combination of pi (W)2  and P2  (W), and there is no sensible way to re-
gard P2  (W) as an element of H8 (W, M; Q). Instead we make use of the Hirze-
bruch signature theorem, which states that, for a closed orientable manifold X, 
sign(X) = (L(X), [X]). Starting with A 8 (W) and subtracting an appropriate 
multiple of L 8 (W), we can eliminate p2 (W) to end up with a rational multiple 
of pi (W) 2 , which can be evaluated against [W, M] using the trick of the pre-
vious paragraph. However, we must account for subtracting a multiple of L8 
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from 118, and we do so by adding back the corresponding multiple of the signa-
ture sign(W, M). In this way we obtain a rational number which we have called 
(A(W), [W, MI)  . 
By writing out the A and L polynomials in low degrees one can verify the 
formulas 
S1 (M) = 2517sign(W) + K27 1 7p 2(W), [T4M]), 





Pi  (W) + 2313x4,[W,M]), 
S3 (WI  M) = (22 
1 3
X 2 Pi (W) + x4 [W,M]). 
For closed manifolds X, the quantities (1.1) were allintegers. For the man-
ifolds with boundary (W M), the analogous quantities (1.2) are not necessarily 
integers, but the extent to which they fail to be integers turns out to be a well-
defined invariant of M, for the following reason. 
Lemma 1.3.4. Let W' be a second coboundary of M as in Lemma 1.3.1. Then 
the union X = W UM -WI is a closed manifold, with spin-structure compatible 
with those on W, W', and equipped with a class x e H2 (X; Z) which restricts to 
x e H 2 (W; Z) and x E H2 (W'; Z). Further, 
= 
S2 (W, Al) - S2 (W', .M) = (ch(l - 1)A(X), [X]), 
S3 (W, M) - S3 (W', .1k!) = (ch(l2 - 1)A(X), [X]). 
The fact that the quantities on the right above are integers means that 
the extent to which the Si (W, M) fail to be integral, that is, the remainders 
Si (W, M) mod 1 e Q/Z, are well-defined independent of the choice of W: 
Definition 1.3.5. The Kreck-Stolz invariants of M are 
s i (M)= S1 (WM) mod 1, 
s 2 (M)= S2 (W,M) mod 1, 
83 (M) = S3 (W,M) mod 1. 
We will also refer to these as the s-invariants. 
Using the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer index theorem [10] for manifolds with bound-
ary, Kreck and Stolz were able to write the s2 invariants of a manifold M purely 







(B 4 O) + (D) - 
2• 7 
f pi (M,g) A h mod Z 
S2(M) = 	—(D)— 
24 1 .3 fm vA(—pi(M,g)+2uAu) mod 
S3(M) = 	- (D) - 2 2 . 3 fm v  (—p i (M, g) + 8u Au) mod Z 
Here, for P an elliptic self-adjoint operator, (P) = 1 (dim(ker P) +i7(P, 0)) where 
(P, 0) is the ij-invariant of P; B and D are the signature and Dirac operator 
respectively; u is the harmonic 2-form representing x, p i (M, g) is the Pontrjagin 
form defined using the Levi-Civita connection on M associated to g, and h, v are 
3-forms whose coboundaries are pi (M, g) and u A u respectively. 
Theorem 1.3.7. Let M 1 , M2 be two manifolds satisfying the conditions given at 
the start of the section. 
There is an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism between M 1 and M2 if, 
and only if, s(M i ) = s 2 (M2 ) for i = 1,2,3. 
There is an orientation-preserving homeomorphism between M 1 and M2 if, 
and only if, 28s 1 (Mi ) = 28s 1 (M2 ) and s(MI ) = s(M2 ) for i = 2,3. 
We will sketch the proof of the diffeomorphism statement. It is easy to see 
that the s, are oriented-diffeomorphism invariants of M. Suppose, therefore, that 
we are given M as in the statement such that s2 (Ml ) = s2 (M2 ) for i = 1, 2, 3. For 
i = 1,2 let W2 be a coboundary of Mi as in Lemma 1.3.1. Now set W = W1 —W 2 , 
the connect-sum formed away from the boundary. This W admits a spin-structure 
compatible with the structures on the W, and it further admits a class x which 
restricts to the specified x E H2 (W; Z). That is to say, W is a spin-bordism 
between M1 and —M 2 and admits x E H2 (W; Z) restricting to x e H2 (M; Z). 
Now, since SW = M1 U —M 2 , H3 (SW; Q) = 0 and H4 (SW; Q) = 0, and so 
just as in the definition of the Si ff, M) we can form rationals 
(x, [14T, 5147]), (x2pi(147),  [T'V, 3147]), (p(T'V), [T'V 514 7]). 	(1.3) 
A theorem of Kreck [42, Theorem 6], proved using his modified surgery theory, 
states that, if these three rationals and the signature sign(W SW) all vanish, then 
M1 and M2 are orientation-preserving diffeomorphic. 
(It is appropriate at this point to note that the 2-type B2 M of any of the 7-
manifolds we are considering in this section is just Bspin x K(Z, 2) -p BO. The 
map M —* B2  = Bspin x K(Z, 2) simultaneously classifies the spin-structure 
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of M and the generator x e H2 (M; Z). In this language, the bordism W is a 
bordism over the 2-type. Since 2 = [7/2] - 1, Kreck's modified surgery theorem 
from the previous section applies, and the result we have quoted follows from a 
computation of the obstruction O(W, i).) 
We can take rational-linear combinations of the quantities in (1.3) and sign( W, OW) 
to form 
S 1 (W,DW), S 2 (W5W), S 3 (w,Ow), 	(1.4) 
just as for the (1.2). Moreover, we can take combinations of these quantities and 
sign(W OW) to recover (1.3). Therefore Kreck's theorem tells us that, so long 
as sign(W OW) and the Si (WW) vanish, the Mi are orientation-preserving 
diffeomorphic. 
So do sign(W, OW) and the S(W, OW) vanish? Not necessarily, but it is 
possible to show that, by the construction of W, we have Si (WW) mod 1 = 
s(Ml) - s(M 2 ) = 0, so that in fact the .SZ (W, SW) are all integers. Kreck and 
Stolz showed, by explicitly constructing spin 8-manifolds with certain properties, 
that there is a closed spin 8-manifold X with a class x E H2 (X; Z) for which 
sign(X) = sign(W, OW), 
(A(X),[X]) = S 1 (W,OW), 
(ch(l - 1)A(X), [X]) = S2 (W,OW), 
(ch(12 - 1)A(X), [X]) = S3 (W,SW). 
By replacing W with W - X, one can verify that sign(W) and the SZ (W, OW) 
in fact now vanish, so that the theorem of Kreck applies and M1 and M2 are 
orientation-preserving diffeomorphic. 
We end this section with a chronological review of the applications of the 
Kreck-Stolz invariants. Many of the results are entirely numerical and lengthy to 
express, so we shall attempt only to give a flavour of the results. 
In their 1988 paper [43], Kreck-Stolz calculated the s 2-invariants for the Wit-
ten spaces Mkz. They found that certain pairs of Witten spaces were homeomor-
phic but not diffeomorphic, and these were the first examples of 7-dimensional 
homogeneous spaces with this property. 
In their 1991 paper [44], Kreck and Stolz calculated the s-invariants for all 
of the Aloff-Wallach spaces N r . In doing so they showed that N 56788 , 5227 ,51561 
and N_ 42652 ,61213 , 18561 are homeomorphic but not diffeomorphic, and this is the 
first example of 7-manifolds of positive sectional curvature with this property. 
In 1995, Astey, Micha and Pastor [5] calculated the s-invariants for the Es-
chenburg spaces Ek,1 with k = (a,b,a - b) and I = (2a,0,0), a, b, coprime. 
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These are. precisely the Ek,1 whose defining action factors through Eschenburg's 
'twisted' free T 2-action on SU(3). Astey-Micha-Pastor found that examples of 
homeomorphic, non-diffeomorphic manifolds were plentiful in comparison with 
the two families studied by Kreck and Stolz. 
We now remark on how these last three calculations were carried out. The 
Witten manifolds are quotients T'\(S 5 x S3 ), and the T'-action here factors 
through a free T 2-action on S 5 x 53  The Aloff-Wallach manifolds are homo-
geneous spaces T'\SU(3), where T' is a subgroup of the maximal torus T 2 of 
diagonal matrices. Therefore the T'-action defining each Aloff-Wallach mani-
fold factors through a free T 2-action on SU(3). Similarly, the Eschenburg spaces 
studied by Astey-Micha-Pastor are precisely the Eschenburg spaces whose defin-
ing action factors through Eschenburg's free T 2-action on SU(3). 
Summarising, each of the manifolds studied by Kreck-Stolz and Astey-Micha-
Pastor is defined as a T'-quotient, where the T'-action factors through a free 
T2-action. Consequently, all of the manifolds admit a free circle action, and 
are therefore circle bundles, and are therefore the boundaries of the associated 
disc bundles. It was by using these cobounding disc bundles that Kreck-Stolz and 
Astey-Micha-Pastor were able to compute the si invariants. In none of the compu-
tations of s-invariants that has been made since have such explicit coboundaries 
been available. 
In 1997 Kruggel [47] expressed a homotopy classification of the manifolds M 
of Section 1.3 in terms of the Kreck-Stolz invariants. 
In a preprint, Kruggel [45] calculated the s-invariants for the Eschenburg 
spaces Ek,j satisfying 'condition D', which holds if some row or column of the 3 x 3 
matrix (k. - l),3  has pairwise coprime entries. Not all Eschenburg spaces satisfy 
this condition (see Note 5.4.9). In another preprint, Escher [31] has computed the 
.s-invariants for the generalized Witten spaces, which are the quotients T1\ (S5  x 
S) under actions of the form 
z - ((x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ), (yi, Y2, p3)) = ((zkx 1, zcx2, z'x3),  (z hly i, z 12 y2 )) , 
for k coprime to 11 and 12. In neither of the computations of Kruggel and Escher 
were explicit coboundaries used. Rather, the manifolds in question admit almost-
free circle actions, that is, actions with isolated degenerate orbits. Such circle 
actions on a manifold allow one to construct a bordism of the manifold with 
lens spaces. These bordisms, coupled with computations of the s i for lens spaces 
(made by Kruggel using the analytic formulas of Theorem 1.3.6) allowed the two 
authors to compute the .s 2-invariants for the original manifolds. 
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There is still interest in the classification of Eschenburg spaces, and in a recent 
preprint Chinburg, Escher and Ziller [24] have used the existing (partial) results 
to investigate the homeomorphism and diffeomorphism properties of some of the 
Eschenburg spaces which admit positive curvature metrics. Sadly there is no 
supply of coboundaries with which to compute the Kreck-Stolz invariants of the 
Eschenburg spaces, and indeed it is not even clear that each Eschenburg space 
admits an almost-free circle action. (Though if this were possible then it certainly 
would be possible to manufacture bordisms of each Eschenburg space with the 
union of 6 lens spaces, and thereby to calculate the Kreck-Stolz invariants of the 
Eschenburg space.) 
1.4 Motivation and outline. 
The original aim of this thesis was to extend the methods of Kreck-Stolz, as 
described in Section 1.3, in order to classify the 3-Sasakian 7-manifolds S 4 ' 7 //T' 
of Boyer, Galicki, Mann and Rees (see page 5). Such a task is naturally split 
into two parts: first, one must generalize the Kreck-Stolz invariants and the 
associated classification theorem to a setting where the results can be applied to 
the 84k+711Tk;  second, one must actually carry out this application. This aim 
has not been fully achieved, and moreover we have modified it over time. 
The major modification to our original aim is that we have attempted, in 
the course of generalizing the Kreck-Stolz results, to interpret the invariants 'less 
formulaically' and also 'more intrinsically', as we will now explain. 
The decision of Kreck-Stolz to study invariants based on the three quantities 
(A(X), [X]), (ch(l - 1)A(X), [X]), (ch(12 - 1)A(X), [X]), 
despite its striking success, does seem rather arbitrary. Why not study the obvi-
ous invariants based on any of (ch(1k -1)A(X), [X]), or even replace (lk -1) with 
a more elaborate virtual bundle? Further, to which properties do the Kreck-Stolz 
invariants owe their existence? It seems that there are two major contributions. 
First, the cohomological assumptions on the manifolds M, especially the assump-
tion that the classes x 2 , Pi  (M) E H" (M; 7Z) are torsion, allow one to define the 
'relative' quantities Si ff, M) of Definition 1.3.3. Second, index theory for the 
Dirac operator, in particular the associated integrality results, mean that the 
s2 (M) = Si ff, M) mod 1 are well-defined. However, index theory is not required 
for these integrality results: we can forget the Dirac operator and just retain its 
symbol-class, which is the K-theory orientation of the tangent bundle. In this 
K-theoretic interpretation the integrality results amount to integrality properties 
of the Chern character. In response to these points we ask: 
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Question 1.4.1. 
Are the s(M) the 'natural' choice of invariants among the other obvious 
possibilities? 
Are the Kreck-Stolz invariants index-theoretic? 
Are they K-theoretic? 
It is by trying to answer these questions that we hope to make the Kreck-Stolz 
invariants 'less formulaic'. 
It should be clear from the discussions in the previous section that the Kreck-
Stolz invariants' reliance on cobounding manifolds for their computation has 
heavily restricted their applicability. This is especially disappointing since the 
manifolds for which various authors have attempted to compute the Kreck-Stolz 
invariants all have very simple geometric descriptions. It is therefore natural to 
ask for an 'intrinsic' description of the Kreck-Stolz invariants. Such a description 
is already supplied by Theorem 1.3.6, which describes the .s(M) purely in terms 
of i-invariants and integrals of certain differential forms on M. These analytical 
results have so far only been applied to the lens spaces and to the Berger space 
SO(5)/SO(3) (see [321). The lens spaces are very simple, and the calculations are 
essentially taken from [12]; the Berger space calculation is lengthy and occupies 
the entire cited article. It therefore seems that to apply the i'-invariant formulae 
to something like the Eschenburg spaces would be extremely difficult. Moreover, 
in the formulae of Theorem 1.3.6 the si invariants all appear to be very similar 
in flavour, whereas in answer to one of the questions above we will show that the 
three s2 invariants are each of a rather different nature. We therefore revise our 
earlier request for intrinsic descriptions of the s2 to the following: 
Question 1.4.2. Is there an intrinsic cohomological, interpretation of the .s 2 -
invariants? (Here we mean 'cohomological' in the generalized sense, and strongly 
expect that the correct cohomology theory might be K-theory.) 
We will now describe the thesis chapter-by-chapter. 
In Chapter 2 we generalize the Kreck-Stolz invariants described in Section 1.3, 
and the associated classification result, to what we have called F r-manifolds for 
each r ? 1, the manifolds of Section 1.3 being the F1 -manifolds: 
Definition. An Fr-manifold M is a 7-manifold for which: 
M is closed, simply-connected and spin. 
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• M is equipped with an isomorphism H2 (M; Z) Zr. We write the corre-
sponding basis of H2 (M; Z) as x1,. .. , Xr . 
• H4 (M; Z) = TM is a torsion group generated by the products amongst the 
elements of H2 (M; Z) and the spin characteristic class 
The 3-Sasakian manifolds S4711Tc  of Boyer, Galicki, Mann and Rees (page 6) 
are Fk-manifolds, so that our generalized results will apply to these examples. 
The definition of the generalized invariants and the proof of the classification 
theorem proceed on much the same lines as the original treatment described in 
Section 1.3; one new feature which emerges for F r -manifolds with r > 1 is that 
we must introduce certain (Q-valued invariants, and one point in the proof of 
the classification theorem is much more difficult than originally. In this chapter 
we also show that the generalized 'relative' invariants, which are the analogues 
of the S(W M) of Definition 1.3.3, can be formulated in purely KU-theoretic 
terms (the key point being that the A genus appears when we compare the Thom 
isomorphisms in K-theory and rational cohomology using the Chern character). 
This is used in later chapters to interpret some of the Kreck-Stolz invariants using 
K-theory. 
(We should note here that Bermbach [18] has generalized the Kreck-Stolz 
invariants to the case of F2-manifolds. Our presentation differs greatly from 
Bermbach's, and also he did not take account of the Q-valued invariants.) 
In Chapter 3 we show that certain of our generalized Kreck-Stolz invariants 
for an Fr -manifold M can be written in terms of the linking form and Massey, 
triple products on M. These are defined without using a coboundary and there-
fore give a partial positive answer to Question 1.4.2. The Massey triple prod-
ucts give rational invariants ((qxj, qx 3 , qx)qx1, [M]), and these are precisely the 
rational-valued generalized Kreck-Stolz invariants. The linking form is a symmet-
ric bilinear form bM: H4 (M; Z) ® H 4 (M; Z) —* Q/Z, and we show that certain of 
the Q/Z-valued invariants are given by bM(xx 3 , xkxl). We also show that some 
of the generalized Kreck-Stolz invariants (those we have called the -invariants) 
can be defined without using index theory or K-theory, instead requiring only the 
theorem of Wu which relates Steenrod squares to Stiefel-Whitney classes; these 
invariants are therefore entirely cohomological, giving a negative answer to parts 
of Question 1.4.1. 
For F1 -manifolds the results of Chapter 3 give us the following conclusions. 
First, in response to Question 1.4.1, that the presentation of the invariants as 
s i (M), s2 (M), 82 (M) - 283 (M) 
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could be considered more natural than the original choice of the s 2 (M). Sec-
ond, that s2 (M) - 2s3 (M) is an entirely cohomological invariant, twice which is 
—bM(x 2 , x 2 ) For F1 -manifolds the Massey triple products vanish entirely. 
In Chapter 4 we show that, excluding the Eells-Kuiper invariant s 1 and the 
invariants already identified in Chapter 3, the generalized Kreck-Stolz invariants 
of an Fr-manifold M can be defined as quantities of the form (s(M), [M] KO ) or 
(t(M), [M]KU) for natural elements 
s(M) e K0 3 (M;Q/Z), t(M) E KU'(M;Q/Z). 
Thus, in answer to Questions 1.4.1 and 1.4.2 we can conclude that the general-
ized Kreck-Stolz invariants are all either cohomological or K-theoretic quantities 
and that all can be expressed intrinsically. For F 1 -manifolds the conclusions are 
that s 2 (M) comes from KU-theory and that s3 (M) comes from KU-theory, while 
Si(M) cannot be expressed cohomologically at all. 
In Chapter 4 we also produce a 'first approximation' to the space of all Fr 
manifolds and show that it is fully detected by the generalized Kreck-Stolz invari-
ants. Further, we give evidence to suggest that in certain cases it may be appropri-
ate to consider elliptic cohomology (specifically tmf) in place of K-theories with 
Q/Z coefficients in order to produce 'geometrically-defined' generalized Kreck-
Stolz invariants. This concludes our treatment of the generalized Kreck-Stolz 
invariants, though we do intend to take the matter further in the future, hope-
fully in the direction just mentioned. 
Chapter 5 concerns biquotient manifolds, which were mentioned in Section 
1.1. We discuss the topological and tangential properties of biquotient manifolds. 
We then specialise to biquotients of the form T\G for T a torus where, as one 
might expect, the maximal torus, Weyl group, and roots of C are of central 
importance. We also study the Eschenburg spaces, giving several new results and 
new proofs of existing results using only properties of SU(3) (many of the proofs 
in the literature rely on the embedding of SU(3) into U(3)). 
Chapter 5, which is the last and easily the longest chapter in the thesis, con-
cerns the topology of the 3-Sasakian manifolds S 4 ' 7 //T" of Boyer, Galicki, Mann 
and Rees (page 6). As was explained earlier, the intention was to classify these 
manifolds using the generalized Kreck-Stolz invariants. Sadly these manifolds are 
more complicated than one might have expected, and our results extend only 
to a computation of their cohomology ring and some speculation about their 
linking form. This complication can be attributed to the 2-stage nature of the 
3-Sasakian quotient construction, in which one first forms a submanifold /.1 -1 (0) 
and then takes the quotient by T', and we are not able to identify ,i_1(0)  as a 
familiar manifold. 
We are able, however, to get enough information about 	(0) since it admits 
a natural and understandable T 2-action through which the Tk-action factors. 
Though the work of this last chapter is lengthy and difficult, we feel that our 
description of the cohomology ring is surprisingly pleasant: we show that the 
torsion group H4 (S47//T'; Z) is connected to the combinatorics of trees, and 





Recall from Chapter 1 the definition of the Fr -manifolds: 
Definition 2.0.1. An Fr -manifold M is a 7-manifold for which: 
M is closed, simply-connected and spin. 
• M is equipped with an isomorphism H2 (M; Z) Zr.  We write the corre-
sponding basis of H2 (M; Z) as x 1 , . .. , 
• H4 (M; Z) = TM is a torsion group generated by the products amongst the 
elements of H2 (M; Z) and the spin characteristic class (M). 
A diffeomorphism between Fr-manifolds is called an Fr -diffeomorphism if it pre-
serves the bases of H2 (—; Z). 
Our aim is to classify the Fr-manifolds up to F-diffeomorphism. In Chapter 1 
we explained how Kreck and Stolz did this for F 1 -manifolds using diffeomorphism 
invariants s(M) e Q/Z, i = 1, 2, 3 (see Definition 1.3.5 and Theorem 1.3.7). In 
this chapter we will define F-diffeomorphism invariants taking values in Q/Z and 
Q which for F1 -manifolds are equivalent to the .s. We will then state and prove 
a classification theorem for Fr-manifolds using our new invariants. 
We deal first with the invariant s. Note from 1.3.5 that the definition of 
s i ( M) did not depend on the generator x of H2 (M; Z); all that was required was 
the spin structure of M and the fact that Pi  (M) was torsion. Therefore it is clear 
that we can define s i ( M) for any Fr -manifold M, exactly as it was defined in 
1.3.5. In fact s i (M) is the Eells-Kuiper invariant p(M) of [26], and we will refer 
to it as 1i(M). The Eells-Kuiper invariant is defined much more generally than 
just for Fr-manifolds; this is the subject of Section 2.1. 
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Recall that S2 (M), s3 (M) were defined using a compact spin manifold W with 
boundary M and an element of H2 (W; Z) which restricts to the chosen generator 
of H2 (M; Z). Our generalized invariants for Fr-manifolds are defined in a similar 
way, but in order to produce invariants which carry enough information to clas-
sify the Fr-manifolds we require that the whole basis of H2 (M; Z) be the restric-
tions of classes in H2 (W; Z). (This is in keeping with the Kreck surgery results 
which underly our work. In Kreck surgery one can begin to classify 7-manifolds 
after fixing their '2-type' (see Section 1.2). For Fr-manifolds this amounts to re-
stricting attention to simply-connected spin manifolds M with fixed isomorphism 
H2 (M; Z) zr  and then studying spin bordisms between such manifolds over 
which the basis elements of H2 (—; Z) extend.) 
One interesting new feature of the classification of Fr-manifolds which is not 
apparent in the case of F1 -manifolds is the need to consider Q-valued invariants. 
This arises through the lifting process used to define the invariants. Recall for 
example that 
s2 (M)= (--J-x2pi (W) + 233XX, [W, M]), 
where x 2 E H4 (W M; Q) is the unique element which restricts to x 2 E H4 (W; Q). 
The entire cohomology class in the expression above is a 'lift' of ch(l - 1)A(W). 
No choices were made in this definition. However, when defining invariants for 
Fr-manifolds with r > 1, we have many basis elements and must produce 'lifts' 
of classes like XXXkXz, which could be done in several ways: we could consider 
any of 
XXjXkX1, XXkXjX1, XjXIX3Xk. 
These are not usually equal, but the differences 
mkl(M) = 	 - 	 [W, M}) 
are well-defined invariants of M. 
The chapter is arranged as follows. In Section 2.1 we give a full discussion of 
the Eells-Kuiper invariant, which for F1 -manifolds M is just si(M). In Section 
2.2 we define the generalized Kreck-Stolz invariants and state a classification 
theorem in terms of these invariants. The classification theorem is proved with the 
exception of a certain claim about closed spin 8-manifolds equipped with elements 
Xr of H2 (—; Z). In Section 2.3 we recall some facts about spin-bordism 
and K-Theory, and we use them to reformulate the claim just mentioned as a 
statement about KU characteristic numbers of the bordism group 1K(Zr,  2)); 
we also show that our generalizations of the 'relative' invariants S2 (W, M) can be 
defined using K-theory. Section 2.4, which is entirely technical, consists of a proof 
of the reformulated claim. 
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2.1 The Eells-Kuiper Invariant 
In [26] Eells and Kuiper defined an invariant i,  taking values in Q/Z, of certain 
spin and spine  manifolds. They showed that in certain dimensions this invariant 
fully detects the group of homotopy spheres, and in particular that it induces an 
isomorphism e 7 Z28 . We will define pt, now called the Eells-Kuiper invariant, 
for spin manifolds and list some of its properties. Our definition covers a much 
larger family of manifolds than the original definition in [26]. 
Let M be a closed spin manifold of dimension 4k - 1. Suppose that M has 
a compact spin coboundary W, and that for each 0 < i < k the Pontrjagin class 
Pi(M) E H4 (M; Z) is torsion. Let Ak, Lk denote the familiar polynomials in the 
Pontrjagin classes Pi,• . . ,pj, and let tk e Q be such that Nk = Ak -tkLk contains 
no Pk -term. We define 
Nk(M) = (Nk(pl(W)),. .. ,p i ( W),[W,MI) e Q, 
where each pj (W) E H 4 (W, M; Q) is a lift of the rational Pontrjagin class p2 (W) E 
H" (W; Q. (Such lifts exist since the p,; (M) are torsion classes. The lifts need not 
be unique but, since each term in Nk is a product, Nk(W,  M) is well-defined.) We 
define sigri(W M) to be the signature of the intersection pairing H21 (W, M; Q) 0 
H21 (W, M; Q) -+ Q, and we define ak to be 1 when k is even and 2 when k is 
odd. 
Definition 2.1.1. 
I. u(W,M) = (N k (W,M) + t k sign(W M))/ak E  
2. The Eells-Kniper invariant ,a(M) of M is p(W, M) mod 1 e Q/Z. 
We will show later that (M) is well-defined. Note that, if W is closed, then the 
assumptions above hold trivially and the Hirzebruch Signature Theorem applies 
to give M (W, 0) = (A(W), [W]). 
The next two lemmas show that, for a fixed M, the collection of all (W, M) 
as W varies is precisely a coset in Q of 
{(A(X), [X])/ak I X closed, spin}. 
A theorem of Hirzebruch shows that (11(X), [X])/ak is always an integer, and in 
particular it follows that p(M) is well-defined. The theorem just mentioned also 
follows from Theorem 1.3.2 since (A(X), [X]) is the index of the Dirac operator 
of X. It is therefore always an integer, and in fact when k is odd the index of the 
Dirac operator is known to be even. This is because the bundles whose sections 
the Dirac operator acts on are in fact quaternionic and the Dirac operator is 
quaternion-linear. 
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Lemma 2.1.2. Let (W', M') be a pair of manifolds with the same properties as 
M) above. Then the connect sum WW', formed away from the boundary, is 
a spin-manifold with boundary MUM. We have ,a(W#W', MUM') = p(W, M)+ 
/-'(W" M , ) 
Proof. For 0 <j <4k we have 
H3 (W#W',M U M'; Q) = H(W,M;Q) H 3 (W', M I ; Q), 
H(W#W'; Q) = Hi (W; Q) ED Hi (W'; Q), 
and these decompositions respect the cup-product structure. Thus 
sign(W#W', M U M') = sign(W M) + si gn( W', M'). 
Also, with respect to these decompositions p2 (W#W') = p2 (W) ED p i (W) for 
0 <i < k, so p2(W#W') = p(W) ED p(W'), and therefore 
Nk(W#W', M U M') = Nk(W, M) + Nk(W', M'). 
The result follows. 
Lemma 2.1.3. Let W' be a second spin coboundary of M. Since W and W' are 
both spin -coboundaries of M, the union X = W UM —W' inherits a natural spin 
structure. One has 
(14 M) - p(W', M) = (A(X), [X])/ak . 
Proof. Novikov additivity [15, Proposition 7.1] states that 
sign(W M) - sign( W', M) = sign(X). 
We will show that 
Nk(T'V, M) - Nk(T'V', M) = (N k (X), [X]). 
From the two facts above it follows that 
t(W, M) - t(W', M) = ((Nk (X), [X]) + t k sign(X))/a k , 
which, by the Hirzebruch signature theorem and the definition of Nk, is equal to 
(A(X), [X])/ak , as required. 
We now prove that Nk(W,M) - Nk(W',M) = (N k (X), [X]). Let i: X -+ 
M), j: (W, M) - (X, M), k: W -+ (W M), denote the inclusion maps, and 
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similarly for j', k' with W replaced by W'. Note that jUj' is an excision-map, and 
that i[X] = j. [W, M] —j[W', M]. Consider the following commutative diagram. 
Hm(W, M; Q) 	
j. jF.  Hm(W', M; Q) 	Hm(X, M; Q) 
/c * E)k' 	 li* 
Hm(W;Q) ED Hm(W';Q) 	Hm(X;Q) 
iIi'I 
The top arrow is always an isomorphism, and the bottom arrow forms part of 
a Mayer-Vietoris sequence with third terms H2(M; Q) and connecting map P. 
Since 
k*pj(W) = pi (W) = j *pi  (X) 
kF*pj(Wl) = pi (W) = jhl *pi (X), 
it follows that the image under i' of the unique class which maps to pi (W)(DA  (W') 
under j e j'* differs from pi (X) by an element of im(c5*).  Using the identity 
(5*m) U x = 8*(m U x jj,j ) for m e H(M; Q) and x E H(X; Q) 
and the fact that p(W)M = p(M) vanishes rationally, it follows that Nk(X) is 
equal to the image under it of the class which maps under j e j1t to 
Nk(pl(W),...,p(W))Nk(pl(W'),...,pk(W')). 
Combining this with the relation between the fundamental classes we obtain 
Nk(W, M) - Nk(W', M) = (Nk(X), [X]), which was our claim. Li 
Note 2.1.4. For 7-manifolds, which is the case k = 2, the spin-bordism group 
11'' vanishes, and so every closed spin 7 manifold M has a spin-coboundary W. 
Therefore j is defined for all spin 7-manifolds M with p, (M) torsion, and is given 
by 
= 	(PI  (W,M)2,[W,M]) - 	sign(WM) mod 1.
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We will now recall some facts about the 7-dimensional case which we will use 
later. There is a smooth parallelizable 8-manifold M(E8 ), constructed by Milnor 
using plumbing on the E8-graph, with signature 8 and boundary a homotopy 
sphere E 7 . (See [23, Chapter V].) We have 
1 	 1 -2 
p(M(E8), 7) 
= 	
7 sign(M(E8 ), E 7 ) + 
2 . 








so that (7) = - mod 1. It follows that 	has order divisible by 28 in the 28 
group e 7 of homotopy 7-spheres; in fact e 7 is cyclic of order 28, with generator 
E 7 . 
The 28-fold boundary sum 28 M(E8 ) has boundary S 7 , so B = 28 M(E8 ) US7 
D8 is a smooth spin manifold with (A(B), [B]) = —1 and sign(B) = 28 x 8. Also 
the quaternionic projective plane THIP2 is a spin 8-manifold with (A(TH[P 2 ), [THIP2 ]) = 
0 and sign(THJ.P 2 ) = 1. 
The content of the previous two paragraphs is taken from [44, Section 6]. 
2.2 The generalized invariants and a classifica-
tion theorem. 
Definition 2.2.1. Let X be a space and let x E H2 (X; Z). We write 'y E 
KU° (X) for the difference between the complex line bundle with first Chern class 
x and the trivial complex line bundle. The image ch('y) of -y x under the Chern 
character is just the formal sum ex - 1 e H*(X; Q). 
Definition 2.2.2. Let W be a compact spin 8-manifold equipped with classes 
Xr G H2 (W; Z) and such that HI (W; Q) = 0, H(5W; Q) = 0. These 
assumptions mean that there are unique lifts E H(W, 5W; Q) of the ratio-
nalized products xx 3 E H4 (W; Q). We consider the rational numbers 
S(W,5W) = 
S(W,5W) = ((—-p 1 (W) + XjX3 + 	+ x),[W,M]) 
TZ (W,OW) = (x,[W,M]) 
T(W,5W) = ( 2 ,[T4'M]) 
T,k(W,5W) = 
B,kz(W,5W) = 
Mkl(W,5W) = (xjXXkXl—xjxkxlxi,[W,M]) 
Here 1 < i, j, k, 1 < r, and for S 3 , T23 , Ti3,k  we assume that the indices are 
distinct. Note further that the cohomology classes in the first five lines above are 
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ch(yX 'yX 'yX )A(W) 
Definition 2.2.3. A closed spin 8-manifold X with classes x1,... ,X r , E H2 (X; Z) 
satisfies the conditions on (W 5W) in the previous definition and has = xx3 . 
The M 3 kl(X, 0) therefore vanish while the B,k1 and T 3 ,k become symmetric in 
their indices. We write 
Si (X) = S2  (XI 0) 
S 3 (X) =S3 (X,0) 
Ti (X) =T  (XI 0) 
T 3 (X) =T23 (X,0) 
Ti,k(X) = Ti,k(X, 0) 
B3kl(X) = B 3 ,kl(X, 0) 
= (ch('y)A(X), [X]), 
= (ch('y'y)A(X), [X]), 
= 	+ _))A(X), [X}), 
= 	 [X]), 
= (XXXkX1, [X]). 
Here 1 < i, j, k, I < r, and for 	 we assume that the indices are distinct. 
Theorem 1.3.2 implies that all of S(X),... , B 1 (X) are integers. 
Proposition 2.2.4. 
Let W, W' be as in Definition 22.2 with SW = M = SW', such that W, 
W' induce the same spin-structure on M and the same classes x 1 ,.. . , 2 E 
H2 (M; Z). Then W UM —W' is a closed manifold as in Definition 2..3, 
and 
A(W UM —W') = \(W, M) - \(W', M) 
for 
Let W, W' be as in Definition 2.2.2. Then W#W',  the connect sum formed 
away from the boundary, has a structure as in Definition 2.2.2 and 
A(W#W', SW U SW') = \(W, SW) + .A(W', SW') 
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This will be proved at the end of this section. 
We will use the relative invariants of Definition 2.2.2 to define invariants of 
Fr-manifolds M. To do so we need to know that every Fr-manifold bounds an 
appropriate 8-manifold. This is given to us by the next lemma. 
Lemma 2.2.5. Every Fr-manifold M is the boundary of a compact spin 8-
manifold W equipped with classes x 1 ,... ,Xr e H2 (W; Z) which restrict to the 
respective x i e H2 (M; Z). 
Since an r-tuple of elements of H2 (—; Z) corresponds to a homotopy class of maps 
into K(Zr,  2), this claim follows from the statement2rn l (K(Zr, 2)) = 0, which 
will be proved in Corollary 2.4.2. 
We now come to the main object of this chapter: the definition and properties 
of the generalized Kreck-Stolz invariants and the diffeomorphism classification 
theorem. 
Definition 2.2.6 (Generalized Kreck-Stolz invariants). Let M be an 
manifold, and let W be a spin manifold with boundary M and with classes x i E 
H2 (W; Z) which restrict to the respective x 2 E H2 (M; Z). We define: 
= S(W,M)mod1 
a (M) = S (W, M) mod 1 
r(M) = T2 (W,M) mod l 
= Tij  
ri,k(M) = Ti,k(W,M) mod 1 
= B,kl(W Iv!) mod 1 
m 3 k1(M) = Mkj(W,M) 
Here 1 < i,j, k, 1 < r, and for a, r, -r,k we assume that the indices are distinct. 
These are the generalized Kreck-Stolz invariants. They are all in Q/Z except for 
mkz(M), which is in Q. From the first part of Proposition 2.2.4, the integrality 
of S2 (X), ... , B1(X), and the vanishing of Mkl(X, 0) for X closed, it follows 
that the invariants above are independent of the choice of W. We will refer to 
the ai and aij as or-invariants and to the Ti, 'rj , 
Tij,k 
 as -r-invariants. 
Note 2.2.7. There are dependencies amongst the invariants above. First, a jj , 
ijj and Tij,k  are symmetric under transposition of i, j; b,k1 is symmetric under 
transposition of i, j or of k, 1, and under transposition of i, j with k, 1; mk1(M) 
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is antisymmetric under cyclic permutation of i, j, k, 1 and antisymmetric under 
transposition of i, k or j, 1. Second, the following relations hold. 
2-r2 (M) = b 2,(M) 
2(M) = 
2r2 ,k(M) = b,k(.M) + b,k(M) + b,kk(Iv!) 
mk1(M) mod 1 = b,k1(1'v!) - bk,2z(M) 
T,k(M) - Tk,(M) = Mk(M) + mkk(M) 
0 = mk1(M) + mk1(It/I) + mkz(JVI) 
The first three of these relations show that the r invariants refine the b 3,k1. Al-
though we could use these relations to discard some of the bij,kh  we have chosen 
not to because both b,kz  and the m 3 k1 are well-known cohomological invariants 
of the manifolds M. This is the subject of Chapter 3. Similarly we could dis-
card two of Tij,k, Tjk,, rkij, but for reasons of symmetry we do not. Further, it 
will become apparent in Chapter 4 that the a invariants are independent of the 
remaining invariants, and that our choice of invariants is more natural than is 
evident from the formulas used so far. 
Note 2.2.8. For an F1 -manifold M the only generalized Kreck-Stolz invariants 
are u(M), al (M), ri(M). The original Kreck-Stolz invariants s(M), i = 1, 2,3 
of Definition 1.3.5 are given in terms of these as follows: 
s i (M) = a(M) 
S2 (M) = 91 (M) 
s3 (M) = 7-1 (M)-i-4cx i (M) 
Theorem 2.2.9 (Generalized diffeomorphism classification). There is an 
Fr diffeomorPhism between F r -manifolds M 1 and M2 if, and only if, the invariants 
,mk1(A 13) 
coincide for s = 1, 2. 
The rest of this section, and indeed of the whole chapter, is given to proving 
this theorem. To prove the theorem we will use the following result of Matthias 
Kreck, proved using his modified surgery theory, which tells us that if there is 
a bordism between two Fr -manifolds which satisfies certain conditions, then the 
two Fr -manifolds are in fact F-diffeomorphic. 
Theorem 2.2.10 ([42, Theorem 6]). Let M0 and M1 be Fr-manifolds. M0 
is Fr diffeomorphic to M 1 if, and only if, there is a spin 8-manifold W with 
boundary M0 Li —M 1 , equipped with classes x 1 ,.. . , Xr E H2 (W; Z) restricting to 
the respective x i E H2 (M; Z), such that 
sign(W,M0 LI—M i ) =0 
(pi (W)p i (W),[W,M 0 u—M 1])=0 
 
—M 1 ]) = 0 for all 1 < i,j,k,l < r. 
Here pi (W) E H 4 (W M 0 U —M 1 ; Q) is the unique class which restricts to the 
image of p i (W) in H 4 (W;Q). 
Proof of Theorem 2.2.9. It is immediate that if there is an Fr-diffeomorphism 
between M0 and M1 , then the generalized Kreck-Stolz invariants of M0 , M1 
coincide. We now prove the converse. Assume that ,\(M1 ) = .A(M 2 ) for all 
= /1, 	. , Mijkl 
For s = 0, 1 let W3 be spin coboundaries of M3 equipped with classes x 1 .. . , x,. E 
H2 (W3 ; Z) restricting to the respective xi e H2 (M3 ; Z). Set W = Wo - W 1 , the 
connect sum of W0 and W1 formed away from the boundary, which is a compact 
8-manifold with boundary M0 U —M 1 . This W is a bordism between M0 and M1 . 
We will modify W to obtain a bordism which satisfies the conditions of Theorem* 
2.2.10. 
As in Proposition 2.2.4, W admits a spin structure consistent with the struc-
tures on W0 and W1 , and admits classes x 1 ,.. . , X. E H2 (W; Z) which restrict to 
the respective classes on W0 , W1 . Further, by part 2 of Proposition 2.2.4, 
S(W,M o U—M 1 )mod 1 = S(W,Mo )—S(W',M i ) mod 1 
= a(Mo )—a(M 1 ) 
I 
so that the S(W, M 0 U —M 1 ) are all integers. Similarly, 
Sij 	M0 U —Iv! ' ), . . . , Bij,ki 	IvIo u —lt4j) 
are all integers and the Mkl(W,  M0 U —M,) all vanish. In particular, it follows 
from this final point and the relations of Note 2.2.7 that the B23,kl(  W, M 0 U —M,) 
are fully symmetric in i, j, k, 1, and that the Tij,k  are fully symmetric in i, j, k. 
Similarly, by Lemma 2.1.2, 1t(VV, M 0 U M1 ) is also an integer. 
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Claim: there is a closed spin 8-manifold X equipped with classes x 1 ,. .. , X,. E 
H2 (X;Z) for which 
Si (X) = S 2 (WI  M0 u—M 1 ), 
B2 kl(X) = B2 ,k1(W, TVto u —Iv[ 1 ). 
This claim will be proved later. In the next section of this chapter we will explain 
how the S2 (X),. . . , B23j1 (X) can be interpreted as KU-theory characteristic num-
bers evaluated on the bordism group Il rn (K(Zr , 2)); Proposition 2.3.6 restates 
the current claim in those terms, and is proved in Section 2.4. 
So we suppose that we do have an X as described in the previous paragraph. 
By taking an appropriate connect sum of the manifolds B and IHI.P 2 of Note 2.1.4, 
we can find a closed spin 8-manifold Y with sign(Y) = sign(W M0 U —M 1 ) - 
sign(X) and (A(Y), [Y]) = (W, M0 U —M 1 ) - A(X), [X]). Defining each of 
• . . X. E H2 (Y; Z) to be the zero element, Y becomes a closed manifold as in 
Definition 2.2.3 for which S2 (Y, 0),. . . , M2 kz(Y, 0) all vanish. 
We set W' = W#—X#—Y. This is a bordism between M0 and M1 . By 
Proposition 2.2.4 and the properties of X and Y, each of 
S(T'V', M 0 u —MI),. . . , M1(W', M 0 u — MO 
vanishes and, by Lemma 2.1.2 and the additivity of the signature with respect to 
connect sums, (W', M 0 U —M 1 ) and sign(W') also vanish. It is now simple to 
verify, using Definitions 2.1.1 and 2.2.2, that all of the quantities 
sign (W', M0 U —M 1 ), 
(th, [W', M0 Li M1 ]), 
pi (W'), [14/', M0 U M1 ]), 
(pi (W')p i (T'V'), [W', M 0 u —M 1 ]) 
vanish. Consequently, by Theorem 2.2.10, M0 and M1 are Fr-diffeomorphic as 
required. 	 LI 
We now work toward a proof of Proposition 2.2.4, which will follow quickly 
from the next lemma. 
Lemma 2.2.11. Let W, W' be as in Definition 2.2.2, and suppose that the bound-
aries of W, W' split as 
aw = Ô1 WuM, 
9W' = 81 W'uM 
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for some 7-manifold M. Suppose further that W, W' induce the same spin-
structure on M and the same classes x 1 ,.. . , x,. e H2 (M; Z). Then V = W UM 
—W', which has boundary D 1 WU-5 1 W', admits a structure as in Definition 2.2.2 
for which the x 2 e H2 (V; Z) restrict to the respective classes on W, W', and 
A(V, DV) = )(W, 5W) - A(W', SW') 
for any A= Si,  ...,M kl . 
Proof. It is immediate that V admits a spin-structure compatible with those on 
W, W', and the Mayer-Vietoris sequence 
H2 (V; Z) -* H 2 (W; Z) H2 (W'; Z) -* H 2 (M; Z) 
shows that there are classes x1,. . . , X. e H2 (V; Z) restricting to the respective 
classes on W, W'. Let i: (V, DV) - (V, DV U M), j: (WW) -+ (V,DV U M), 
j': (W', SW') -+ (V, DV U M) denote the inclusion-maps, so that j U j' is an 
excision-map and i[V, DV] = j. [W, SW] - j[W', SW']. From the diagram 
H4 (V, DV; Q) 	H(V, DV U M; Q) 	H4 (W, SW; Q) ED H4 (W', SW'; Q) 
H4 (V;Q) 	 H4 (W;(Q) EBH 4 (W';Q), 
in which each map is an isomorphism except for the lower horizontal map, it 




= 	th 1 ,j[W,DW] —j[W',DW']) 
= 	,[W,DW]) - 
and similarly 
(pi (V), [V, DV]) = (fp 1 (W), [W, SW]) - ( p1 (W'), [W', SW']). 
By taking rational linear combinations of these two identities the result follows. 
Proof of Proposition 	The first part is immediate from Lemma 2.2.11, and 
the second follows by applying that lemma to the manifolds (X - intD 8 , Si ), 
(W - intD 8 , SW U S 7 ), (D8 , S 7 ) and using the fact that )(D8 , S) = 0. 	El 
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2.3 Spin-bordism and K-theory. 
The aim of this section is to interpret the integers S 2 (X),... , B1 (X) of Defini-
tion 2.2.3, which have appeared throughout the previous section, as KU charac-
teristic numbers on the bordism group i)m(K(Zr,  2)). 
We begin by recalling some basic facts of K-theory which we will need later. 
We then describe rather generally the link between spin bordism and KU ho-
mology and apply the results to the above situation. We end the section by 
showing that, in fact, all of the relative invariants Si (W, 0W),... , M 3 kl( W, OW) 
of Definition 2.2.2 can be defined using K-theory. 
Note 2.3.1 (Note on K-Theory). We recall the following facts about KU and 
KU. General references for this are [7] and [19]. First, the coefficients of KU and 
KU are 
KU' (pt) = 
KU*(pt) = Z[17,a,/3,/3 1 ]/(27],1 3 ,77a,a2 - 40), 
where 3 e KU 2 (pt), 3 E K0 8 (pt) are the Bott generators and i E KU'(pt), 
a e KO 4 (pt). The coefficients of the connective K-theories are 
ku*(pt) = Z[0],. 
ko*(pt) = Z[7,a,0]/(277,77 3 ,ia,a2 	40) 
There are maps 
C: KU —KU 
conj: KU —KU 
r: KU —*KU 
in both cohomology and homology, corresponding to complexification of real vec-
tor bundles, conjugation of complex vector bundles, and "realification" of complex 
vector bundles respectively. The first two are multiplicative; the third is not mul-
tiplicative but satisfies the formula r(V)r(W) = r a ((V + conjV) x W), where 
V, W are virtual complex bundles, and a homological analogue. The three are 
related by the formulae 
cor=1+conj, roc=2, roconj=r. 	 (2.1) 
We will often write i' for conj (w). The three maps have the following effect on 
the coefficient groups: 
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c(1) = 1, c(/3) = 34, c(c) = 202, c(i) 	0. 
r(/34) = 213i, r(@4i+l) = 1213i, r(04i+2) = 
$=—/3. 
In Chapter 4 we will need to use KO and KU with coefficients in Q and 
in S = Q/Z. In general, if E(—) is a (co)homology theory and A an Abelian 
group, then E(—; A), the associated theory with coefficients in A, is obtained by 
smashing a spectrum affording E with the Moore spectrum for A (see [2, p.200]). 
For K-theory we have 
KU* (_ ; Q) = KU* (_)®Q, 
KO* (_ ; Q) = KO* (_)®Q , 
KU* (pt; 5) = KU* (pt) ® 5, 
K04 (pt; 5) = S. 
The formulas (2.1) show that complexification C: KO*(_; Q) -* KU*(_; Q) is an 
injection with image precisely the self-conjugate elements. 
The Chern character ch: KU ° (X) --~ Hee(X; Q) induces a multiplicative 
map of theories KU*(_) - fTnEZ H*+2n(_; Q), and in particular is as well-defined 
in homology as it is in cohomology. The Chern character converts conjugation in 
KU into multiplication by (_i)i  on H2 (—; Q), and induces isomorphisms 
KU° (—;Q) — flH 2 '(—;Q), 
nZ 
KU*(_ ; Q) 	f1H*+2n(_ ; Q) . 
nEZ 
The second map induces the identity on the E2-terms of the associated Atiyah-
Hirzebruch spectral sequences (see [91). 
Combining the results of the previous two paragraphs, we see that 
choc: KO ° (—;Q) —+ flH4'(—;Q) 
nEZ 
is an isomorphism. This concludes our note on K-theory. 
We now look at the relation between K-theory and spin-bordism. It is shown 
in [8] that spin bundles admit orientations in KO-theory, and that spin' bundles 
admit orientations in KU-theory. Consequently the relevant Dold-Thom isomor-
phisms hold in these theories, for both homology and cohomology. The Thom 
classes in KO, KU, HQ can be compared using the Chern character and the 
complexification map C: KU - KU. One obtains: 
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Lemma 2.3.2 ([58, p.294]). 
c(Uv,ico) = UV,KU for any spin-bundle V. 
ch o c(Uv, Ko) = A(-V) U UV,HQ  for any spin-bundle V. 
ch(Uv,i<u) = e 2 A(—V) U UV,HQ for any spin' - bundle V. 
Here the letter U, with a relevant subscript, denotes the Thom class. 
It now follows from general theory that compact spin and spin ' manifolds 
have fundamental classes in KO-homology and KU-homology respectively, and 
that Poincaré duality holds in both cases. From Lemma 2.3.2 we obtain: 
Lemma 2.3.3. 
c[W,c9W]<o = [W,UW] KU for any spin-manifold W. 
ch o c[W, OW] Ko = A(W) fl [W, 19W]HQ for any spin manifold W. 
ch[W, DW]Ku = e1A(W) fl [W, aW] HQ for any spin' manifold W. 
Here ch denotes the homology Chern character. See 2.3.1. 
Proof. Recall that the Thom isomorphism in homology and cohomology is de-
fined in terms of relative cup and cap products with the Thom class. It follows 
that analogues of the results of Lemma 2.3.2 hold with the Thom classes replaced 
by Thom isomorphisms, in either homology or cohomology. Now from the defi-
nition of the fundamental class of a manifold in terms of the Thom isomorphism 
of its normal bundle it follows that we need only show that the Chern charac-
ter and complexification maps commute with suspension isomorphisms, which is 
immediate since both are natural transformations of homology theories. 
Recall that in Definition 2.2.3 integers S(X),. . . , B 1 (X) were defined for 
any closed spin 8-manifold X with classes x 1 ,. .. , E H2 (X; Z). We can now 
write these integers in terms of KU-theory. For example, 
Si (X) = (ch('yjA(X),[X]) 
= (ch('y),A(X) n [X]) 
= (ch('y 1 ), ch([X] Ku )) 
= ch('y,[X] Ku ) 
where the third equality is from part 2 of Lemma 2.3.3, the fourth equality follows 
from the fact that the Chern character is multiplicative, and the final equality 
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follows since ch: KU° (pt) —* He ven 	Q) is just the inclusion Z —+ Q. Similar 
calculations can be made for the remaining quantities, and one obtains: 
Si (X) = ('y., [X1 KU) 
S3(X) = (-y-y, [X]Ku) 
1(X) = ( -- (- (:Y-), [X] Ku ) 
To 	= ( y'y +'yX'y_X,[X]Ku) 	 (2.2) 
Tik(X) = ( YXYXYXk, [X]Ku) 
Bkj (X) = (' x 	'YXjç 	[X]Ku) 
We now relate K-theory with spin bordism. Let Y be any topological space. 
There are canonical 'Hurewicz' homomorphisms 
c 	Ph1(y) - KO(Y), 
a ç1spinC(y) - K1J(Y). 
which send [M 4 Y] to the image under f of the fundamental class of M. 
(It is elementary to prove that this image depends only on the bordism class of 
M 4 Y.) It follows from the first part of Lemma 2.3.3 that the following diagram 
commutes: 
Spin(y) a KO* (Y)  
I C  
SPiflc(y) ac KU* (Y) 
In exactly the same way there are homomorphisms 
/3• SPifl(y) —* 
/3C : 	 ) (y) —* H(Y) 
given by sending [M 4 Y] to the image under f of the fundamental class of M. 
The maps a and ac  have strong properties, as is shown by the next two 
theorems. Both results are relatively recent, but were preceded in [25] by several 
similar theorems. 
Theorem (Hopkins-Hovey, [38]). The maps 
Pin 
(y) ®fl?(pt) 
KO(pt) —+ KO(Y), 
QsPinc 	
® PrnC(pt) KU(pt) —+ KU(Y), 
induced by a and ac  are isomorphisms. 
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Since the Thom spectra which determine cobordism groups are connective (the 
th  term of the spectrum is (n — 1)-connected), the maps c and c lift canonically 
to maps with values in connective KO and KU homology respectively. In the first 
case, for the lifted map we have: 
Theorem (Stolz, [56]). Let T(Y) denote the subgroup of Pi (Y) consisting 
of bordism classes [E, fp],  where p: E —+ B is a an HP'-bundle over B with 
structure group PSp(3) and f is a map from B to Y. Then T(Y) is contained 
in the kernel ofPifl(Y) —* ko(Y), and the resulting map 
— ko(Y) 
is a 2-local isomorphism. 
We now show how to interpret the integers S i  (X), . . . , B 1 (X) as functions 
on Pfh(K(Zr,2)). Let x 1 ,... ,Xr E H2 (K(Z',2);Z) denote the canonical basis. 
That is, let (x i ,... ,Xr) E H2 (K(Z7',2);Zr)be the usual fundamental class. There 
are corresponding 'universal' virtual bundles 
7XI .. 'Yxr E KUO(K(Zr,  2)), see 
Definition 2.2.1. For any space Y, an r-tuple (x 1 , . . . , xr ) of elements of H2 (Y; Z) 
corresponds to a unique homotopy class of maps Y —+ K(Zr ,  2) with the property 
(xi ,... )Xr) = (f* xi . . ,f*Xr) E H2 (Y;Z"), 
and the 	E KU ° (Y) are just the pull-backs under f of the 	KUO(K(Zr, 2)). 
Now let X be a closed spin 8-manifold with classes x 1 ,... , xr E H2  (X; Z) and 
corresponding map f: X —* K(Zr , 2) .  We have 
S(X) = 	[XI KU) = (f* 	[XI KU) = 
so that S(X) is the image of the bordism class [X 4 K(Z', 2)] e Qspin (K(Zr ,  2)) 
under the composition 
cPifl(K(zr 2)) - KO S (K(Zr ,  2)) -* KU S (K(Zr ,  2)) 	Z. 
It is clear that when the x, all vanish, S i also vanishes. Consequently the com-
position above vanishes on Im(l"(pt) —+ 11"(K(Z', 2)), so we lose nothing by 
restricting this map to l spin  (K(Zr, 2)). 
Definition 2.3.4. We define homomorphisms 
Si ,... ,B•z3kl• 
çSPifl((r)) —* z 
8 
to be the compositions of 
Pifl(K(Zr2)) _24 K08 (K(z',2)) _4 KU8(K(Z',2)) 
with certain Kronecker-products, as follows: 
	
Si 	-) 0 C 0 a 
Sij 	 -) o C 0 a 
Ti ( --Yxi 	-) o co a 
Tii 
	
('y'-y + 7Xi 'Y_Xj  -) 0 CO a 
T 3 k 
	
(YXyX'YXk, -) 0 C 0 a 
Bk1 	 -) 0 C 0 a 
Here the various indices are taken as in Definition 2.2.2. One can show, just as 
in the discussion before this definition, that A(X) = )([X+ K(Zr,  2)1) for each 
A = S2 , . . . , B 2 . 
Note 2.3.5. There are dependencies amongst the functions above. First, S,, 
T23 , T2 k and Bkj are symmetric under permutations of their indices. Second, the 
following formulas hold. 
2T2 = Biiii 
2Tij = Biijj  
2T23k = B 3 k + B 3 k + Bkkij  
Proposition 2.3.6. All possible values of S i ,... , Bijkl which satisfy the relations 
in the note above are realised by an element of 12ri(K(Zr,2)). 
This proposition will be proved in the next section. It completes the proof of 
Theorem 2.2.9, since the numbers 
Si (W Mo u —Iv[ 1 ),. . . , B,I(W, MO u —Mj) 
which appear in that proof are integers which do satisfy the relations in the note 
above. 
We will finish the section by showing how the relative invariants 
Si (W 5W), . . . , Mkl(W, SW) 
of 2.2.2 can be defined using K-theory. As we will see, this approach throws 
up a genuine distinction between the invariant a 2 and the remaining generalized 
Kreck-Stolz invariants. 
We begin by using the Chern character to mimic in rational K-theory the 
process of rationally lifting the products x 2x3 to relative classes f3 . Write 
the power-series (ex  - 1) e Q[[X]] as Xf(X), where f(X) E Q[[X]], so that 
(ex - 1)(e' - 1) = XYf(X)f(Y). 
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Definition 2.3.7. Let (A, B) be a pair of spaces with 
H3 (B;Q) —0, H 4 (B;Q) = 0, 
	
so that for any x, y E H2 (A; Z) there is a unique lift 	E H4 (A, B; Q) of the 
rationalised product q(xy) E H4 (A; Q). 
As explained in Note 2.3.1, ch: KU ° (—; Q) 	He'l(; Q) is an isomor- 
phism. For x, y e H2 (A; Z) we define e KU° ( A, B; Q) to be the 
unique element with 
ch(',) 	f(x,y). 
As explained in Note 2.3.1, C: KO*(_; Q) -+ KU*(—; Q) is an injection with 
image the self-conjugate elements. Define r(i32'y) E K0 4 (A, B; Q) to be 
the element with 
c(r()) = 
(Recall that in KU 4 (A), cr(i32y) = 0_ 2 (7X + 'y) = 
These lifted classes have the following properties. The first part follows from 
the fact that JA = q(xy), and the second and third part follow from formal 
properties of the polynomial (ex - 1) and the fact that ch converts conjugation 
in KU° into multiplication by (1) on H2 (—; Q). 
Lemma 2.3.8. '2 y is symmetric in x and y and moreover: 
/X'YA = q('yx'yy) and r(0 2 'yx )A = q(/3 2r(.y)),  where q denotes rationali-
sation. 
Recall that conj('yx'yy) = y-iy-y. We have conj('5) = 
Recall that 'y + 'y. = 'Yx'Y-x• We have '+ 	= _''y_y = 
- 'Yx'Y-y'Yy 
We can now use this notation to interpret the relative invariants 
Si (W DW),... , Mk1(W, OW) 
of 2.2.2 in terms of K-theory. Recall that, if W is a spin 8-manifold equipped with 
classes x 11 .. . , e H2 (W; Z), and such that H3 (OW; Q) = 0, H4 (OW; Q) = 0, 
then S 3 (W, OW) is defined to be 
Sij 	= 
and we can rearrange this as follows: 
S 3 (W, (9W) = f(— jpi (W) + X Z X 3 + 	+ 	[T4' MI) 
= ((1 - -p1(W)) xj(xx + 	+ 	[W M]) 
= (A(W)f(x)f(x), [W, M]) 
= ( f(x)f(x), A(W) fl [14/, M]) 
- = 
= (yX1 -yX,[W,M] KU) . 
Similar calculations can be made for the remaining invariants, and we obtain the 
following. 
Lemma 2.3.9. 
SZ (W, 0W) 
S23 (W, OW) 
T(W,0W) 
Tij (W, OW) 
T2 ,k(W, OW) 
B,k1(W OW) 
M 3 kj(W, OW) 
[W,8WIKU) 
[W, OW] KU ) 
-- - 
+ ')''y, [W OW] Ku ) 
—- —— 
('Yx'Yxj + yx7—z, [W, OW] j<u ) 
("frj'YXIfxk, [W OW]Ku ) 
-- -- 
[W, OW] KU ) 
-- -— -— —— 
- Yx'Yxk'YX(Yxi 1W, OWI < ) 
Note that these rationals are really elements of KU8(pt;Q) = Q. 
Note 2.3.10. We can form Si in a different way. Currently Si takes values in 
KU8 (pt; Q), which is generated by /3g . Recall that K04 (Pt; Q) and KU4 (pt; Q) 
have single generators a and 32  respectively, and that c(a) = 2/32 .  Now, since 
(r(8 2 7), [T'V, OWI KO) E K04 (Pt; Q), 
(r(/3_ 27), [W, 19W]K0) = c(r(02'y), [W OW] KO) 
= (c(r(02'yj), c[W, OW] K0 ) 
= 7xi 7—xi,[WOW] Ku) 
= S(W,OW), 
This will be crucial in chapter 4 since, rationally, 7x, has filtration 2 and r(82 y) 
has filtration 4. 
2.4 The bordism calculation. 
In this section we prove the claim SJMfl (K(Z r ,   2)) = 0, which amounts to a proof 
of Proposition 2.2.5, and we prove Proposition 2.3.6. The material is entirely 
technical, which is our reason for relegating it to a single section. 
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Lemma 2.4.1. The Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence 
E', = ko(K(Z',n)), 
i2 	Hs(K(Zr,2);Trt(ko)), — 
collapses at E3 , where it is concentrated in even bidegrees. 
Proof. Recall from Note 2.3.1 that the nonzero homotopy groups of ko are 7 43 ko = 
Z and irs+iko = 7r8+2ko = Z2 for j 0. Also, the homology groups of K(Zr,  2) 
are concentrated in even dimensions, so the only nonzero entries in E2 with odd 
total degree are the middle terms of sequences of the form 
E 	 E2 +2,8 4 	d2 ,' 2i— 2,8j+2 
for j > 0, so we need only show that the homology of this sequence at the middle 
term is zero. For j 0 the 8j Ih  k-invariant of ko is Sq 2 or2 : HZ —+ H74 where r2 
is induced by the nonzero coefficient map Z —* Z2 , and the (8j + i)st k-invariant 
is Sq2 : HZ2 —+ HZ2 , so we can now identify the above sequence as 
H22(K(Z', 2); Z) 
Sq2or2  H2 (K(7/f, 2); Z2) 
Sq2 
—4 
Recall that K(Zr,  2) is just an r-fold product of CP°°s. We first deal with the 
case r = 1. H*(CPOO)  is the ring of power series in a generator u of degree 2; 
with coefficients Z2 it is immediate that Sq 2u is if i is odd, and 0 if i is even. 
Dualising this, we see that H(CP°° ) is free with basis elements vi E H22 (CP°°) for 
i > 0, and that with coefficients Z2, 5q2*v2i = v2 _ 1 for i > 0, and = 
for i > 0. Thus, in the above sequence when r = 1, if i is odd the first map is 
onto and if i is even then the second map is an isomorphism; in either case the 
homology at the middle term is zero and so E3 only has nonzero entries in even 
bidegrees, as required. 
The cases r> 1 now follow by induction on r, applying the Kunneth theorem 
to the product CP°° x K(Z" 1 , 2) = K(Zr, 2), and using the formulae 
2* 	 2* 
Sq (v2+i  x w) = v22i x Sq w, 
5q2*(v2i x w) = v 22 _ 1 x w + V2i X Sq2*w. 
The same result as above holds with ko replaced by KU; the only alteration 
the proof requires is that one should allow the indices j to be negative. The map 
ko(K(Z',2)) —~ KO(K(Z',2)) is therefore injective, with image consisting of 




ü: fPifl(K(zr 2)) —+ K0 8 (K(Zr, 2)) has kernel generated by []HfP 2 ] and 
image consisting of the elements with filtration at most 8. In particular 
this means that Pinl(K(Zr,  2)) is isomorphic to the subgroup of elements 
in K0 8 (K(ZT, 2)) which have filtration at most 8. 
- Proof. [4, Theorem 2.2] shows that lP1 '(pt) -* ko(pt) is isomorphic in degrees 
less than 8, and has free kernel on one generator in degree 8; this kernel is gen-
erated by [IHIIP 2 ], since THIP 2 has signature 1 and A-genus zero. The appropriate 
Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequences show that 2)) —+ ko* (K(ZT, 2)) 
is isomorphic in degrees less than seven and surjective with free kernel generated 
by [MP 2 ] in degree 8. The results now follow from Lemma 2.4.1 and the comments 
following it. Li 
Lemma 2.4.3. Let 'y E KU*(CP00) denote the difference of the tautological line 
bundle and a trivial line bundle. Then KU*(CPOO) = KU*(pt)[[y]], the ring of 
power-series in 'y.  Note that has filtration 2i. 
Alternatively, set 5 = y(y5)_1 for i > 1. Then K7U*(CP00)  is the group of 
infinite sums in the J i and 8. Moreover, Ji and 5 + Si have filtration 4i — 2 and 
4i respectively, and freely generate their filtration quotients. 
Dually, KU(CP °° ) has basis h1 , h 1 , h2 , h27 	The h i satisfy, and are deter- 
mined by, the following relations: 
<8, h3 > = Jij for all i, j, 
= 0. 
Moreover, h i and h + h2 have filtration 4i and 4i - 2 respectively, and freely 
generate their filtration quotients. 
Proof. The first statement is due to Atiyah and Todd [16], and follows from the 
fact that KU*(CPfl) = KU* (pt)[y]/y4.  Here, we have written the restriction of 
'y by 'y again. ('y+l) and (5'+1) are conjugate line-bundles and so ('y+1)('+1) = 
1, from which it follows that 
= —,y —, 
= 
so that —'y5'  and 'y + ,;7y both have leading term 72.  It follows that Ji and 8 + Si 
have leading term +72i1  and ±7 2i  respectively; so the restrictions to CP 2 of 
öi, Si).. . , 6,, Ô, form a basis while the remaining Sj, Ji become zero. The alterna-
tive description of KU (CP) now follows by taking inverse limits; the statement 
about the filtrations is clear. 
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It is evident from the relevant Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequences that 
KU(CP) is free over KU(pt) for any n, and so we can apply the universal 
coefficient theorem of [2, part 3, 13.2-13.5] to say that the natural map 
KU (CP 2n) 	HomKu. (pt)  (KU (CP 2 ), KU (pt)) 
determined by the Kronecker-product is an isomorphism for any ri. Fixing n, we 
define h'1 ,... , h' E KU(CP 2 ) to satisfy 
<x62 , h > = Jij for all i,j, 
= 
where x: CP 2 —+ CP is the inclusion. It is clear that h', h' ... , h', h' form 
a basis of KU(CP 2 ), and that they satisfy the filtration properties analogous 
to those we require of the h, h. Also, the image h2 in KU(CP °° ) of h is 
independent of which cp2m  it was formed in, and the results now follow by 
taking direct limits. 
Lemma 2.4.4. There are unique elements x E l(K(Zr)) whose images under 
c: 	m(K(Z',2)) —* K08 (K(Z1 ,2)) are as specified in the table below. For x E 
KU* (CP- ), 	e KU(K(Z',2)) denotes the image of x under the inclusion of 
the th  factor 
CP°° + HrCP°° = K(Zr , 2) . 
When we juxtapose elements of KU(K(Zr, 2)) the homology cross-product should 
be understood. Thus, for example, hIh E KU0(K(Z2 , 2)) = KU0 (CP x CP°°) is 
the homology cross-product h 1 x h 1 . We also show the complexifications c o 
x e cPifl(K(zr2)) 1 a(x) E K08(K(Zr,2)) I coa(x) e KU8 (K(Zr,2)) 
ai r(/34 h1) 
b2 r(/34 h) 
cij r(94 hh) 
dij r(/34 hthfl 
cii r(184 (h 	— h)h) 
r(/34hth(h — M)) 
gijkl r(f34h(h — hflx 
(h — h)(h — h)) 
/34 (h+h) 
34 (h + h) 
i 
j34('1i 
li 	+ I4hfl l 
/34(1 I1 Ii + hil I  
184 (h 1 — '' )(h—h1 	) 
34 (h 1 1  
— h) (h — hflx 
(h — h)(h — / 4) 
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Proof By Corollary .2.4.2 it is sufficient to show that the elements c(x) have 
filtration no greater than 8. The elements 
184 h1, /34h, /34 J4h, /34 hh E KU8(K(Zr,2)) 
all have filtration 8 or less, therefore so do their images under r and the lemma 
follows for a, b, cj, d23 . 
We write (E, d) for the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence for KU(K(Zr, 2)) 
and (E', d') for the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence for KO(K(Zr,2)). By 
the last statement in Lemma 2.4.3, the classes 
	
- h)h2 , /3414h(hJc - ik\ /3 4h(h - hi) 	- - h) 1 	'i)' 
all represent elements of E , _ 21  so their images under r all represent elements of 
E1,00  - 2  and therefore have filtration at most 10. However, it is easy to see that 1
E1 00 = 0, E'900_ 1 = 0, so that elements of K0 8 (K(Z', 2)) with filtration 10 in 
fact have filtration 8. The result follows for e 3 , f2j,k  and gijkl. 	 LI 
Lemma 2.4.5. For 6 E KU*(CPOO), E KUt(K(Z', 2)) denotes the pullback of 
under the jth  projection 
K(Z",2) = HrCP°° CP°° 
Writing the elements of KUO(K(ZT,  2)) which appear in Definition 2.3.4 in terms 
of the 8,, 6,, we have, for 1 	i,j,k,l 	r distinct: 
xi 
,yxi - 
7xilyxi =JI M 
— ('y ,y-) = - 
-Yxi -yxi + yxiY-xj = 	+ 68 
'YX'YXj'YXk = 615181 
-y i  =-8-6+36+8-84 
= (-26 - 8 + J' ) 6i  
- (5 + Si- 5)(6 + 8 - 6) 
YxYXjYXk = (S + 
Si 5i\5j5k 
1 	2i 1 1 
fx"fxfxk'fxj = J, 
jj6k6l 
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Proof. With 'y E KU° (CP°°) as in the proof of 2.4.3 we have 





3 = -252-82+63, 
'Y4 = 	252+352+8354. 
The results follow from these equations. 	 E1 
Using the previous three lemmas we can now calculate the values of the char-
acteristic numbers S, . . . , Bijkl on the elements described in Lemma 2.4.4. The 
following tables give certain of the values, for 1 i, j, k, I r distinct. All other 
values which are not determined by the relations of Note 2.3.5 vanish. The ta-
bles, and the fact that the remaining evaluations vanish, show that by taking 
an appropriate linear combination x of a',... , 9ijkI we can obtain any values of 
S2 (x),. . . , B 1 (x) which satisfy the relations of Note 2.3.5. This completes the 
proof of Proposition 2.3.6. 
Si T 
a1 0 	0 
b2 0 —1 —2 
- Sij T 
dij  
Tk 	 Bkk 
1 1 	1 	0 
fjk,i 	1 	0 1 1 
fki,j 	1 1 	0 	1 
c 0 1 0 2 0 
1 1 0 2 0 
eu 0 0 —1 0 0 





Two cohomological invariants of 
manifolds. 
In this chapter we will show how the generalized Kreck-Stolz invariants b,kl(M) 
and rnk1 (M) (Definition 2.2.6) can be reinterpreted as certain linking form values 
and Massey triple products on M. In particular, these quantities can be defined 
and calculated without the use of a cobounding manifold W and depend only on 
the homotopy type of M. 
In Section 3.1 we recall the linking form and Massey triple products, and we 
prove a relation between them (Proposition 3.1.6). In Section 3.2 we show how, 
under certain assumptions, the linking form and Massey products of a manifold 
can be computed using a coboundary, and in Section 3.3 we use this to directly 
connect the linking form and the Massey triple products to the invariants b,k1 
and mk1  of the previous chapter. The computations of the first two sections are 
made entirely on the cochain-level, and a note in Section 3.3 suggests that these 
computations could be entirely reformulated in terms of secondary cohomology 
operations. 
3.1 The Linking Form and Massey Products 
We first recall the definition of the linking form and its properties. This is just a 
summary of the beginning of [63, Section 12A]. 
Throughout the section we use singular homology and cohomology. All cochains 
are singular cochains, and we use the cochain cup-product given by the Alexander-
Whitney map. We set S = Q/Z, which fits into the short exact sequence 
(3.1) 
The Bockstein homomorphism induced by this exact sequence of coefficient groups 
will be denoted by 3, in either homology or cohomology; the coefficient homo- 
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morphism induced by p and q will again be denoted by p and q. The torsion 
subgroup of an Abelian group G is denoted by rG. 
If X is any space, there are isomorphisms 
rH'(X;Z) Ext (H i (X;Z),Z) Cle 
 Hom (H(X; Z); 5) 
 Hom(rH2 (X;Z);S) 
Hom (Hi (X; Q); 5) 
XF- 
Here the first isomorphism is given by the universal coefficient theorem, and the 
second isomorphism is given by a connecting homomorphism associated to the 
coefficient sequence (3.1); see Proposition A.2.1. The description of the isomor-
phism in terms of ,B is immediate from Proposition A.2.2. We therefore have a 
non-singular pairing 
'rH(X; Z) ® rH'(X; Z) -4 S. 
Definition 3.1.1. Let M be a compact, oriented manifold of dimension (2s+1). 
Using the Poincaré duality isomorphism H'(M; Z) H5 (M; Z) and the pairing 
above, we obtain nonsingular pairings 
b: rH3 (M;Z)ØrH3 (M;Z) -+5, 
b: rH 4 (M;Z) ®rH'(M;Z) -+ S, 
each called the linking form. Both pairings are (-1)'-symmetric. The second 
pairing is x ® y i—* (0'(x)y, [M]). 
When the Hurewicz map irM —4 H, (M; Z) is an isomorphism (in particular, 
when M is (s - 1)-connected), the first linking form above admits a geometrical 
interpretation and a geometrically-defined "quadratic refinement". See Wall's 
paper [631. 
We now recall the definition of the Massey triple products. The next definition 
and lemma are valid over any coefficient ring R. 
Definition 3.1.2. If X is any topological space and u, v, w E H* (X; R) are 
cohomology classes of degrees i, j, k respectively such that uv and vw vanish, 
then the Massey triple product of u, v, w is a naturally-defined subset 
(u,v,w) C Hi+_l(X;R), 
which is a single coset of uHi+'c l (X; R) + wHi'(X; R). 
This is defined as follows: let u, v, w be afforded by cochains ui , v i , w i respec-
tively, and let 6 ,77 be cochains such that s9 = u1v1, 5* = v 1 w 1 (these exist 
by the assumptions uv = 0, vw = 0). Then, using the strict associativity of the 
cochain-level cup product and the usual derivation property ) one sees that the 
cochain 
- (-1)ui i 
is in fact a cocyle, and so defines a cohomology class in H+c_l  (X; R). As , r, 
vary this class defines a coset of the form described, which is independent of the 
choice of u, v 1 , w 1 . This coset is (u, v, w). 
There are various definitions of Massey triple products, differing by signs. 
Here we have followed the sign convention of [62], so that our triple product 
(u,v,w) differs from that of [40] by a factor of (_i) 3 '. 
Note 3.1.3. In a situation like that above, where we have a subset A of an 
Abelian group which is a single coset of some subgroup B, we will refer to B as 
the degeneracy of A. 
Lemma 3.1.4. The Massey triple products satisfy the following relations: 
(u, v, w) = (_ l)ii+ik+kl_1 ( w,  v, u). 
If uv, vw, wu all vanish, then 
(_l)ik( u,  v, w) + 	 1)ji 	w, u) + (_ l)ki( w,  u, v) 
contains 0. 
For any x E H* (X; R), (u, v, wx) C (u, v, w)x. 
If, moreover, wx = 0, then (u,v,w)x+(-1)u(v,w,x) contains 0. 
Proof. The first three parts are well-known, and appear in [40, Theorem 8], [62, 
Section 4], and [40, Theorem 6] respectively. We now prove the fourth part. 
Let u 1 , v i , w 1 ,x 1 be cocycles representing u,v,w,x respectively, and 6, ij, t co-
cycles such that 9*6 = u 1 v 1 , (9* 77 = v i w i and &tt = w 1 x 1 . Then (u,v,w)x + 
(-1)u(v, w, x) contains a cocycle represented by ew1x1 + (_1)i+i 1uivii , which 
is c9"(j), and the lemma follows. E 
The following lemma and proposition show how one can link Bockstein homo-
morphisms and Massey products. 
Lemma 3.1.5. Let X be a topological space, and let u, v, w E H* (X; Z) with 
respective degrees i, j, k be such that uv and vw are torsion. Then one can form 
p(qu, qv, qw) C H' 1 (X;S), where p  and q are induced by the coefficient 
homomorphisms Q —* S = Q/Z and Z —* Q. Moreover, each of uv and vw has a 
preimage under 0, so we can form 
1/3 1 (uv)w - (-1)u/3 1 (vw)} C Hi+_l(X;S) 
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where the choices of 8'(uv), 6'(vw) are allowed to vary. It is immediate that 
this set has the same degeneracy as p(qu, qv, qw), and in fact the two are equal. 
Proof. We will construct a cohomology classwhich lies in both of the sets. Since 
the sets have the same degeneracy the lemma will then follow. 
We regard all cochains as taking rational values unless indicated otherwise. 
Let u, v, w be afforded by cochains u1 , v 1 , w 1 respectively (these cochains only take 
integer values) and let e,i  be cochains such that uiv1 
= 5* and v1w1 = O. It 
is clear that p()  and p(ij) are cocycles representing elements of H* (X; S) whose 
images under flare uv, and vw respectively, so that p()wi(1)iuip()  represents 
an element 3'(uv)w - (-1)ufl 1 (vw). Also, p()wi - (-1)u ip(i) = p(q(w i ) - 
(-1)q(ui ) i), which is a cocycle representing an element of p(qu, qv, qw). So 
[p()w1 — (- 1)uip(i)] is the required common element of the two sets. U 
We now specialise to the case of a manifold M of dimension (4k - 1) with 
H21 (M; Z) a torsion group. The linking form is a symmetric nondegenerate pair-
ing 
b: H2k(M ; ZZ)®H 2k(M ; 7L) —* S. 
Proposition 3.1.6. Suppose that we have u,v,w,x E H"(M;Z). 
Then p(qu, qv, qw)qx, [M]) consists of precisely one element of S and, by abuse 
of notation, 
b(uv, wx) — (-1)'b(xu, vw) = p((qu, qv, qw)qx, [M]). 
Proof. The degeneracy of p((qu, qv, qw)qx) is 
p(H'(X; Q)q(wx) + q(ux)H1(X; Q)), 
which is zero since wx and ux are both torsion elements. From the definitions, 
b(uv,wx) — (_1)kb( xu , vw ) is equal to any element of the form ((i31 (uv)w — 
(_1)/c ufl( vw )) x , [M]). By the previous lemma, the set of such elements is pre-
cisely (p(qu, qv, qw)x, [M]), and the result follows. U 
3.2 Constructions in a cobounding manifold. 
In what follows M is a compact oriented manifold of dimension (28 +1), bounding 
a compact oriented W. We show how, under certain conditions, the linking form 
of M can be computed in the cohomology of the pair (W M) without the use of 
Bocksteins. In fact, W can be used to refine the linking form of M. We show 
analogous properties of the Massey products, this time in any topological pair, 
and end by proving the "lifted" analogue of Proposition 3.1.6. 
Definition 3.2. 1. Suppose given classes U, V E H 1 (W; Z) whose restrictions 
U, v to M lie in rH(M; Z). Since u and v are torsion, the classes qU and qV 
restrict to 0 in HS  (M; Q) and therefore lift to elements U, V E H"+1 (W, M; Q). 
We can form 
(UV,[W,M1) E Q, 
and this depends only on U and V. For if U were altered, then UV would change 
by an element of the form ö*(x)V  for some x e H 1 (M; Q), and any such element 
vanishes. Similarly, if V were altered then UV would not change. 
Proposition 3.2.2. With the data above, we have 
p(UV, [W, M]) = —b(u, v). 
Proof. We have b(u,v) = (0(u)v,[M]) = (5*(/3_l(u ) v ) , [W, M]) , and  5*(/3_l( u) v ) = 
= —pUV = —p(UV) = —p(UV), where the second equality is from 
the next lemma. The result follows. 
Lemma 3.2.3. Let (Y, X) be a pair of spaces, with u e rH2 (X;Z) and U e 
H(Y; Z) restricting to u. qU lifts to U E H(Y X; Q), and 
PO = 
By this we mean the following: both sides of the equation are dependent on choices, 
but both have degeneracy J* pH'-' (X; Q) and the equation holds modulo this sub-
group- 
Proof. We will construct explicit candidates for U and 3-1 (u) and show that 
pU = —5"73' (u) holds exactly. Cochains take values in Q unless stated otherwise. 
Let U1 be a cocycle affording U and let u1 be its restriction to X, so that 
= [ui ]. Since u is torsion, there is a cochain on X such that u1 = a* e. Extend 
to a cochain on Y, so that the cocycle U1 - U vanishes on X and therefore 
affords the required class U e H(Y, X; Q). Since U1 only takes values in Z, we 
have pU = 
Now Dp = p3* = pul = 0, and by construction i3[pe] = U; we define 
18'(u) = [re]. Also, p6 is the restriction to X of p, and 5*p = p9* affords 
—pU, so that 5*0_l(u) = —pU, as required. El 
The next definition and proposition show how the Massey products can be 
computed in terms of a 'cobounding' space. Both are valid for cohomology with 
coefficients in any ring. 
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Definition 3.2.4. Suppose given a pair of topological spaces (Y, X) and U, V, W E 
H* (Y; R) of degree i, j, k respectively, such that UV and VW vanish when re-
stricted to X. We define a subset 
{U,V,W} C H+k(X;R) 
with degeneracy U5*(Hi+!v_1(X; R)) + W5*(Hi+i_l(X ;  R)) as follows: 
Since UV and VW restrict to 0 in H* (X; R), they are themselves the restric-
tions of classes UV,VW e H*(Y , X ; R) ,  and we define {U,V,W} to be the set of 
elements of the form UVW - UVW. 
If we denote by u, v, w the restrictions to X of U, V, W, then it is clear that 
v, w) C Hi+i+k(Y X; R) has the same degeneracy as {U, V, W}, and in fact: 
Proposition 3.2.5. 8*(u,v,w) = {U,V,W}. 
Proof. Let U1 , V1 , W1 be cocycles on Y representing U, V, W respectively, and let 
be cochains on Y such that U, V, - & and V, W, - 9 vanish on chains in X. 
We can regard these last two cochains as cocycles on (Y, X) representing classes 
UV and VW, so that UVW - UVW is represented by the cocycle 5*()W 1 - 
Ui a*(i). 
Now denote by , i, u1 , v 1 , w 1 respectively the restrictions to X of , i, U1 , V1 , W1 . 
These are the classes required by Definition 3.1.2, so that the cocycle w 1 - 
(_l)u1 ij on X represents an element of (u, v, w. The cocycle is the restriction 
to X of W1 - (- 1)U1 , a cochain whose coboundary is t9*()W 1 - U1 a*(i) .  That 
is, 
- (-1)u 1 71] = [aw - Ul D* 9 ] 
= UVW—UVW, 
so that we have a common element of J* (u, v, w) and {U, V, W}. Since these two 
sets have the same degeneracy, it follows that they are equal as required. 	El 
We conclude with the "lifted" analogue of Proposition 3.1.6. Again let s = 
(2k - 1), so that M has dimension (4k - 1). Suppose given u, v, w, x e H'(M; Z) 
with chosen lifts U, V, W, X E H'(W; Z). It follows from Propositions 3.2.2 and 
3.1.6 that 
p(UV. WX, [W, MI) - (-1)'p(XU. 1/W, [W, M])= — p((qu, qv, qw)qx, [M]), 
and this admits the following refinement: 
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Proposition 3.2.6. 
(UV. WX, [14/, M]) - (1)/c(XU. VW, [14/, M]) = —(( q'u, qv, qw)qx, [M]). 
Proof. It follows immediately froh-i the definitions that the left-hand side above 
is the single element of —({qU, qV, qW}qX, [W, M]), and in fact 
({qU, qV, qW}qX, [W M]) = (5* (qu, qv, qw)qX, [14/, M]) 
= (o*((qu qv, qw)qx), [W, M]) 
= ((qu, qv, qw)qx, [M]). 
0 
3.3 Connection with the generalized Kreck-Stolz 
invariants. 
Definition 3.3.1. Let M be an Fr-manifold. We write TM = H4 (M; Z) and 
bM: TM ® TM - Q/Z for the linking form of M (Section 3.1). 
Proposition 3.3.2. 
1. b,k1(IVI) = —bM(x2x, XkXl). 
. mk1(M) = —((qx 2 , qx 3 , qxk), qx1, [M]). 
3. bvi(xx 3 , xkxl) - bM(x 3 xk, x1x 2 ) = ((qxj, qx 3 , qxk)qxl, [M]) mod 1. 
Proof. The three parts follow from Propositions 3.2.2, 3.2.5 and 3.1.6 respectively. 
0 
Note that, in the light of the first two parts of this proposition, the third part is 
equivalent to the fourth relation in Note 2.2.7. 
We now conclude the chapter with two notes. 3.3.3 explains an alternative 
approach to the -r-invariants in which we use Wu's Theorem rather than index 
theory to produce well-defined invariants. 3.3.10 proposes a revised approach to 
the material in the first two sections of this chapter using secondary cohomology 
operations. 
3.3.3 Wu's Theorem and the r-invariants. 
The next definition and theorem are taken from [51, p.132]. 
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Definition 3.3.4. Let Mm be a smooth compact manifold, so that M has a 
fundamental class [M] E H,,, (M; Z2 ) and Poincaré Duality —n[M]: H* (M; Z2 ) - 
Hm_*(M;Z2) holds. For each k there is a unique class vk(M) E H"(M;Z 2 ) for 
which 
	
(Sqk( x ) ,  [M]) = (vi, (M)U x, [M]) for all x E Hm_c(M; 4). 	(3.2) 
This class vk(M) is the k th  Wu class of M, and v(M) = 1 + vi (M) +••• is the 
total Wu class of M. Clearly vk(M) = 0 when k> n - k. 
Theorem 3.3.5 (Wu). Let w(M) = 1 + wi (M) + 	denote the total Stiefel- 
Whitney class of M and let Sq = 1 + Sq' + 	denote the total Steenrod square. 
Then 
w(M) = Sq(v(M)). 
Corollary 3.3.6. Let Mm be a spin manifold. Then 
(Sq'(x), [M]) = 0 for all x E Hm_l(M; 4), 
(5q 2 (x), [M}) = 0 for all x E Hm_2(M;  Z2 ). 
Proof. Since M is spin, wi ( M) and w 2 (M) vanish. Since w(M) = Sq(v(M)) = 
1 + V1 (M) + v2 (M) + Sq'v i (M) + ... this means that v i (M) and V2  (M) both 
vanish, and the result follows from equation (3.2). 	 El 
Note 3.3.7. Corollary 3.3.6 can be used to show that, for an Fr -manifold M, the 
action of the mod 2 Steenrod algebra A 2 on H*(M; 4) is entirely determined by 
the cohomology ring and linking form of M. 
Here is one approach to the construction of the linking form of an Fr-manifold 
M, in the spirit of Chapter 2. Given a cobounding manifold W as in Lemma 
2.2.5, we can find unique lifts 	E H4 (W M; Q) of the rationalised products 
x ix j E H4 (W; Q), and so we can form 	 [W, M]) E Q. This depends on 
W but, replacing W with some W', we can compare the results to obtain 
[W, M]) - 	[W', M]) = q(x jx jxkxl, [W U —W']), 
just as in the proof of Lemma 2.2.11. Since the quantity on the right is clearly an 
integer, defining b,kl(M) = [VI/ M]) mod-1 gives a well-defined Q/Z-
valued invariant of M, which by Proposition 3.3.2 is just —bM(x 2x, XkXI). 
In some cases it is not necessary to reduce modulo 1 to produce a well-defined 
invariant of M. For example, 
[W, M]) - 	[14/', M]) = q(x', [W U —W']). 	(3.3) 
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The quantity on the right is an integer as before, but its reduction modulo 2 is 
[W U -W I ]> = (Sq2 (x), [W U —W 1 ]> = 0, 
where the final equality comes from Corollary 3.3.6. (We have written x i E 
H2 (M; Z2 ) for the mod 2 reduction of x 2 .) This means that the right-hand-side 
of equation (3.3) is in fact an even integer, and so [TV, M]> mod 2 is a 
well-defined invariant of M. 
We can repeat this process with the crucial equation x = Sq 2 (x) replaced 
by xx =Sq2 (xx3 ) or xxjXk+XiXxk+XiXjX = Sq 2 (x Ix3 x k ), to obtain the fol-
lowing proposition in which we recover the -r-invariants (Definition 2.2.6) without 
using index theory. 
Proposition 3.3.8. The quantities 
	
-r2'(M) = 	[W M]> mod 2, 
r(M) = (,[W,M]) mod 2, 
= 	jk + jk + 	[W, M]> mod 2, 
which take values in Q/2Z, are well-defined invariants of M. Each quantity can 




Since the -r-invariants of M refine certain values of the linking form of M, and 
the linking form of M can be constructed without using a cobounding manifold 
W, we ask: 
Question 3.3.9. Can the -r-invariants be constructed without the use of a cobound-
ing manifold W, just as the linking form can be constructed without using W? 
The author believes that if there is a 'relative' version of Wu's theorem for mani-
folds with boundary, then it could be possible to construct the -r-invariants using 
Wu's theorem and certain secondary cohomology operations associated to the 
Cartan formula. 
3.3.10 Secondary cohomology operations. 
In this note we briefly review the theory of secondary cohomology operations and 
then speculate that a slight generalization of the existing theory would allow one 
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to reproduce the results of Sections 3.1 and 3.2 without the need for the cochain 
arguments used there. 
The approach to secondary operations as described in [1], [34], [52] is as fol-
lows. Suppose we are given primary operations 
0: H'(—;E) -+ H'(—;F), 
: H"(;F) — H'(—; G), 
such that 0 a 0 = 0. In this situation one obtains a secondary operation 
: {x E H'(—;E) 10(x) = 0} -+ 
where q': H'(—; F) —* Hr_l(_; G) is the suspension of q. This /' is only 
defined up to addition of a primary operation H(—; E) — Hr_l(_ ;  C). All of 
this works if we replace single cohomology classes with generalized cohomology 
classes, that is, tuples of classes in different cohomology groups of the same space. 
These results are obtained by interpreting cohomology classes as homotopy 
classes of maps into Eilenberg-MacLane spaces. The relation OoO = 0 corresponds 
to a composition of maps being nullhomotopic, and consideration of the various 
nulihomotopies corresponds to the possible variation of 0 by a primary operation. 
The fact that the domain and range of 0 are respectively a subgroup and a 
quotient of cohomology groups corresponds respectively to the obstruction to 
producing lifts of certain maps, and to the variation of such lifts. 
Here is an example. Let 
0A-B+C--*0 
be a short exact sequence of Abelian groups, and write i, j again for the induced 
maps on cohomology groups. Since i: H(—; A) -+ HP(—; B) and j: HP(—; B) —f 
H'(—; C) are stable cohomology operations which preserve degree and satisfy 
j a i = 0, there is a unique secondary operation 
k: {x E H'(—;A) I i(x) = 0  —* H 1 (—;C)/jH'(—;B). 
Now write 0: H*(..;  C) -+ H*+l(_;  A) for the Bockstein homomorphism associ- 
ated to the short exact sequence above. We can rewrite the domain and range of 
k so that 
k: Im(/3) -+ H' 1 (—;C)/Ker(/3), 
and in fact one can show that k is just the map x i-+ 3(x). Obtaining fi in 
this way shows that the linking form is strongly related to the theory of secondary 
operations (see Definition 3.1.1). 
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We would like to be able to describe the Massey products (x i , x3 , Xk) as the 
image of (x 2 , x3 , xk)  under the secondary operation associated to the vanishing 
of ab, bc and the relation (ab)c - a(bc) = 0. However, this suggested description 
does not seem to fall under the theory of secondary operations just reviewed: 
(ab)c - a(bc) = 0 cannot be written as 0 o 9(a, b, c) = 0 for 6(a, b, c) = (ab, bc). 
Instead, the relation could be written in the form 
q(u,O(u)) = 0, 	 (3.4) 
where u = (a, b, c), and 0 is as above. 
A generalization of the theory of secondary operations to accommodate rela-
tions like (3.4) would allow us to describe both the Massey triple products and 
the linking form as appropriate secondary cohomology operations. Such a theory 
of secondary operations should provide simple formulas determining the compo-
sition of a primary and a secondary operation in terms of the relation used to 
define the secondary operation. Using such formulas, Proposition 3.1.6 should 
follow immediately. Further, Propositions 3.2.2 and 3.2.5 should follow from an 




The approach to the original Kreck-Stolz invariants, and to our generalization 
in Chapter 2, is based on formulas and little more; index theory shows that the 
invariants are well-defined, but the rest of the construction is entirely cohomo-
logical and does not illuminate the geometric meaning of the invariants. Further, 
the need to define the invariants in terms of a cobounding manifold robs them of 
much of their applicability: even for manifolds like the Eschenburg spaces (Sec-
tions 1.1 and 5.4), which can be described very simply as quotients SU(3)/T 1 , 
the problem of finding a cobounding manifold W (or even a bordism with simpler 
spaces) is outstanding, and their Kreck-Stolz invariantshave not been calculated. 
In the last chapter we showed how the generalized Kreck-Stolz invariants 
m3k1 (M) and b,k1 (M) could be described in terms of the linking form and Massey 
triple products, which are homotopy invariants of M and can be defined without 
using a cobounding manifold W. We wish to do the same with the remaining 
generalized Kreck-Stolz invariants, the o-invariants and the -r-invariants. The 
furthest result we have obtained is the following theorem, which will be proved 
in Section 4.2 
Theorem. Let M be an Fr -manifold. There are elements of" e K0 3 (M; S), 
JTjM ,Tj ,Tjk e KU 1 (M;S) for which 
[M] KO) = 
(O,MKU) = 
M MKU) = 
( 7-43',  MKu) = 
(T 
M
,k,MKU) = 	Tj,k(JVI). 
We will refer to these as the Kreck-Stolz elements. These elements are Fr  
diffeomorphism invariant and behave as follows under the Bockstein homomor- 
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phism: 
K0 3 (M;S) 4 K0 4 (M) 
af i-~ r(fi 2 y) 
KU'(M;S) 4 KU° (M) 
Orij 1-4 
yxifxi + yxj'y-zj 
-4 -.yxi,yxj+-'yxi,.y__rj 
1-- 	YYx'Yx, 
(The elements are not determined by their behaviour under the Bockstein map 
since RU--' (M;  Q) 0 and KO 
(M ; Q) 
0.) 
Sadly, although the Kreck-Stolz elements are well-defined in terms of M and 
without a cobounding manifold W, they are essentially constructed using K(Zr,  2) 
as a 'universal' coboundary. We therefore ask: 
Question. Is it possible to characterise or construct the elements of,. . . , 
geometrically? 
Of course it is hard to say what we mean by 'geometrically'. For example, we 
regard our current definition of the elementsu,. k as non-geometric since %
it relies on homotopy-theoretic properties of K(Zr,  2). On the other hand, we 
regard elements like E KU ° (M) as geometrical since they are equivalence 
classes of differences of line bundles. 
One benefit of constructing the Kreck-Stolz elements is that they strongly 
highlight a difference between the invariant o(M) and the remaining Kreck-
Stolz invariants. For ay is an element of KO*  (M; S), rather than an element 
of KU*(M;  S) like the other Kreck-Stolz elements. In fact it is not possible to 
recapture the Kreck-Stolz invariant a(M) using an element of KU* (M; S). The 
reason for this difference lies in the definition of Si (W, M), which is essentially 
given as 
(ch(-y)A(W),[W,MI) mod 1, 
with certain powers of x i appearing in ch('y,) being rationally lifted to the pair 
(W, M). It is possible to define this quantity because the only powers of x i which 
need to be lifted are x and x', so the fact that x 2 appears in ch(y) and cannot 
be lifted to the pair does not matter; however, the same reason does stop -y 
being rationally lifted to the pair in KU-theory. 
Here is a very specific question about the Kreck-Stolz invariants: 
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Question. Given an Fr-manifold M with fixed cohomology ring, what are the 
possible values of the generalized Kreck-Stolz invariants of M? In particular, 
what are the possible denominators of the Kreck-Stolz invariants? That is, how 
complicated can the values be? 
If one looks through their construction, one sees that there are two sources 
which contribute to the denominators in the generalized Kreck-Stolz invariants 
of M: the non-vanishing of H4 (M; Z) contributes, as do the denominators in the 
formulas of Definition 2.2.2, which come from the denominators in A 1 and the 
Chern character. We will outline an approach to this question in the case of the 
'simplest' Fr-manifolds in Section 4.4. 
4.1 The space F(r). 
Throughout this section, and afterwards, we will use the short exact sequence of 
coefficients 0 -+ Z 4 Q 4 S -+ 0, where S = Q/Z. In homology or cohomology 
we will again use the letters p, q to denote the associated coefficient maps, and 0 
will denote the Bockstein homomorphism. 
Consider the Eilenberg-MacLane space K(Zr,  2), and denote by 
xi E H2 (K(7/J,2);Z) 
the fundamental class associated to the jth  summand Z of Zr.  The classes 
q(x jx j ) E H4 (K(Zr,2) ; Q) for 	i < j r are classified by a map g: K(Zr , 2) 
K(Q', 4), R = r + 
(). 
We regard QR as the direct sum of copies of Q indexed 
by pairs (i,j) with 1 < i 	j 	r, and we regard K(Q', 4) as a similarly in- 
dexed product of copies of K((Q,4). Thus the (j,j)th  component of g is the map 
classifying q(x jx j ) E H4 (K(Zr, 2); Q). 
Definition 4.1.1. The space F(r) is defined to be the homotopy-fibre of g: 
F(r) --~ K(Zr,2)  4 K(Q,4) 	 (4.1) 
We denote by x, .. . ,x, e H2 (F(r); Z) the pull-backs of the classes x 1 ,... ,X r E 
H2 (K(Zr ,  2); Z). There is a fibration 
1K(Q',4) = K(Q',3) -~ F(r) -+ K(Zr,2). 
It follows from this definition that the q(x ix) E H4 (F(r); Q) all vanish, just 
as they do in an Fr-manifold M. In fact F(r) is the universal space with this 
property, and we have: 
Lemma 4.1.2. An Fr-manifold M admits a unique homotopy class of maps 
fm: M - F(r) 
with the property that f ,~f x i = x 2 for each i. 
Proof. This is equivalent to showing that the homotopy class of maps M -4 
K(Zr ,  2) which classifies the elements x1,.. . H(M; Z) admits a unique 
homotopy class of lifts to F(r). The obstruction to finding such a lift is just 
the homotopy class of maps M -* K(Zr, 2) - > K(Q', 4), or equivalently the 
elements q(x ix,) E H4 (M; Q). If a lift exists, the homotopy classes of lifts are 
indexed by [M,K(Q',4)] = H3 (M;Q). .. H3 (M;Q). Since both H3 (M;Q) 
and H4 (M; Q) vanish, there is a unique homotopy class of lifts of M -4 K(Zr ,  2) 
to F(r), and the lemma follows. 
We now repeat the discussion above, but this time for pairs of manifolds 
(W, M), where M is an Fr-manifold and W is a spin coboundary of M equipped 
with classes which restrict to the x 1 ,... , X,- E H2 (M; Z). (These are the pairs 
which were used in 2.2.6 to define the generalized Kreck-Stolz invariants of M.) 
Consider the mapping-cylinder Cyl of F(r) -4 K(Zr, 2). This is canonically 
homotopy-equivalent to K(Z', 2). Moreover, if (A, B) is a pair of spaces with the 
homotopy extension property (such as a manifold-boundary pair), then homotopy 
classes of maps (A, B) -+ (Cyl, F(r)) are in 1-1 correspondence with maps A -* 
K(Zr , 2) and lifts of B -* A -* K(Zr,2) to F(r), up to coherent homotopies 
of such pairs. We can therefore replace K(Zr,  2) by Cyl and consider the pair 
(K(Zr, 2), F(r)), and immediately conclude from Lemma 4.1.2 the following: 
Lemma 4.1.3. Let M be an Fr -manifold, and let W be a compact spin cobound-
ary of M equipped with x 1 ,.. . ,x, E H2 (W; Z) which restrict to the respective 
x i E H2 (M; Z). There is a unique homotopy class of maps 1w: (W, M) -* 
(K(Zr, 2), F(r)) with the property that f,(x) = xi E H(W;Z). 
4.2 Construction of the Kreck-Stolz elements. 
We begin with a lemma, which will be proved at the end of the section. 
Lemma 4.2.1. Both KU*  (K(7/i, 2)) and KO(K(Z', 2)) are free in even degrees 
and vanish in odd degrees. 
There are long exact Bockstein sequences in KO and KU theory: 
4 KU*(_) !* KU*(_ ; Q) KU*  (_ ; S) 
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Applying these to K(7/J,2) and using the lemma above, we can conclude that 
KU (K(Z", 2); §) and KO (K(Zr,  2); S) both vanish in odd degrees. It follows 
that each element of KU 2i  (K(Zr, 2), F(r); S) or K0 2 (K(27,2),F(r);S) which 
vanishes when restricted to (K(Zr,  2), pt) has a unique preimage under the rele- 
vant connecting map 
6*. KU 	(F(r);S) - 
- 2i-1 6* :  KO 	(F(r);S) —+ K02i (K(Zr, 2), F(r); S). 
In Section 2.3 we explained how, for (A, B) a pair of spaces with 
H3 (B; Q) = 0, H4 (B; Q) = 0, 
one could construct, for each x,y E H2 (A;Z), elements '~;_-yy E KU° (A,B;Q), 
r 2 Yx ) E K04 (A, B; Q) with the properties 
YxYyIA = q('y'y)EKU° (A;Q), 
= q(r 2 'yx )) e KO(A;Q). 
This process can be carried out for the pair (K(Zr,  2), F(r)), since it will be 
proved in Proposition 4.5.4 that H3 (F(cr); Q) and H4 (F(r); Q) both vanish. Now 
consider p(r(1327)) E K04 (K(Zr, 2), F(r);S). Restricted to (K(Zr, 2), pt) this 
becomes p(q(r(/ 2))) = 0, and so there is a unique preimage 
5*_lp(r8_2y))  E 
K0 3 (F(r);S). We can go through a similar process in KU to obtain the elements 
of the next definition. 
Definition 4.2.2. 
aj = 6*_lp(r(I3_2yx)) 




-1 = 6* 
Here 1 	i, j, k, 1 < r, and for a, rj , 'r,k we assume the indices are distinct. 
The first is an element of K0 3 (F(r); S), while the remainder are elements of 
KU'(F(r); S). 
Now let M be an F(r)-manifold, and let fm: M -+ F(r) be a map for which 
f(x) = x 2 . (This map exists and is unique up to homotopy by Lemma 4.1.2.) 
Me 
We define: 
Ori - f1 u2 




M = JMTij,k 
The indices are to be taken as before. The first of these is an element of K0 3 (M; S) 
and the remainder are elements of KU - '(M; S). 
By evaluating cy E K0 3 (M; S) against [MIKO E K0 7 (M) we obtain an %
element (Oft , [M]KO) e K04 (Pt; S) = S; by evaluating the remaining classes 
against [M] KU e KU7 (M) we obtain elements of KU 8 (pt; S) = S. By doing so we 
recover the a-invariants and the -r-invariants of Definition 2.2.6: 
Proposition 4.2.3. The ory.. , 	are Fr -diffeomorphism invariants of M, 
and 
(aj",[M] o ) = 
(o•ij , [M] 1< ) = 	Orij 
(T M , [MIKU) = 
y-ij ,[M]<) = 
iM 
Yij,k' [1t4]Ku) = 	Tj,k(IVI) 
Proof. Let g: M -+ M' be an Fr-diffeomorphism. Then 
(go fM ,) * (x i ) = fL/g*(xi) = fL/(x) = Xi 
for all i, so by Lemma 4.1.2 g o fm , is homotopic to fm and the first conclusion 
is immediate from Definition 4.2.2. 
We will now prove that the first equation holds; the remainder follow in 
just the same way. Let W be a spin coboundary of M equipped with classes 
Xr e H2 (W; Z) which restrict to the respective x i E H2 (M; Z). Ac- 
cording to Lemma 4.1.3 the map fm : M -+ F(r) extends to a map of pairs 
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fw: (W, M) —+ (K(Zr, 2), F(r)) with fj,x. = x. We have 
(ar)[M]Ko) = (fo,6[W,M]Ko) 
= (5*f* cy  [W, M]o) 
= 	 [W, MIKO) 
= 
= (p(rC8 y), [I'V,M] Ko ) 
= (r(/3 2 y), [14 M]Ko)  mod 1 
= Si ff, M) mod 1 
= a(M). 
The first equality used the definition of Uj1'1 . The second and third used naturality 
of the Kronecker-product and coboundary maps respectively. The fourth equality • 
used the definition of a, and the fifth used the naturality of the process used 
to form r(f3 2 'y) on (W M) and on (K(Z', 2), F(r)). The sixth equality used 
naturality of coefficient maps between theories. The seventh equality used 2.3.10, 
and the final equality is from the definition of a2(M). LI 
Here is a diagram depicting the construction of the element a. The vertical 
maps are all associated to the sequence F(r) -+ K(Zr,2) (K(Zr, 2), F(r)), 
while the horizontal maps are associated with the short exact sequence of coeffi-
cients 0—Z--Q-+S--0. 
KU 1 (F(r);S) 	KU ° (F(r)) 
KUO(K(Zr,2),F(r) ; Q) --- KUO(K(Zr,2),F(r) ;S) 	 Oij I 	 Yx j 'Yx 
q 	 _  I. 
KUO(K(Zr,2)) 	Kuo(K(zr,2) ;Q) 	 I 	 ' 
I __ I 
KU°(F(r)) 	 I 	 (-Yxi 
I 
7- i -Yx 
The only piece of information in the diagram which has not already been explained 
is the appearance of 7x,-yxj at the top-right. Its inclusion amounts to the claim 
)3c7 = y'y. A proof of this fact comes from Section A.1 in the Appendix. 
Our claim is precisely Proposition A.1.1, with KU —* KUQ —* KUS in place of 
E —* F —*G, and K(Zr,2) K(Zr,2)/F( r) —f F(r) in place of X - Y -+ Z. 
Here, the map (Zr,  2)/F(r) —* EF(r) is the negative of the usual connecting map 
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because it appears at the 'wrong' point in the cofibration sequence. Now, since 
= and = f'yy2 , we have /3a = Similar diagrams can13 
be drawn for cr2 and the Ti , r, Tii ,k , and similar claims can be proved in exactly 
the same way. As a result we have: 
Proposition 4.2.4. The Bockstein maps have the following effect on the elements 
of 
K0 3 (M;S) 4 K04(M) 
C7 	'-+ r(3 2 y) 
KU'(M;S) 4 KU° (M) 
'-~ 	-yx -yxj 
fxYx + 	x-x 
Tij F—p 	1y1'y 	+ YY-e 
Tijk '- 	7X2 YX3 YXI. 
Proof of Lemma 	We use the fact that K(Zr,  2) is the r-fold product of 
copies of CP. It is well-known that KU*(H r CP°°) = Z101 0111-Y11 ... , 
where yj E KU° (fl,. CP°°) is the difference of the universal line bundle on the jth 
factor and a trivial line bundle, pulled back to the product; in any case the claim 
for KU can be seen from the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence. 
To prove the claim for KO we will use a theorem of Wood. Wood's theorem 
states that, for any space X, KU (CP 2 A X) is naturally isomorphic to KU (X). 
Also, it is a well-known geometric fact that CP 2 /CP 22 is the Thom space of 
(2n — 1) copies of the Hopf bundle over CP', and so is the (2n - 2)-suspension of 
CP 2 . See [6]. Therefore, in the exact sequence 
-+ J(Q(I(p2fl/p2fl_2 
AX) —* J(Q(p2- A X) -+ 
J(Qp2fl_2 A X) 	
}+l(p2n 
A X) 
A X) can be replaced by 
Setting X = S° , Wood's theorem shows that KO*(CP2)  is free in even degrees 
and zero in odd degrees, and then the exact sequence can be used inductively 
to show that each K0*(CP2n)  is free in even degrees and zero in odd degrees, 
and that the map KO * (CP 27) KO*(CP2n_2) is the projection onto a direct 
summand. Consequently we can take inverse limits and conclude that KU (CP°°) 
is free in even degrees and zero in odd degrees. 
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Now setting X = CP°° U pt, we can use the exact sequence in just the same 
way to conclude that KO (CP°° x CP°°) is free in even degrees and vanishes in 
odd degrees. Continuing in this way, the conclusion follows. 0 
4.3 F(r)-bordism. 
Lemma 4.1.2 states that for any Fr-manifold M there is a unique homotopy class 
of maps fm: M -+ F(r) under which f ,~x i = x2 for all i. Consequently M defines 
an element 
{M} E "(F(r)). 
The manifold M is almost determined by {M} E 
Theorem 4.3.1. Let M, N be Fr -manifolds. There is an orientation-preserving 
Fr diffeomorphism M - N if and only if {M} = {N} and (M) = 
Proof. It is clear that if there is an orientation-preserving F-diffeomorphism be-
tween M and N, then their Eells-Kuiper invariants coincide and they define the 
same element of F(r)). 
Suppose conversely that M and N have equal Eells-Kuiper invariants and that 
{M} = {N}. Let W -+ F(r) be a spin-bordism between M and N. Using the 
assumption 1i(M) = 1u(N), one can add a closed spin 8-manifold, equipped with 
the constant map to F(r), to W so that the resulting bordism satisfies the first 
two conditions of 2.2.10. (This closed spin 8-manifold can be constructed from 
the manifolds B and THIIP 2 of Note 2.1.4, just as in the proof of Theorem 2.2.9.) 
Since q(xx 3 ) = 0 in H4 (F(r);Q), the same holds in H4 (W;Q), and so = 0 
and the remaining two conditions of 2.2.10 hold. Thus the conditions of 2.2.10 
are met and M and N are F-diffeomorphic, as required. El 
Recall from Section 2.3 that there are maps 
	
c: 	 -* K07 (F(r)), 
coc: 	 -+ KU(F(r)), 
0: c4'"(F(r)) -+ H(F(r)), 
given by sending a class represented by M 4 F(r) to the image under f of the 
fundamental class of M. Using the Kronecker product to compose these maps 
with cohomology classes, we obtain maps from 1l(F(r)) into Abelian groups. 
We have already constructed classes ci2 e K03 (F(r); S) and at,, Ti , Tij , Tij,k E 
KU 1 (F(r); S) (Definition 4.2.2). Further, since H3 (F(r); Q) and H4 (F(r); Q) 
rem 
both vanish (Proposition 4.5.4), there are well-defined single classes 
xx/3 ' (xkx1) E H(F(r);S), 
(qx j ,qxj,qxk)qxl E H 7 (F(r);Q), 
with which we can recover the invariants b2 ,k1 and mk1.  We can now make the 
following definition. 
Definition 4.3.2. We define maps from ""(F(r)) into S and Q as follows: 
a2 = (cii, -) o a: c2?P"(F(r)) —+ KO(pt; 5) = S 
ajj 	-) o c a a: 
Qs7pin 
	—+ KU8 (pt; 5) = S 
= (,Ti, 
	ocoa: 14'"(F(r)) —* KU8 (pt;S) = S 
Ti3 = (Tjj, -) 0 co a: 4'(F(r)) —+ KU8 (pt; 5) = S 
= (-r,k, -) o co a: 4"(F(r)) —+ KU(pt; 5) = S 
b,k1 = —(xx/3'(xkx1), -) o,3: 7 Pm (F(r)) —+ Ho (pt;S) = S 
mk1 = —((qxj, qxj, qxk) qxi, -) o : cl?'(F(r)) —p Ho (pt; Q) = Q 
Note that the names of the functions above are just the same as the names of the 
generalized Kreck-Stolz invariants of Definition 2.2.6. In fact Propositions 4.2.3 
and 3.3.2 show the following: 
Proposition 4.3.3. Let M be an Fr-manifold. For .\ = a2 ,. . . , Mijkl, we have 
= 
where )(M) on the left is a generalized Kreck-Stolz invariant of M, and A({ M}) 
on the right is the image of {M} E 14Pnl(F(r)) under the map defined above. 
Recall from Note 2.2.7 that there were degeneracies amongst the generalized 
Kreck-Stolz invariants. Precisely the same degeneracies hold among the functions 
of the last definition: 
Note 4.3.4. There are dependencies amongst the functions of Definition 4.3.2. 
First, o, 7- 3 and 'rk are symmetric under permutations of their indices; b,kz is 
symmetric under transposition of i, j or of k, 1, and under transposition of i, j with 
k, 1; m 3 k1 is symmetric under cyclic permutation of i, j, k, 1 and antisymmetric 
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under transposition of i, k or j, 1. Second, the following formulas hold. 
2'r = 
2-rij = 
= b2 ,k + bij ,jk + b 3 ,kk 
mk1 mod 1 = b2 ,k1 - 
1 	1 
Tij,k - 	= 2 Mijki + mkk 
0 = Mijkl + m3k1 + mk1 
Theorem 4.3.5. The maps o 2 ,... , b1 i: c4'"(F(r)) —* S and m2k1: 
spin (F(r)) 
Q, considered together, define a map from"(F(r)) into a direct sum of copies 
of Q and 5, which takes values in the subgroup determined by the relations of 
the last note. This map, from fZ f '(F(r)) into the subgroup determined by the 
relations of the last note, is an isomorphism. 
We first give a sketch proof. The full proof, which is lengthy and follows a different 
method, is given at the end of the section. 
Sketch Proof. The Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence (AHSS) for Q 
sp i n (F(r)) 
can be computed using the calculation of H(F(r); Z2 ) and H(F(r); Z) in Section 
4.5. The differentials affecting degree 7 are 
i:;i2 1 	._ E ,2 , '-'6  
d ,2 : E ,2 —+ E ,4 , 
which are determined by the second and third k-invariants of Mspin and can be 
computed by comparison with ko (see [59]). This determines the infinity-term of 
the AHSS, so determining (F(r)) up to extension problems. The effects of the 
maps b,k1 and mk1 can be computed immediately using an edge-homomorphism. 
We next compute the effects of the maps a 2 ,. . . , T23 ,i. One begins by using the 
Chern character to locate the elements represented by 
rC8 2 'y) e K0 4 (K(7/f,2),F(r);Q), - -_ 
+ 	 E KU0 (K(Z',2),F(r);Q) 
in the relevant AHSS's. A lemma describing the effect of connecting homo-
morphisms on AHSS's can then be used to locate the elements represented by 
a2 e K0 3 (F(r);S) and by au,. .. ,Tij,k G KU'(F(r);S) in the relevant AHSS's. 
Finally, by taking appropriate pairings of the three AHSS's used so far, one 
can compute a filtered version of the map in the statement. The known relations 
among the Kreck-Stolz elements solve the extension problems, and the result 
follows. 0 
Question 4.3.6. What is the 'space' of Fr-manifolds? 
We ask this now because the last theorem shows that we have produced an object, 
1r'(F(r)), whose elements represent all possible values of the generalised Kreck-
Stolz invariants. As preliminaries to the above question, we ask: 
Question 4.3.7. Is every element of 1"1 (F(r)) represented by an Fr -manifold? 
Question 4.3.8. Are there any relations between the Eells-Kuiper invariant and 
the generalised Kreck-Stolz invariants? 
We will not begin to answer these questions, for two reasons. 
First, we believe that there is a more appropriate object to study than Q sp in (F(r)). 
The space F(r) captures the fact that the products xx 3 in an Fr-manifold are 
torsion, but does not reflect that the spin-characteristic class (M) is torsion as 
well. One upshot of this is that the linking-form values bM((M), (M)) cannot 
be extracted from 	"(F(r)). Instead, one should form the space Bspin', the 
homotopy-fibre of the map Bspin —+ K(Q, 4) which characterises the rationalised 
class q((M)) e H 4 (Bspin; Q). Every Fr-manifold M admits a unique homotopy 
class of maps M —+ Bspin' x F(r) such that the compositions 
M — Bspin' x F(r) — BO 
M —* Bspin' x F(r) —* K(Zr,2) 
classify the stable normal bundle of M and the classes x 1 , . . . , Xr e H2 (M; Z) re-
spectively. Consequently each Fr -manifold M defines an element of l 7 (Bspin' x 
F(r)), and this bordism group is a more appropriate object of study than cl'(F(r)). 
Our reason for writing about Q,p in 	in this chapter is that it is possible to 
begin computing the group using the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence. 
The first two questions above obviously lend themselves to surgery-theoretic 
solutions. For example, given an element of F(r)) represented by M -+ 
one could attempt to make M an Fr -manifold by doing surgery over F(r). A 
similar approach could be used to try to prove Theorem 4.3.1: take a spin bordism 
W —* F(r) between two Fr-manifolds and attempt to make it an h-cobordism 
by doing surgery over F(r). The author attempted such an approach, but it 
failed, essentially because ir3(F(r)) Qr-E(;)  is too large: 7r3 (W) —+ 7r 3 (F(r)) is 
never a surjection and so there is no hope of making the map W -+ Bspin x 
F(r) highly-connected. It seems that trying to answer Question 4.3.6 is too 
general for our methods, and that instead one should split up the Fr -manifolds, 
perhaps according to their cohomology ring. A description of this approach in 
the 'simplest' case is given in the next section. 
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Proof of Theorem 4.3.5. To prove the theorem we will first prove an analogous 
result for the relative bordism group Qspin (K(Zr, 2), F(r)), and then deduce the 
theorem using the exact sequence 
1'(K(7ZT,2)) 	IPifl(K(Zr , 2) , F(r)) -- 
-- 4'"(F(r)) -, c'(K(Z", 2)) = 0. (4.2) 





B 3 ,k1 
JVI 3 k1 




= 	 oco oz 
---— 
+ 	-) 0 CO 
-- 
= 
= 	 -) 0 CO c 
- --- — — - 
= 	 — 	 -) 0 C 0 c 
It is possible to verify the following, using Lemma 2.3.8, Note 2.3.10, and the 
results of Section 3.2. First, that Si3 Tij and Tij,k  are symmetric under transpo-
sition of i,j; B,k1  is symmetric under transposition of i,j or of k, 1, and under 
transposition of i,j with k, 1; Mk1 is symmetric under cyclic permutation of 
i, j, k, 1 and antisymmetric under transposition of i, k or j, 1. Second, that the 
following relations hold: 
2T = 
2T 3 = 
2Tj , k = Bij,ik + Bij,jk + B,kk 	 (4.3) 
Mijkl = B,k1 — Bk,1 
— Tjk, = 	+ 
0 = Mjk1 + It4jkil + PVIkjjl 
Further, by the definition of the 92 ,. .. , 	we have 
pOSi = 
(4.4) 
0 Bij,kl =  b,k1 0 8*, 
-T 1ijk1 = m 3 k1 0 
The maps Si ,..., M,a define a map from c,(K(Zr  2), F(r)) into a direct sum 
of copies of Q, and the relations above determine a subgroup of this group. We call 
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the subgroup G,. and denote the map s8Pin(K(Zr  2), F(r)) -4 Cr by gr.  Similarly, 
the maps o, . . . , Mijkl of Definition 4.3.2 define a map from lr'1(F(r))  into a 
direct sum of copies of S = Q/Z and Q, and the relations of Note 4.3.4 determine 
a subgroup. We call this subgroup Hr  and denote the map P"(F(r)) -+ Hr by 
hr . The relations (4.4) determine a map Gr + Hr , and Proposition 2.3.6 amounts 
to the statement that the kernel of this map is the image of the composition 
IPin(K(Zr2)) 4 cPifl(K(zr 2), F(r)) —* C r . 
We therefore have a commutative diagram with exact rows: 
cPifl(K(zr2)) 	> cPifl(K(zr,2),F(r)) 	> 	'M(F(r)) 	>0 8 	 8
( 
	9r 	j hr 
çPin 	 _Hr( ,2)) 	Cr 
 
0 
Recall that our objective is to prove that hr  is an isomorphism. This will follow 
from: 
Claim: 9, is an isomorphism. 
We now prove this claim. The relations (4.3) show that each of the charac-
teristic numbers S2 ,. . . , Mijkl can be written in terms of the S i , Sij and 
and there are no relations which only involve the S, S, B,k1  except for the 
usual symmetries of the indices. It is therefore sufficient to show that the map 
from IPifl(K(Zr,  2), F(r)) into a direct sum of copies of Q that is induced by 
the S, 	 subject only to the symmetry relations in the indices, is an 
isomorphism. Also, Note 2.3. 10 shows that Si = - ', -) o cc a. 
We will prove the claim using the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence (AHSS): 
(E, d) = csPin(K(zr2)F(r)) 
= H(K(Zr, 2), F(r); l7 i,j 	 (pt)) 
We will compute E°° in total degree 8. Since the groups Pin (pt) involve Z 
and Z2 , we must know I1 (K(Zr,  2), F(r); C) for C = Z and C = Z2 in or-
der to use the AHSS. We quote results which will be proved in Section 4.5. 
Lemma 4.5.2 implies that the homology groups vanish for C = 74. Writing. Q2 
for H(K(Zr, 2), F(r); Z), Proposition 4.5.8 and the comment after it imply that 
each Q i is a Q-module, that Qi = 0 for 0 i 3 and i = 5, 7, and finally that 
the maps 
-4 Q, 
(xjxxk, — ): Q6 -4  Q, 
- Q, 
considered together and subject only to ã5-i = 	, f1fJ ff =i—k x Ifi—xj,induce 
isomorphisms of Q, Q6, Q8 with direct sums of copies of Q. We now depict 
in low degrees. A dot represents the zero group; the solid lines represent the 
i = 0 and the j = 0 lines; the dotted line indicates those groups which lie in total 
degree 8; in an extra column we have also shown f *pin  (pt). 
o 	. 	. . 	. 
o . . . 
o 	 . 	. 
Z. 	......4..6.Q8Q9 
Z 	———— Q4 —— Q6 —— Q8 — Q9 
The only possible nonzero differential in low degrees is 4: E ,0 —* E ,4 . This 
differential vanishes, for the following reason. There is a map (K(Z", 2), F(r)) —* 
(K(Q', 4), pt) which classifies the This map induces an isomorphism on 
H4 (—; Z), and the induced map on H9 (—; Z) vanishes since H(K(Q', 4); Z) is 
concentrated in degrees divisible by 4. Comparing 4 with the corresponding 
differential in the AHSS for ''(K(Q',4),pt), we see that 4 must in fact 
oo  	2  	r  	Spin , 8_   =   E,8 _   =   H(K(Z   ,   2),   F(r);  vanish. Consequently E (pt)), and the 
only nonzero terms are E474 = Q4 and E70 = Q, so there is a short exact 
sequence 
o — 	— Q E°° 	cPin(K(zr2)F(r)) —f E870=  Q8 0. 4  4,4 
We claim that B,k1 is the composite 
(j1 ,-) 
Q'P" 	2), F(r)) — Q8 	 Q, 
and that, when restricted to Q4, Si and Sij are respectively the maps 
_(i -> 2 
Q4 	
(i73,-) 
Recalling our descriptions of Qi, Q8 from earlier in this proof, it follows that the 
considered together, vanish on Q4 and define an isomorphism of 
1Z(K(Zr ,  2), F(r))/Q4 
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with a direct sum of copies of Q, while the S, S, restrict to an isomorphism of Q 
with a direct sum of copies of Q. We conclude that the Si , S, Bij,kh considered 
together, define the required isomorphism of cPifl(K(zr,2),F(r))  with a direct 
sum of copies of Q. 
We now go on to prove the above claims. We will use the AHSS 
(Fr,dr) = KU*(K(Z7 , 2) , F(r) ; Q) , 
F'3 = Hi(K(zr , 2) , F(r) ; Kui( pt ; Q)) . 
The pairing 
pr: KU8(K(ZT,2),F(r);Q) ® cPmfl(K(Zr,2),F(r)) -+= Q, 	(4.5) 
® x-*(e,coa(x)), 
induces, for each r 2, 
pr,.: F,'8 ® E 8 _ 2 -* Q. 	 (4.6) 
For r = 2, pr is the .pairing of cohomology with homology induced by the cap-
product and the pairing KU 3 (pt; Q) 0 7m (pt) -+ Q, (9 x '—* (, c o Oz (X)) e 
KU 0 (pt; Q) = Q of coefficient groups. These pairings are relevant because we can 
use them to construct the S, S ij , B,k1: 
4 	- S2 (x) = - 1 pr( 18-  'y'y_,x) 
S23 (x) = pr(3 4 ,x) 
B,kl(x) = pr(fi 4 ,,x) 
Now we must understand how the cohomology classes appearing above are appear 
in the spectral sequence 	We have, from Definition 2.3.7, 
ch(—/ 2 ) = 
ch(/34) = 	_j +..., 
	
=_j 	+..., 
and so it follows from the comments on the Chern character in Note 2.3.1 that 
, 	e F' 4 and 	e F20 '8 
are permanent cycles represented by 
-4 —.---- 	-4 ----- 	-4 -.'---- -.--- 3 	YxY-x, •-y -y and /3 	'fxYXYxkYxj 
respectively. 
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We now compute B i2-4 3,k1:   clrnl (K(Zr,   2),   F(r))   —~   Q.   Since   ,  	has 
filtration 8, B,k1 is the composite 
fPifl(K(Zr,2),F(r)) 
- E -+ Q, 
-4___•--_ - x '-p [x] '-+ pr([f3 'Yxj'Yxj'YXk'Yzl],  [x]). 
-4 -.--- -.-.--- But 	-yX'yXiyXk-yXI represents the permanent cycle 	e F'° , and E70 = 
E,0 = Q8, so B,kz  is the composite 
-* Q8 -p Q, 
X '-* [x] '-4 pr2(xixjxkxl,  [x]) = 	 [x]), 
just as we required. The computations required to prove the claim for S i and 
S23 are very similar, and we will not give them. This completes the proof of the 
claim, and therefore proves the theorem. 	 D 
4.4 Er-manifolds. 
Definition 4.4.1. An Er-manifold M is a 7-manifold for which: 
M is closed, simply-connected and spin. 
• M is equipped with an isomorphism H2 (M; Z) Zr.  We write the corre-
sponding basis of H2 (M; Z) as x 1 ,... , 
• H4 (M;Z) vanishes. 
A diffeomorphism between Er-manifolds is called an Er -diffeomorphism if it pre-
serves the bases of H2 ( — ; Z). 
Put briefly, an Er-manifold is an Fr-manifold M with H4 (M; Z) = 0. 
Note 4.4.2. The cohomology of an E r-manifold M is determined by Poincaré 
duality: 
i 	01234567 
H2(M ; Z) Z 0 z' 0 0 zr  0 Z 
Fix an Er-manifold M. Since j-(M) E H 4 (M; Z) = 0, M admits a string-
structure. That is, the map M -* Bspin which classifies the spin-structure on the 
stable normal bundle of M lifts to a map M -* Bstring, where Bstring = BO(8) 
is the 7-connected cover of BO. Further, since H3 (M; Z) = 0, this map is unique 
up to homotopy. That is: 
Lemma 4.4.3. Each Er -manifold admits a unique string-structure. 
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Indeed, since Er-manifolds are 7-dimensional this means that their stable normal 
bundles are trivial. However, the stable trivialisations are not unique, and it is 
simpler to consider string-structures than trivialisations. 
Definition 4.4.4. Let g': K(Zr,  2) -+ K(ZR ,  4), R = r + (), be the map classi-
fying the products xx3 E H4(K(Zr,  2); Z). Define E(r) to be the homotopy-fibre 
of g': 
	
E(r) -+ K(Zr , 2) 	K(ZR , 4) 
Write x 1 ,... 
, Xr E H 2 (E(r); Z) for the pullbacks of the x i e H2 (K(Zr,  2); Z). 
Lemma 4.4.5. Every Er -manifold M admits a unique homotopy class of maps 
em: M -+ E(r) such that e* (x i ) = x. 
This is entirely analogous to Lemma 4.1.2, and uses the facts H4 (M; Z) = 0 and 
H3 (M;Z) =0. 
Lemmas 4.4.5 and 4.4.3 show that each Er-manifold M has a unique string-
structure and a canonical map to E(r), and therefore M defines an element 
{M} E cstrin(E(r)) 
Theorem 4.4.6. There is an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism between E r  
manifolds M and N if and only if {M} = {N} and (M) = 
This can be proved using 2.2. 10 in exactly the same way as in the proof of Theorem 
4.3.1. Alternatively, it can be proved as a more direct application of Kreck's 
modified surgery (see Section 1.2). For the fibration 
Bstring x E(r) -+ BO 
is the normal 3-type of any Er-manifold, and so Kreck's results applied at the 
3-type gives an exact sequence 
U --+ e7 --+
BstrinxE(r) 	çStriflg((r)) -+ 0 
BstringxE(r) of pointed sets. Here e7 = Z28 is the group of homotopy 7-spheres, and NS 73 
denotes the set of diffeomorphism classes of normal 3-smoothings in Bstring x 
E(r), which amounts to the set of orientation-preserving Er-diffemorphism classes 
BstringxE(r) of Er-manifolds. This replicates the theorem above, since e7 acts on NS 7,3 
and addition of a generator of e7 alters the Eells-Kuiper invariant of a manifold 
by 1/28. 
Since every Er-manifold M is also an Fr-manifold, it has generalized Kreck-
Stolz invariants. For Er-manifolds these are relatively simple. First, since H4 (M; Z) 
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vanishes, the linking form of M vanishes and so all b,kl(M) = 0. Second, the 
products xx 3 all vanish and so there is a well-defined element 
((x,x,xk)xI, [IV!]) E Z 
whose image in Q is —m 3 ki(M). That is, all of the mk1(M)  are integers. Now let 
W be a spin-coboundary of M equipped with classes x1,... , E H2 (W; Z) which 
restrict to the basis of H2 (M; Z). There are unique lifts E H4 (W, M; Z) of 
the products x 2 x3 e H4 (W; Z) to the integer cohomology of the pair. (For general 
Fr-manifolds it is only possible to lift in this way in the rational cohomology.) 
Now the generalized Kreck-Stolz invariants are obtained by taking certain Q-
linear combinations of the integers 
[T4M]), 
(p 1 (W), [W, M]), 
and reducing them modulo Z. Looking at the formulas of Definition 2.2.2, we can 
conclude the following: 
E 	24 .3 
E 	23 .3 
T(M) e 	1 Z/Z 	 (4.7) 
r 3 (M) e 	Z/Z 
T,k(M) E !Z/Z 
In unpublished work Diarmuid Crowley has shown that 8trinxE(r)  the set 
of orientation-preserving diffeomorphism classes of E r-manifolds, has the struc-
ture of a group, and using modified surgery at the 2-type he has shown that this 
group is a direct sum of copies of Z, Z 12 and Z2 . (His approach does not pro-
vide a system of invariants which realize this group structure.) Crowley's results 
strongly suggest that the possible values of the generalized Kreck-Stolz invariants 
given by (4.7) are not all attained. 
We now make some speculation. There is a spectrum tmf of 'topological 
modular forms' [37], which is in some sense the inverse limit of all possible elliptic 
cohomology theories. There is a natural orientation Mstring - tmf, that is to 
say, any string bundle has a tmf Thom class and any manifold Mm with a string 
structure has a fundamental class [Mm] tmf  e tmf m (M). Further, in low degrees 
the coefficients of tmf are: 
7r0tmf = Z, 7r 1 tmf = Z2 , 7r2tmf = Z2 , 7r3tmf = Z24 . 
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As we have already mentioned in this section, the Er-manifolds M are all 
canonically string, and therefore they all have fundamental classes [M] tmf E 
tmf 7 (M). By evaluating elements of tmf 7 (M), tmf 6 (M), tmf 5 (M), tmf 4 (M), 
against this fundamental class we would obtain elements of Z, Z 2 , Z2 and Z24  
respectively. 
Taking the last three paragraphs as circumstantial evidence, and in a spirit of 
optimism, we make: 
Conjecture 4.4.7. The Er -manifolds M can be classified using natural elements 
of tmf*  (M) and the Eells-Kuiper invariant. 
This is a conjecture which can actually be proved right or wrong as follows. 
The question is whether the map4"(E(r)) --+ tmf 7 (E(r)) can be followed by 
Kronecker-products with elements of tmf*(E(r))  which, considered together, give 
an injection into some Abelian group. The author has a programme to compute 
H(E(r);Z), H(E(r);Z2 ) and H(E(r);Z3 ) in low degrees, and in the case of 
H(E(r); Z2 ) to compute the coaction of the dual Steenrod algebra, in low de-
grees. This will involve use of secondary cohomology operations (E(r) is a 2-stage 
Postnikov system), as proposed in Section 3.3. (We note here that the homology 
H7 (E(r)) already provides 22 and Z3 -valued invariants of Er-manifolds.) With 
this information it should be possible to calculate m(E(r))  and tmf*(E(r))  in 
parallel using Adams spectral sequences. These spectral sequences can be paired 
to calculate the effect of all evaluations of tmf*(E(r)) on ç;trrn(())  and thereby 
to determine whether the conjecture above holds. 
If the conjecture does hold, there is the question of what the resulting el-
ements of tmft(E(r)), when pulled back to tmf*(M),  really mean. There is a 
programme [57] to understand tmf-cohomology geometrically, motivated by the-
oretical physics and by existing and anticipated results on the index-theory of 
differential operators on the loopspace of a manifold. If the conjecture holds, 
it will be interesting to see whether the resulting elements of tmf*  (M) can be 
explained, if only heuristically, in these terms. 
4.5 The homology and cohomology of F(r). 
In this section we will investigate the homology and cohomology of F(r), and in 
particular we will prove results which were quoted in earlier sections. 
Note 4.5.1. Recall that we write x 2 E H2 (K(Zr, 2); Z) for the fundamental class 
of the i t ' factor K(Z, 2) of K(W, 2), and that g: K(Zr,  2) -* K(Q', 4) is the map 
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whose (i, j)t component classifies q(x ix3 ). F(r) is just the homotopy fibre of g. 
Also, g factors as 
K(Z",2) 4 K(Z',4) -+ K(QR,4), 
where the (i, j)th  component of h classifies the product xx 3 . There is therefore a 
pullback diagram of fibrations. 
K(QJ?,3) 	K(Q',3) 	K(Q',3) 
I II, I_____ _______ 
F(r) 	K(SR,3) 	PK(Q',4) 
_ 	I _ I 
K(Zr,2) h K(Z',4) ___ q _ K(QR,4) 
Here the description of the middle fibration follows from Proposition A.2.3. The 
maps p and 8 correspond to p: H3 (—; QR) -+ H 3 (—; SR) and 0: H3  (—; SR)  
H4 (—; Z 1 ) respectively. So 0*(XZR,4) = 0(XSR ,3). 
Lemma 4.5.2. The map 7r: H(F(r);T) -+ H(K(Z',2);T) is an isomorphism 
for any torsion group T. In particular, the pairing 
H*(K(zr,2);z) ®H(F(r);S) -+5, 
x ® ci i-* ( 71 * x,  a), is non-degenerate. 
Proof. This is immediate because H*(K(QJ,  3); T) vanishes. 	 El 
Note 4.5.3. Using the Hurewicz isomorphism, we have H3(K(SR,3);Z) 	S'. 
Moreover, the map H3 (K(Q', 3); Z) - H 3 (K (SR , 3); Z) becomes the identifica-
tion Q1 	5R  Also, H4(K(SR,  3); S) can be identified using the isomorphisms 
H4(K (SR  ,3);S) 4 H3(K (SR ,3);Z) 
H4 (K(SR , 3) ; S) H4(K(Z',4);S) 	SR 
The first of these isomorphisms comes from the Bockstein exact sequence, and 
the second comes from the fibration of Note 4.5.1. The isomorphisms coincide. 
For in each composition the final isomorphisms are obtained by taking the Kro-
necker product with the relevant fundamental class, and the map /3*  relates 
the fundamental class in H4(K(ZR,  4); Z) with the images under 0 of those in 
H3(K (SR ,3); 5). 
Proposition 4.5.4. In H*(F(r);Q)  all products uv, for u,v e H2 (F(r);Q), 
vanish and so the Massey triple products (u,v,w) C H 5 (F(r);Q) are defined 
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for each u,v,w e H2 (F(r);Q). In fact these subsets each contain a single ele-
ment, which we still denote by (u, v, w). These triple products, and the elements 
of H 2 (F(r); Q), generate the cohomology ring H*(F(r);  Q) up to and including 
degree 7, subject only to linearity conditions and the relations 
uv=O 
(u ) v,w)+(w,v,u)=O 
S. (u,v,w) + (v,w,'u) + (w,u,v) = 0 
4. u(v,w,x) + (u,v,w)x = 0 
Note that these are general relations which hold amongst any collection of Massey 
products. The claim does not hold in higher degrees. Indeed, H8(F(r); Q) is 
nonzero for n > 3. 
Proof We use the cohomology Serre spectral sequence associated to the fibration 
K(QR,3) 
- F(r) —~ K(Zr , 2) 
of Note 4.5.1. We denote by lij E H3 (K(Q', 3); Q) the fundamental class of 
the (i,j) t ' factor K(Q,3) of K(Q',3). The Eilenberg-MacLane space K(Q,3) 
is a rationalised 3-sphere S, and using the Kunneth and Universal Coefficient 
theorems, one can show that H*(K(Qhl,  3); Q) AQ (123 ). Also H*(K(Zr , 2); Q) = 
qxr ]. By the construction of the above fibration, the classes I, are 
transgressive with transgressions qx 2 x3 . For brevity we will write qx. ® 1 as x, 
1 ® '3k as 'jk,  and multiplication in the spectral sequence as juxtaposition. We 
will also identify elements of ker d with their images in Er+i. So we have 
E2E3E4Q[Xl,...,Xr]®AQ(Iij), 
d4 (I2 ) = xx3 . 
For convenience we now display the spectral sequence in small total degrees; 
first the groups, and then the typical elements. A small dot denotes a zero group, 
and a large dot denotes a nonzero group. (L is some positive integer.) 
R 




'ij 	XiIk 	XjXjIkl 	XiXjXkIlm 
• __X z XjXk 
Immediately we see that E5 vanishes in total degree 1. Since d4 : E'3 - 
is an isomorphism, E5 vanishes in total degrees 3 and 4 also. In total degree 2 
the only nonzero group is E'° which is free on the x 2 . In total degree 5 the only 
nonzero group is E'3 . It is easy to see that this group is freely generated by the 
classes Mk = XkIi 3 - Xiljk, subject only to the relations 
IVIijk = IVIkji. 
M23 k + M3k + Mk 3 = 0. 
E5 vanishes in total degree 6 because d4 : E40 '6 —* E' 4 is the injective map 'zj'kl 
XiXjIkl - XkXlIij. 
Now we examine the spectral sequence in total degree 7. 
4 ' 3 E 
- ker(d4 : E'3 —+ 
— im(d: E 40'6 —* E' 3 ) 
E'3 is spanned by the elements X j X j Ikl , with d4(xxIkl) = XiX3XkXl, so it is easy 
to see that the kernel above is spanned by the classes xM k1 . The image above is 
spanned by the classes XkXlIjj — X i X j Ikl = xM kz + x1Mk. So E'3 is spanned by 
the elements xM kz , which are subject to the relations induced by (1), (2) above 
and 
xM 1 + x1Mk = 0. 
43 If an additional nonzero relation holds amongst the xM k1 in E5 , then there 
are fixed p, q, r, s such that an additional relation holds amongst just those classes 
xM k1 where i, j, k, 1 are some permutation of p, q, r, s. Applying relation (2) we 
may assume that k p in any term, and by applying (1) we may assume that in 
each term either i = p or 1 = p. Applying (3) we may further assume that i = p 
in each term. Now applying (1) and (2) we may assume in addition that j = q. 
So we have obtained an additional relation amongst xpMqrs and xpMqsr in E'3 . 
If p, q, r, s are distinct then some linear dependence holds in E'3 = E'3 amongst 
the terms 
X pX sIqr  — XpXq 1r8 
X pX rIqs  — XpXqlrs 
and the generators of im(d4 : E40'6 -+ E'3 ), which are those XkXlIij - xixjlki  
for which i, j, k, I are a permutation of p, q, r, s, and this is not possible. If two 
elements of p, q, r, s coincide, let us assume r = s, so that a nonzero multiple of 
X pMqrr vanishes. Either p, q, r are distinct, and again this is impossible, or p = q, 
and once more this cannot happen, or finally q = r and the term vanishes by 
(1). In conclusion, E'3 is generated by the classes x 2 Mk1, subject only to the 
relations induced by (1) and (2), and to relations (3). 
E5 = E in degrees up to and including 7, and moreover in each degree 
E contains at most one nonzero group, so that E Ht(F(r); Q) up to and 
including degree 7. Under this isomorphism the x 2 correspond directly to the 
qx 2 , and to complete the proof we need only show that each Massey product 
(qx 2 , qxj, qxk) is a single element corresponding to M23 k, for then the relations 
given in the statement will be precisely the linear combinations ' of (1),(2) and (3). 
Recall that the Serre spectral sequence is just the spectral sequence arising 
from the filtration of C*(F(r); Q) induced by the CW-filtration of the base space 
K(Zr ;  2). Let qx i , qx, qx k e H2 (F(r); Q) be represented by cocycles X, X, Xk E 
C2 (F(r); Q) with filtration 2, and let ,  71 E C3 (F(r); Q) be such that Xi U X3 = 
5* and X3 U Xk = &'ii. Let have filtration r, so that it represents a class in 
E' whose image under dr is the class represented by Xi U X 3 . Now Xi U X3 
represents x 2 x3 , which survives to E4 , where it is d4 123 , and so has filtration 0, 
and represents in E40 '3 . Similarly, 77 has filtration 0 and represents 13 k in E'3 . 
The Massey triple product (qxj, qxj, qxk) consists of one element, represented 
by the cocycle U X,, - X, U 9, and the same cocycle represents the element 
Xkl ij - XiIjk = Mk in E 3 . The claim follows. Li 
Note 4.5.5. It now follows that H3 (F(r); S) -* H4 (F(r); Z) is an isomorphism, 
and therefore we have unique classes 8'(xx) E H3 (F(r);S). Recall from 3.1.5 
that, for fixed i,j,k, 
Xk/3(XjX) - x/3 ' (xxk) = p(qx j , qx 3 , qxk). 
Proposition 4.5.6. In low dimensions H(F(r); Z) has the following form. 
i 	01234567 
H(F(r);Z) Z 0 zr H3 0 H5 0 H7 
1. Kronecker-products with the classes 0 1 (xx) induce an isomorphism H 3 
Under this isomorphism, the maps 
SR H4 (F(r);S) 4 H3 
SR H3 -~ H3(K  (SR , 3); Z) 
become the identity. 
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. Kronecker pairing with the classes (qx j , qx 3 , qxk) and x/3 1 (xxk) deter-
mines a map of H 5 into a direct sum of copies of Q and S. This map 
is injective with image consisting of all elements satisfying the relations of 
Proposition 4.5.4 and Note 4.5.5. 
S. Similarly, Kronecker pairing with the qx j (qxj , qx k , qxj) and xx/3 1 (xkx1) 
determines a map of H 7 into a direct sum of copies of Q and S. This map 
is injective with image consisting of all elements satisfying the relations of 
Proposition 4.5.4  and Note .5.5. 
Proof. H(F(r); Q) is precisely the dual of H*(F(r); Q) under the Kronecker pair-
ing, and this means that H3 (F(r); Q), H4(F(r);  Q), H6(F(r);  Q) vanish, while one 
can see from the homology Serre spectral sequence of the fibration K(Q', 3) -* 
F(r) -+ K(Zr,2) that the map H8 (F(r);Q) -+ H8 (F(r);S) is trivial. Also 
H5 (F(r); 5) and H7 (F(r); S) vanish. We therefore have an isomorphism and short 
exact sequences 
H4 (F(r);S) 4 H3 (F(r);Z), 
0—H 6 (F(r);S) -~ H5 (F(r);Z) -+H5 (F(r);Q) 
0 -+ H8 (F(r);S) -+ H7 (F(r);Z) - H7 (F(r);Q) -+0. 
The isomorphism H4 (F(r);S) 	S' is precisely the map determined by the 
(xx, -). So using the isomorphism 3: H4 (F(r); 5) - H3 (F(r); Z) and the re-
lation (/3 - '(xx), a) = (xx,fi'a), one has the first two claims of (1). It only 
remains to check that the map H3  -+ H3 (K(S', 3); Z) SR  is as claimed. The 
isomorphism H3(K(SR,  3); Z) 5R  is determined by the fundamental classes in 
H3 (K(SR, 3); 5), and as in Note 4.5.1 these classes pull back via F(r) -+ K(SR, 3) 
to precisely the 8 1 (xx); the final claim of (1) follows. 
We now prove (2). If an element of H5 (F(r); Z) vanishes when paired with 
all of the Massey products, then from the first exact sequence above we see 
that this element must have the form /3a for some a E H6 (F(r); 5). Now 
(x/3 1 (xxk),0 0`) = (xxx k ,a), so that if /3a vanishes under the x/3'(xxk), 
then a vanishes and /3a = 0. That is to say that the stated cohomology classes 
fully detect H5 . 
Consider the compositions 
H6 (F(r); 5) 4 H5 (F(r); Z) Q 
H6 (F(r); 5) 4 H5 (F(r); Z) 
where S' is the product of copies of S indexed by unordered triples 1 < i, j, k r. 
The first map vanishes, and the second is projection onto the factor indexed by 
E1I 
i, j, k. Therefore the image of H5 contains the whole subgroup where the Massey 
products vanish and the torsion parts are symmetric: xk/31 (xx) = xJ3'(xxk). 
Also, since H5 (F(r); Z) -+ H5 (F(r); Q) is surjective, and H5 (F(r); Q) is dual to 
H5 (F(r); Q), H5 contains elements with any chosen image under the Massey 
products, so long as it satisfies the relations of Proposition 4.5.4. Consequently 
the image of H5 under the chosen Kronecker pairings is exactly as described. This 
proves (2), and (3) follows by an identical argument. 0 
Note 4.5.7. We now consider the pair 
(K(Zr ,  2), F(r)). 
Since H3 (F(r);Q) = 0 and H4 (F(r);Q) = 0, there are unique classes i 
H4 (K(Zr , 2) ,  F(r);Q), 1 	i,j 	r unordered, which restrict to the q(xx 3 ) C- 
H 4  (K(Zr, 2);  Q). According to 3.2.5, we have the identity 
*(qxjqxjqx) = qxjx j x - XjX jqxk. 
Note also that qxjxjr 	= XXjXkX1 = qxkxlxixj. 
Proposition 4.5.8. Up to degree 3, H*(K(Zr,  2), F(r); Q) vanishes. In degree 
4, 6, 8 it is freely generated by the classes x 2 x 3 x, and respectively, 
subject only to the relation 
qxixjxkxz = qxkxxjx j . 
Recall from Lemma 4.5.2 that H(F(r);S) —+ H* (K(Zr,2);S) is an isomor-
phism. Consequently H* (K(Zr,2),F(r);S) = 0, so that H* (K(Zr,2),F(r);Z) —* 
H(K(Z",2),F(r);Q) is an isomorphism, so H* (K(Zr,2),F(r);Z) is a Q-module 
and the map 
H*(K(Zr ,  2), F(r); Q) — Hom(H(K(Z', 2), F(r); Z), Q) 
is an isomorphism. 
Proof of Proposition 4.5.8. Using the long exact sequence of the pair (K(Zr,  2), F(r)) 
in rational cohomology, and Proposition 4.5.4, we immediately see that the co-
homology group vanishes in degrees 1,2,3,5,7, and that we have short exact 
sequences 
0 -+0 —+ H4 (K(zr , 2) , F(r) ; Q) -4  H4(K(zr,2);Q) -+0, 
0-4 H5 (F(r);Q) —* H6 (K(Zr , 2) , F 	H6 (K(Zr , 2) ; Q) -40 )  
0 —+ H 7  (F(r);Q) —* HS(K(ZT,2),F(r);Q) —* Hs(K(Zr , 2) ; Q) -40. 
E1! 
That the given classes are generators follows immediately, as does the claim for 
degree 4. The kernel of 
H6 (K(7ZT, 2), F(r); Q) - H 6  (K(Zr,  2); Q) 
is generated by the classes M2k = qxIçk - x 2 x jqxj, which already in the free 
group on the symbols qxçk satisfy the analogues of relations (2), (3) of Propo-
sition 4.5.4. Consequently, an additional relation amongst the generators of 
H6 (K(Zr , 2) , F(r) ; Q) would imply a relation amongst the Massey products in 
H5 (F(r); Q), additional to the relations (2), (3) of Proposition 4.5.4. But the 
conclusion of Proposition 4.5.4 is that this does not occur, so our claim follows in 
degree 6. The claim in degree 8 follows in just the same way, using the fact that 
the kernel of 
Hs(K(zr,2),F(r);Q) -* Hs(K(zr,2);Q) 
is generated by the classes qxM k1 , and that qxjxj 	= qxkx l f implies in the 




Biquotients, introduced by Eschenburg, are a class of manifolds which generalise 
the homogeneous spaces. They have been studied in recent years as a source 
of interesting examples of new manifolds. In particular, biquotients often have 
strong curvature properties, and they have been used to shed light on conjectures 
relating topology and curvature. For example, Totaro [61] has used biquotients to 
show that there are infinitely many isomorphism classes of rational cohomology 
rings among simply connected closed Riemannian 6-manifolds with nonnegative 
sectional curvature, answering a question of Grove. Wilking [64] has used biquo-
tients to show that the generalised Hopf conjecture is at odds with the deformation 
conjecture for positive sectional curvature. 
The Eschenburg spaces are a particular family of biquotient 7-manifolds. They 
have been widely studied, and beginning with the article [44] of Kreck and Stolz 
there are several papers working towards a homeomorphism and diffeomorphism 
classification of these spaces, though there is no complete classification. 
This chapter is divided into four sections. In the first section we review the 
topology of biquotients, and in particular methods for calculating their cohomol-
ogy. In the second section we calculate the stable tangent bundle of biquotients, 
the aim being to compute their characteristic classes. In the third section we 
specialise the results of the first two sections to the case where the group acting 
is a torus; here, as one might expect, the Weyl group and root system of the 
Lie group being acted on come to the fore. In the final section we review the 
Eschenburg spaces, and recover several known results by new methods. 
Definition 5.0.1. Let G be a Lie group with centre Z(G). We define the. central 
product of G with itself to be G * C = (C x G)/ZG where the centre ZG of C 
is embedded diagonally in C x C. We will write g * g, for the image in C * C 
of (gi, g.) E G x G. The central product of G with itself has a left action on C, 
defined by 
91 * g, (g) - gigg. ' 
Note that although g * g does not determine g, g, the right-hand-side of the 
above equation is independent of which g, 9r we chose. In the rest of the chapter 
we will make similar use of decompositions g = 91 * 92 without giving such an 
explanation. 
Let H be a second Lie group, equipped with a homomorphism H -4 C * C, 
h H h1 * hr . Combining this homomorphism with the action of G * C on G we 
obtain an action of H on G. The following observation is immediate from the 
definitions. It is due to Eschenburg [28, p.52]. 
Lemma 5.0.2. This action is free if and only if h 1 and hr are not conjugate for 
any hE H—{1}. 
Definition 5.0.3. Let C and H be compact Lie groups, and suppose given a ho-
momorphism H -* C * C which determines a free action of H on G. The resulting 
quotient manifold H\C is called a biq'uotient. As in [60], a biquotient H\C will 
mean that C and H are compact Lie groups and we are given a homomorphism 
H —~ G * C which determines a free action of H on G. 
Note 5.0.4. Fixing k 1 , kr in G, the map C -* C, g i-* k igk' is equivariant with 
respect to the map of groups G * C -+ C * G given by conjugation by k1 * kr . 
Similarly, the inversion map t: C - G is equivariant with respect to the map of 
groups C * C -* G * G, g * g, 4 9r * 9i 
Consequently, if two biquotients H\C are defined by homomorphisms H -+ 
G * C which differ either by a conjugation in C * G or by the reversal of the factors 
of C * C, then these two biquotients are in fact diffeomorphic. 
There are several equivalent definitions of biquotients; these are summarised 
in the following lemma. We have chosen the version in Definition 5.0.3 as it is a 
natural generalization of the homogeneous spaces H\G. 
Lemma 5.0.5 ([60, Lemma 1.1]). The following properties of a smooth mani-
fold M are equivalent. 
M = K\G/H for some compact Lie group C with closed subgroups K and 
H such that K acts freely on C/H. 
M = H\C for some compact Lie groups C and H together with a homomor-
phism H -* C x C such that H acts freely on C by left and right translation, 
(91,9r)(9) = 9i99,'. 
S. M is a biquotient in the sense of Definition 5.0.3. 
5.1 The topology of H\G. 
Let H\G be a biquotient. In this section we will investigate the topology of H\G 
using the Borel construction. The results of this section and the next were proved 
by Singhof [54] using the first description of biquotients given in Lemma 5.0.5. 
Since H is compact and acts freely on G, the projection C -+ H\G is a 
principal H-bundle, and so we can calculate the homotopy groups of H\G from 
those of C and H by using the exact sequence of homotopy groups. For the 
calculation of homology and cohomology groups we will use the Bore! construction 
(A.3). Applying the Borel Construction to the action of H on C we obtain a fibre 
bundle 
G — EHX H G — BH 	 (5.1) 
with total space homotopy equivalent to H\G; under this homotopy equivalence 
the projection corresponds to a classifying map c: H\G -* BH. By the naturality 
of the Borel construction (5.1) is the pullback under the map BH -+ B(G * G) of 
C -f E(G * G) XQG C -+ B(G * C). 	 (5.2) 
This last bundle can be compared to the universal bundle for G by using the left 
and right inclusions G -* G * G. This can be useful in computing the differentials 
in the homology or cohomology Serre spectral sequence for (5.1). We now describe 
an alternative approach. 
Definition 5.1.1. With C as above, we define the projectivization of G to be 
PG = G/ZC, and denote by L: PG -+ G * G the map induced by the diagonal 
G — GxC. 
Proposition 5.1.2. The Borel construction 
G—*E(G*G)XG*GG—B(G*C) 
is a fibre bundle 
G—BPG—*B(G*G) 
with group G * G acting on the fibre G in the usual way. 
Proof. For a fixed universal space E(G * G) we regard EPG as E(G * G) under 
the PG-action induced by L, so E& EPG --~ E(G * C) is just the identity. Now 
it is easy to verify that the map 
BPG -+ E(G * C) XG*G C 
[e] '-+ [e,1] 
RR 
is well-defined and admits the well-defined inverse [e, g] '—+ [(g' * 1)e] = [(1 *g)e]. 
The composite BPG —* B(G*G) is the map induced by EL: EPG —+ E(G*G), 
and so the proof is complete. 	 LI 
Corollary 5.1.3. There is a pullback diagram 
G EHXHG 	BH 
I BA ______ 	1' G ______ BPG 
	H.B(G*G). 
5.2 The tangent bundle of H\G. 
Throughout this section we fix a biquotient H\G. Our aim is to describe the 
stable class of the tangent bundle of H\G. The results of this section were proved 
by Singhof [54] using the first description of biquotients given in Lemma 5.0.5. 
We denote by g and 1) respectively the Lie algebras of C and H. We will also 
use these symbols to denote a trivial vector bundle with fibres g, Fj. We fix an 
Ad invariant metric on g  and extend it by translation to a metric on TG. 
Definition 5.2.1. 
The group PG acts on G by conjugation: 9ZG(h) = ghg'. This fixes the 
identity and so by differentiation determines a metric-invariant action of 
PG on g, which we denote Ad: PG —+ 0(g). Note that the usual Ad-action 





Let (g) denote the universal bundle with fibres g over BO(g). That is, 
e(g) = 0(9)\(E0(g) x g). 
Denote by P1,Pr  C * C —+ PG the maps induced by the first and second 
projections C x G —+ G. We will also use these two symbols to denote the 
composites H — C * C P1Pr>  PC. 
Lemma 5.2.2. Trivialise the tangent bundle of C by means of left-translations, 
so TG C x g. Since H acts smoothly on G it determines an action of H on 
TG. This action is given by 
h(g,v) = (h(g),Ad p(h) (VA g e C, v E g, h  H. 
Proof Under the isomorphism TG G  g, (g, v) e C x g is the derivative at t = 0 
of the curve gO (t), where 9: R -* C is the one-parameter family determined by 
v. Applying h E H to this path we obtain 
hig9(t)11'r 	- 1 h1 gh 1 hr9v (t)h 1 - 
= 
= h(g)9Ad () ( V)(t), 
and the derivative at t = 0 of this curve is (h(g), Ad pr (h)(V)) as required. 	El 
Proposition 5.2.3. The composite H\G -* BH - 	BPG -* BO(g) is 
covered by a vector-bundle map T(H\C) @ 1 -+ (g), where Ij here denotes the 
trivial bundle with fibres Ij. 
This proposition allows one to compute the characteristic classes of H\C by 
computing the effect on cohomology of the maps c and B (Ad °Pr). 
Proof. The action of H on G is free and so induces an injection 15 -* TG. The 
map TG -* T(H\G) is H-invariant, surjective, and has kernel precisely 15. Thus 
we have a short exact sequence 
0 - Ij - H\TG - T(H\G) - 0 
of vector bundles over H\G. The metric on TG induces a metric on H\TC, and 
so we obtain a splitting 
T(H\G) ED 15  H\TC. 
Let C: C -+ EH be an equivariant map inducing c: H\G -+ BH. Then the 
map TG -4 EO(g) x g given by (g, v) '-* (E(Ad o Pr) o C(g), v) is equivariant 
with respect to Ad °Pr  H -* 0(g), and so taking the H-quotient of the domain 
and the 0(g)-quotient of the range we obtain a bundle map from H\(TG) to the 
universal 0(g) vector bundle, covering the map B(Ad o Pr 0 c). Composing this 
with the isomorphism established in the first paragraph, we have the required 
bundle-map. El 
5.3 Toral biquotients. 
In this section we restrict attention to biquotients S\C where S is a torus. The 
material'of this section is new. 
Definition 5.3.1. 
1I 
Let T denote a maximal torus of C, N its normaliser in C, and W = NIT 
the Weyl group of C. 
Abusing notation, we define T * T to be the subgroup (T x T)/ZG of C * C, 
and PT to be the subgroup T/ZG of PC. 
Lemma 5.3.2. T * T is a maximal torus of C * C, and C * C has Weyl group 
W x W acting on T * T in the obvious way. 
Proof. Let g * g, E (C * C) 1 commute with T * T. Then g * g = tj g1 t 1 * trgrt 
for all t1 , t,. E T. In particular, setting tr = 1 we see that gj commutes with 
all elements of T and hence itself lies in T. Similarly 9r  is also in T. Thus 
g1 * g,- E T * T, so T * T is a maximal torus as required. 
One shows in the same way that the normaliser in C * C of T * T is just 
(N x N)/ZC, and so the Weyl group of C * C is just 
(NxN)/ZC N x N 
(TxT)/ZC = T x T =WxW. 
The statement about the action is clear. 
We fix, for the remainder of this section, a torus S and a homomorphism S -f 
T*T. This is no loss because after conjugation in C*C, which produces equivalent 
actions on C, any homomorphism S -* C * C factors through a homomorphism 
S -+ T * T. Moreover, any two homomorphisms S -* T * T which are conjugate 
in G * C are related by the action of W x W on T * T. 
We will now set out a method for determining whether S -+ T * T determines 
a free action on C. The method will reduce this question to a property of certain 
maps between the integer lattices of S and T, and this property will then be 
interpreted numerically. Equivalent results were found in [27] for S = T', C = 
SU(3) and in [61] for S = T3 , C = (S3)3. 
Definition 5.3.3. For w E W we define 7r: T * T -* T to be the homomorphism 
tj * tr -+ t1w(t 1 ). We also use 1r to denote the composite S -+ T *T -* T. 
Proposition 5.3.4. The action of S on C is free if and only if each 7r: S -+ T 
is injective 
Proof. Recall from Lemma 5.0.2 that the action fails to be free if and only if, for 
some s E S - {1}, s , and Sr are conjugate in C. Since S 1, Sr E T, it is a standard 
fact that they are conjugate in C if and only if, for some w E W, 81 = W(S r ). 
Thus the action is free if and only if, for each SE S—{1} and w  W, s 1 W(S r ), 
which is if and only if each 7r is injective. 
Let s, t, t * t, denote the Lie algebras of S, T, T * T, respectively. We write 
I(s), etc. for the integer lattices. The utility of Proposition 5.3.4 is that the maps 
S -* T*T and 1r: T*T -+ T are equivalent to maps I(s) -4 I(t*t), I(t*t) -+ 1(t) 
of the relevant integer lattices. The composition S -* T * T -* T is injective if 
and only if the corresponding composition I(s) -+ I(t * t) -+ 1(t) is injective with 
free cokernel. Choosing bases of the integer lattices, this condition can itself be 
interpreted using the following fact. 
Note 5.3.5. Let M be an integer matrix representing a map : I -* J of lattices. 
Then t is injective with free cokernel if and only if the greatest common factor 
of the determinants of the maximal rank submatrices of M is 1. 
This concludes our method of testing whether a torus action is free. It will be 
used in the next section in the case S = T', G = SU(3). 
Note 5.3.6. For any torus S1 , the cohomology ring H*(BS1;  Z) can be described 
as the free commutative graded i-algebra generated in degree 2 by Hom(I(s i ), Z). 
Moreover, if q: S -* S 2 is a homomorphism to a second torus and I(çb): i(Si) - 
1(52) is the associated map of lattices, then B q * : H*(BS 2; Z) -p H*(BS 1;  ?Z) is 
induced by I(q)*:  Hom(I(62 ), Z) - Hom(I(s i ), Z). 
Note 5.3.7. We use the Borel construction for computations of the cohomology 
of S\G ES XS G. In fact the group homomorphisms S -* T * T -* G * G yield 
a corresponding diagram of Borel constructions. 
G 	>ESx s G 	BS 
I 	 I I 
G _ 
	 _ 
E(T*T)XT *TG B(T*T) 
II I __ __ 
C 	>BPC 	B(G*G) 
One can attempt to compute the cohomology of S\C by applying the Serre spec-
tral sequence to the first fibration and comparing to the second and third for 
information on differentials, or alternatively by applying the Eilenberg-Moore 
spectral sequence to the top-right fibre square. In both cases the input specific to 
S\G is just the map H*(B(T * T); Z) -+ H*(BS ;  Z), which is described in terms 
of integer lattices. 
We now show how the stable tangent bundle of the biquotient S\G can be 
described in terms of the integer lattices discussed above. It is usual to define 
the roots of G by diagonalising the Ad-action of T on g. For our purposes we 
define roots using instead the Ad-action of PT on g. That is, we decompose the 
PT-space g as t e 11 e... ED l, where li are copies of C. The action of PT on 
each li is determined by a homomorphism from PT to the unit complex numbers, 
and this in turn determines and is determined by. an element Lii E Hom(I(pt), Z). 
Under 1(t) -* I(pt), 01,.. . , O, pull back to the usual roots Or,. . . O of G. 
Definition 5.3.8. The composition S -+ T * T * PT corresponds to a map 
1(5) --~ I(pt). Let r1 ,. .. , r,-, e H2 (BS; Z) = Hom(I(), Z) be the elements pulled 
back from 0k,... , O, under this map. 
Recall that S\G has a classifying map c: S\G -+ BS determining S\G as the 
base of the S bundle with total space G. 
Proposition 5.3.9. The bundle T(S\G) ED s is isomorphic to t e L 1 	L, 
where L 3 is the complex line bundle with first Chern class c*r3.  Again, t denotes 
the trivial bundle with fibres t. 
Proof. Recall from Proposition 5.2.3 that T(S\G) ED s is pulled back from the 
universal g bundle (g) by the composition 
S\G -* BS -* BPG -* BO(g), 
which factors as 
S\G -* BS -* B(T * T) B(PDIT*T)  BPT 4 BO(). 
We need only show that e(o) pulls back over BPT to the bundle t L' E) ... L' 
where L is the complex line bundle over BPT with first Chern class O. But 
clearly the pullback to BPG of () is EPT XPT g, where PT acts tautologically 
on the first factor of EPT x g and by the Ad-action on the second factor. The 
required claim now follows from the discussion before Definition 5.3.8. 
5.4 Eschenburg spaces. 
Definition 5.4.1. The Eschenburg spaces are the biquotients T'\SU(3). 
(Note that Eschenburg used the definition of biquotients which puts C x C in 
place of G * C; in that language the Eschenburg spaces are a special family of 
biquotients T2 \U(3).) 
In this section we will state and prove several results on the cohomology, 
tangential invariants, and parameters of the Eschenburg spaces. All of these 
results have been stated before elsewhere, but not all of the proofs were correct; 
we will give details of the background of each result as it arises. Moreover, our 
proofs only use methods intrinsic to SU(3). We will begin by fixing all of the 
necessary notation associated to SU(3), in particular the notation for the various 
integer lattices, whose importance was emphasised in the previous section. 
Definition 5.4.2. T denotes the maximal torus of diagonal elements in SU(3). 
We regard T as {(z i , z2 , z3 ) E T 3 1 z 1 z2 z3 = 11, under the map (z i , z2 , z2 ) '-4 
diag(z1 , z2 , z3 ). We similarly denote 
t = {(x 1 ,x2 ,x3 ) eR3  I >Xm = 
1(t) = {(k 1 ,k 2 ,k3 ) E Z3 JE km = O}. 
The centre of SU(3) is Z = {diag(w,w,w)w 3 = 11 Z3 . 
Definition 5.4.3. It is usual to regard T * T as the quotient 
{ (z, w) e T3 x T31z1z2z3 = w 1 w2 w3 }/{((z, z, z), (z, z, z)) I z E T'} 
where an element of the group above represented by (z, w) corresponds to diag(uz)* 
diag(iw) E T * T, where u is any third root of z 1 z2 z3 = w 1 w2 w3 . We similarly 
regard 
t * t = {(x, y) e Ti 3 e W I E x. = 	y.}/1R((1, 1, 1), (1, 1,1)), 
I(t*t) = {(k, l) E Z 3 eZ3  I 	= lm}/Z((1,1,1),(1,1,1)). 
The Weyl group W of SU(3) is 83 , the symmetric group on three elements, 
which acts on T by permuting the coordinates (z i , z 2 , z3 ). Thus; for a e 83 , the 
map ire,.: T * T —* T is given by 7r, (z, w) = ( zltt'(l), Z2170a(2), z 3 170( 3)), and the 
corresponding map I(t * t) —+ 1(t) is 
(k, 1) * (k 1  — l,(1), k 2 — 1 cr (2), k3 — l(3)). 
Homomorphisms T' —f T * T simply correspond to elements of I(t * t), and 
the following lemma is immediate from Proposition 5.3.4. The result was first 
observed in [28]. 
Lemma 5.4.4. The action of T' on SU(3) determined by (k, 1) E I(t * t) is free 
if and only if 
gcd(ki — l( i ), k2  — l(2), k3 — l(3)) = 1 
for each a E 83 . 
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Definition 5.4.5. For (k, 1) E I(t * t) define 
r(k, 1) = (k1 k2 + k2 k3 + k3k1) - (1112 + 1213 + 1311 ), 
s(k, l) = k1k2k3 - 111213. 
Note 5.4.6. We have been regarding elements of I(t * t) as pairs of triples (k, 1), 
when an element of the integer lattice only determines the k2 and l i up to a 
uniform constant. The only thing mentioned so far that depends explicitly on 
the representative chosen is s(k, l), and it is easy to show that if a different 
representative were chosen then s(k, l) would change only by a multiple of r(k, l). 
This is enough to ensure that everything we will say makes sense. 
Proposition 5.4.7. The action determined by (k, 1) is free if and only if 
gcd(r(k,l),s(k,1)) = 1. 
Moreover, if the action is free, then r(k, 1) is odd. 
The first part of this proposition was stated in [49, Theorem 5.1], but the proof 
given there was based on an incorrect analysis of the possible fixed points of T'-
actions on SU(3). The second part of the proposition was proved by topological 
methods in [46, Remark 1.41. Our proof is elementary. 
Proof. Consider the polynomial F(X) = fl 2 (k + X) - fl(l + X) E Z[X] and its 
reductions in 4[X] for p prime. A prime p divides each of k 1 - l( i ), k2 - 1(2), 
k3 - 1,(3 ) for some a e S3 if and only if fl(k, + X) = fl(l + X) in Z,[X], 
which is if and only if F(X) = 0 in Z[X]. But one can calculate that F(X) = 
r(k,1)X+s(k,l), so that F(X) = 0 in 4[X] if and only ifp I r(k,l),s(k,1). This 
completes the first claim. 
For the second part, suppose that gcd(r(k,l),s(k,1)) = 1 and that r(k,l) is 
even. Then s(k, 1) must be odd, so either the k 2 are all odd and at least one of 
the li is even, or vice versa. But k 1 + k2 + k3 = 11 +12 +13,  so in fact we must have 
either all ki odd and precisely two of the li even, or vice versa. In this situation 
one immediately calculates that r(k, l) is odd, a contradiction. E 
Definition 5.4.8. Let Ek,1  denote the compact oriented 7-manifold T'\SU(3) 
constructed using the action determined by (k, 1) e I(t * t). 
Note 5.4.9. In [45], Kruggel classified all Eschenburg spaces satisfying 'Condition 
D', the condition that some row or column of the 3 x 3 matrix (k - l) has entries 
pairwise coprime. Kruggel did not say whether or not the condition holds for all 
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Eschenburg spaces. In fact the condition does not hold for all Eschenburg spaces. 
Indeed it is not difficult to verify that the pair 
(k, I) = ((-692, —144, 10), (0 )  —165, —661)), 
defines an Eschenburg space but does not satisfy condition D. The author con-
structed this example by hand. Other such examples are given in [24]. 
Proposition 5.4.10. The Eschenburg space Ek,1 is simply-connected, and has 
integer cohomology ring as follows: 
i0123 	4 	567 
H(Ek,z;Z) Z 0 Z 0 4(k,1) Z 0 Z 
The generator  of H2 (Ek,l; Z) is the pull-back under the classifying map C: Ek,1 -+ 
BT' of the canonical generator c1 E H2 (BT'; Z), and u 2 generates H4 (Ek,j; Z). 
This result was proved in [28]. The result was also stated in [49], but the proof 
contains errors: calculations are localised at the prime 3, and then results in the 
integer case are deduced; however, since it is possible that 3 can divide r(k, 1) this 
step is not valid. 
Proof. Consider the Borel construction of T' on SU(3), whose total space is 
homotopy equivalent to Ek,1: 
SU(3) -+ ET' XTI SU(3) -+ BT' 
Since both SU(3) and BT' are simply-connected, so is Ek,1. 
We now calculate the cohomology groups; integer coefficients are to be un-
derstood throughout. Recall that H*SU(3) Az(e, e5 ), the exterior algebra 
on generators e3 , e5 of degree 3 and 5 respectively. In the Serre spectral se-
quence of the Borel construction above, the generators e3 , e5 must be transgres-
sive, for there is only one possibly nonzero derivative which can be applied to 
each of them. We claim that the transgressions are d4 (e3) = rc E H2  BT' and 
d6 (e5 ) = sc E H3BT 1 mod rc, where we have abbreviated r(k,l),s(k,l) by r 
and s respectively. 
Accepting this claim, we prove the result. The E2 term of the Serre spectral 
sequence calculating H* (ET' XTI SU(3)) is AZ (e3, e5 ) ® Z[c i ]. The differential 
d4 is entirely determined by the first transgression above, and it follows that 
E2 = E3 = E4 , E5 = E6 = A(e5 ) ® Z[c1 ]/rc. Similarly, the second transgression 
determines d6 and, since gcd(r,$) = 1, E7 = E = (A(re 5 ) 0 P[ci])/(rc,c) so 
that H*Ek,l is as claimed. 
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We now prove the claim about the transgressions. Consider the diagram of 
group homomorphisms 
T 1 —T*T--TxT. 
The first two groups act on SU(3), and we let Tx Tact on SU(3) by (ti ,tr )g 
tigç', so that the two homomorphisms above are compatible with the three torus 
actions. We fix notation for the cohomology of the classifying spaces of these tori, 
in accordance with Note 5.3.6. Write x, y, i = 1,2,3 for the maps Z3 Z3 -+ Z 
given by (k, 1) i-+ k2 , (k, 1) F- li respectively, so that 
Hom(I(t x t), Z) = {>I(.Ax + yj)}/ 	x, 	y 2 , 
Hom(I(t * t), Z) = {(Ax + NO I >( + ) = O}/ >(x, - y). 
The generators e3 , e5 are transgressive in the Borel construction associated to 
each of the tori above. By comparing with the universal SU(3) bundle and using 
the usual description of the universal Chern classes as symmetric functions, one 
can easily show that in the T x T case the transgressions are d4 (e3 ) = s2 (x 2 ) - 
82(Yi), d 6  (e 5 ) = S3 (Xi) - 83(y2) respectively. Moreover, these are the images of the 
classes 
R = s2(x - Yi) - 82(Yi - yi) E H 4 B(T * T), 
S = (x 1 - y 1 )(x 2 - y1)(x3 - yi) E H 6 B(T * T) 
respectively; one can verify this by expanding the brackets in H*B(T  x T), even 
though this is not permissible in HtB(T*T). Since H*B(T  x T) - H*B(T * T) 
is injective, R and S are the transgressions of e3 , e5 in the Borel construction 
of the T * T action. Finally, it is simple to verify that R,S pull back to rc,sc 
respectively in H*BT1,  and the claim on the transgressions follows. 
Note 5.4.11. Despite the fact that they appear to be highly asymmetric, it is 
possible to check that in fact R and S mod R would not change if in the formulas 
above Yi  were replaced by any other y2 or x, and that if the roles of the x is and 
jS were interchanged then R and S would be negated. 
Proposition 5.4.12. T(Ek,z) 	 2 	, where i, 2, 3 are 
the complex line bundles with first Chern class (1 1 - 12 )u, (1 1 - 13 )u, (12 - 1 3 )u 
respectively. Consequently Ek,1 is spin, and 
pl(Ek,1) = 2[(l + l + l) - (1112 + 1213 + 13 1 1 )]u2 , 
= 2[(1 + 12 + 13 )2 — 3(1112 + 1213 + 1311)]U 2. 
Note that the formula for pl(Ek,1) remains valid if we replace each l i by k 2 . This 
is clear from the second form, since E k2 = E Ii and 82(k2) = s2(l) mod r(k, 1). 
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This result was first stated and proved in [49, Section 91. The proof there used 
a non-canonical embedding SU(3) -+ C6 , whereas our proof is based only on 
intrinsic properties of SU(3). 
Proof. The roots of SU(3) are the three maps 1(t) -+ Z, 
91 (k) = 
92 (k) = ki - k 3 , 
93 (k) = k2 —k 3 . 
Now PT=T/{(w,w,w)lw3=1},soI(pt)={(ki,k2,k3)eZ3I>k=O,  k-
kj E Z} and the functions Oj described in the paragraph preceding Definition 
5.3.8 are given by precisely the same formulas as those for the O. 
Thus the composites 
1 (ti ) 	I(t * t) -* I(pt) 	Z 
for i = 1,2,3 are given by 
1 -4 l - 12, 
1 i - 13,  
1 i-+ 12 - 13 
respectively, so as in Definition 5.3.8 we have r1 = (l - 1 2 )c1 , r2 = (l - 
= (12 - 13 )c1 , and the first result follows immediately from Proposition 5.3.9. 
Now w2(Ek,1)  is the reduction mod 2 of (l - 12)u+ (l - 13 )u+ (12- 13 )u, which 
vanishes, and pl(Ek,1) = [(1 1 - 12 )2 + (l - 13 )2 + (12 - 13 ) 2 ]u2 , which immediately 
simplifies to the stated formula. 
Chapter 6 
On the topology of certain 
3- Sasakian 7-manifolds, 
6.1 Introduction and results. 
In this chapter we will study the topology and geometry of the 3-Sasakian 7-
manifolds S 4 ' 7 //T'. These were constructed by Boyer, Galicki, Mann and Rees 
in [22] and briefly described in Section 1.1. Each of these manifolds is an Fk-
manifold (Definition 2.0.1). The manifolds were constructed using 3-Sasakian 
reduction, the analogue of symplectic reduction for manifolds with a 3-Sasakian 
structure. The work in this chapter is intended to form the beginning of a classi-
fication of this family of manifolds. We go as far as computing the cohomology 
ring and tangential invariants of the S47 //T', and constructing bordisms of 
the manifolds with simpler spaces. Previously only the rational cohomology of 
the S47fiTk  was known, [22]. We will not give any general discussion of 3-
Sasakian geometry or of 3-Sasakian reduction. Instead we will briefly recall just 
enough 3-Sasakian reduction to be able to study the construction of the manifolds 
S417//T'. An accessible introduction to 3-Sasakian geometry is given in [20]. 
Recall from [21] the process of 3-Sasakian reduction: Let C be a compact, 
connected Lie group acting smoothly on a 3-Sasakian manifold S by 3-Sasakian 
isometries. The action of G induces a moment map 
[Lc 
where Q0 denotes the imaginary quaternions. If 0 is a regular value of 1c  and 
C acts freely on ,1(0)  then the quotient G\p'(0) is a 3-Sasakian manifold of 
dimension dimS - 4. dimG. 
Fix a non-negative integer k and regard S47 as the unit sphere in IHIk+2 . 
S4 ' 7 possesses a 3-Sasakian structure induced by the diagonal action of S 3 on 
the right (under which (v. x) = v,x, 1 < p k + 2, v e 54k+7,  x e 53). 
The full 3-Sasakian isometry group of S4 ' 7 is Sp(k + 2) acting on the left. Let 
T' 2 denote the standard maximal torus of Sp(k + 2), so that for z E T' 2 and 
V E S47 , (z v) = zpvp for each p. 
Now let T   act smoothly on S47 by 3-Sasakian isometries. This action is 
determined by a morphism T 	Sp(k + 2), which without loss of generality has 
image in T' 2 . Let Q be the (k + 2) x k integer matrix determining T 	T' 2 . 
The associated moment map iç: s4k+7 	(k)* ® 	(jfff)k is given by 
k+2 
= 	ii q Uqqp 	 (6.1) 
q=1 
for each p. 
Note that pn is invariant under the action of T 2 , and so T' 2 acts on 
1 1 (0). Also, recall that S acts on 	diagonally on the right; it also acts on 
(tc)* ® Q0 via the ad-action on 	H. Since pn is equivariant with respect to 
these actions, S 3 acts on 	1(0). 
Definition 6.1.1. When 3-Sasakian reduction is applicable we denote by N 7 
the zero set ji'(0) and by S07 the quotient space T"\N7 = S4/711Tc. 
Definition 6.1.2. Let 1 be a (k+ 2) x k integer matrix. For p, q e 11,. . . , k+2} 
distinct, let L pq be the determinant of the k x k matrix obtained by deleting the 
th  and qth  rows of Q. Set EP= (-1)"sign(p - q)sign(L pq). 
Proposition 6.1.3 ([22]). We can apply 3-Sasakian reduction to the action de-
termined by Q if and only if the following two criteria are satisfied: 
I. A pq  
. For each p, gcd{L pq I q 54pl = 1. 
Definition 6.1.4. For k > 0 we let Ak denote the set of (k + 2) x k matrices 
satisfying conditions 1 and 2 above. In [22] it was shown that Ak is infinite for 
each k > 1. 
The next three results are new, and form the content of this chapter. 
Theorem 6.1.5. Let Q E Ak,  k> 1. H* (S4 ;  Z) is as follows: 
i 	01234567 
H(S;Z) Z 0 Zk  0 Go Zk  0 Z 
Here H2 (S; Z) has natural basis x1 ,.. . , Xk, where x 2 is the first Chern class 
associated to the action of the ith  factor of T' on N 11 . Poincaré duality induces 
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a natural basis of H5(Snl Z). Finally, G1 is generated by the degree-4 products 
amongst the x, subject to the relations 
fV pV q + EVq Vr + E;VrVp  = 0 
for p, q, r distinct, where v, = > 
Proposition 6.1.6. Let Il E Ak.  C11 has order 
I . . . 	 I. 
Here the term indexed by i 1 , j1 ,.. . , Zk1, 3k+1 is included in the sum if and only if 
the graph on vertices 1,.. . , (k + 2) with edges {i 1 ,j1 }, . . . , {ik +1,jk1} is a tree. 
Proposition 6.1.7. 
k+2 k 
TS 	4k+1 2® l 
p=l j=1 
where, for 1 < i < k, li is the complex line bundle over S 07 with first Chern class 
x. Consequently 
k+2 
Pi c1) - £ 	
2 V i,. 
Conjecture 6.1.8. Each S has a linking form b11 : Cc1 ® C —* Q/Z. We 
conjecture that, for k> 1, and p q, 
bc1(€ VV EP 
 1 
q q VpVq) = iijiI 
where the sum is taken over trees not containing the edge {p, q}. We also conjec-
ture that similar formulas will hold for all bc (cvpv q , € vrvs ); these values would 
determine b11 fully. 
An explanation of the origins of this conjecture and a proposed method of solution 
are given in Note 6.6.3. 
We now give a brief explanation of our methods and of the layout of the rest 
of the chapter. Recall that the Sn7  are defined in two steps: 
Form the zero set N11 of the moment-map ILcI: S4'7 	(tk)* ® 
Take the quotient to obtain Sn7 = Tlc\N11 . 
The action of T   on S4'±7  factors through the action of the maximal torus T' 2 c 
Sp(k + 2); this T 2-action has its own moment-map i: S47 	(tk+2)* ® 
and pn factors 	o ,i. Consequently T' 2 acts on Nn . We compare the Borel 
constructions (see Section A.3) of the two actions on Nn: 
N0 	ET  XTk N0 	BT' 	 (6.2) 
I I BQ ____ 
N0 	ET k+2 XTk+2 N0 ____ BT k+2 
In this diagram both rows are fibre bundles, and the vertical maps are a pullback 
of bundles. The diagram is relevant since the total space in the first row is 
naturally homotopy equivalent to S. Our approach will be to first study the 
second row of (6.2), and use that information to study the first row, in particular 
its total space. This respects the two-stage construction of the S: the second 
row is concerned only with N11 and not Il itself, while the first row is obtained 
from the second using Q. We will now be more specific. 
Our first essential step will be to calculate the cohomology of No = ET k+2  x 
N1. This is possible since the T' 2 action is especially easy to understand, 
for two reasons. First, the fibres of i are precisely the T 2 orbits; therefore 
T' 2 \N0 = im(Nç1 ), which we can show is a 5-sphere. Second, the singular 
T 2-orbits are easily characterised in terms of it; in particular, there are just 
(k + 2) possible nontrivial isotropy groups, each of which corresponds to a com-
pact submanifold of degenerate orbits. The Borel construction NQ  is a topological 
amalgamation of T' 2 \N11 with the classifying spaces of the action's isotropy sub-
groups; the two facts established above will give us enough information on both 
of these to be able to compute H* (Nn;  Z). 
Our second step will be to describe H*  (Nc 1 ; Z) as a module over H*  (BT  I2;  Z), 
and then to give a partial H*(BTJ2;  Z) -free resolution of H* (NO ; Z). This will 
allow us to examine the Serre spectral sequence of the second row of (6.2) and 
to give a partial description of H*(N11;  Z) and of the differentials in the spectral 
sequence. 
Our third step is to take this information and then use the Serre spectral 
sequence of the first row of (6.2). At this point we will prove Theorem 6.1.5 
and Proposition 6.1.6. Although we have stated them separately, these results 
cannot be proved separately; the verification that G1 1 is finite gives us essential 
information on the differentials in the Serre spectral sequence. 
Finally we will study the stable class of the tangent bundle of S. This will 
be done in the spirit of what we have described above. We will first describe 
the stable class of TN0 as a T' 2 -equivariant bundle over Nç ; this is simple 
since N11 C S47 is described as the zero-set of the smooth map /çi,  and the 
equivariant stable class of TS 417 is easily described. We will then take account 
of the Tk  action to describe the stable class of TS. 
It is interesting to note that the only data involved in the computation of 
H* (Nn; Z) and H* (Nn ; Z) are the signs EPq described in Definition 6.1.2, which are 
dressed-up copies of the signs of the k x k minor determinants of ft Moreover, 
crucial to our computations, but never explicitly involved in the conclusions, is 
the fact that these signs determine the structure of a cycle on 11, . . . , k + 2}. 
That is to say, the cPq determine a way to arrange the elements of this set as the 
vertices of a (k + 2)-gon. 
This links with the approach used in [22]. The authors of that paper essentially 
studied the action of T' 2 x S3 on N11 to calculate the rational homology of the 
S. This action is more complicated than the T 2 action: the orbit space is a 
plane (k H- 2)-gon, with infinitely many degenerate orbits parameterised by the 
boundary; the vertices of the (k + 2)-gon naturally correspond to {1,. . . , k + 2}. 
The connection with our approach is that the boundary of this polygon is precisely 
the cycle on {1,.. . , k+21 which we described in the previous paragraph. However, 
the authors of [22] did not show how to identify the arrangement of the vertices 
in terms of Q, as we will in Definition 6.4.4; a calculation of H* (S ;  Z) by the 
method of [22] requires one to begin by fixing this arrangement of the vertices 
on the boundary. In our approach the cycle data are present in almost every 
formula, but the fact that they determine a cycle is used precisely once, in Lemma 
6.4.9. 
The arrangement of the rest of this chapter is as follows. In Section 6.2 we 
recall from [22] the conditions on Q under which 3-Sasakian reduction can be 
applied. We also establish notation, as well as some basic but essential properties 
of the moment-maps p and p o . V 
In Section 6.3 we establish that in the case k = 1 the S07  are Eschenburg 
spaces, and using existing results on the Eschenburg spaces we verify in this 
instance the results we have stated in this introduction. This identification of the 
S was known to the authors of [20]. 
In Section 6.4 we first define certain points in N11 which are essential to our 
description of the T' 2 action. This is the point at which the cP first appear, and 
so we take the opportunity to discuss the cycle in Subsection 6.4.3. In Subsection 
6.4.10 we show how the Weyl group of Sp(k +2) acts naturally on the parameter 
set Ak and also on the S. Here it is shown that the ePq can be put into a 
normal form, though we  would regard actually doing so as a loss of generality. In 
Subsections 6.4.13 and 6.4.23 we cover all of the algebra which will be required 
when we complete the second and third steps described above. These subsections 
are lengthy, but we thought best to keep them together to preserve the topological 
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arguments. 
Section 6.5 is a complete study of the T' 2 action on No and concludes with 
the computation of H* (No ; Z); the description of H* (No ; Z) as a H*(BT 2 ; Z)_ 
module follows using the results of Subsection 6.4.13. In Section 6.6 we use these 
results to derive H* (No ; Z), and then we calculate H* (S ;  Z) using the results of 
Subsection 6.4.23. Section 6.7 is a description of the stable class of TS. Finally, 
in Section 6.8 we describe a family of bordisms of the S p7 with simpler spaces 
(simpler in the sense that their second Betti number is 1 rather than k); such 
bordisms could form the basis of a computation of Kreck-Stolz-type invariants of 
these manifolds. 
6.2 Conditions for 3-Sasakian reduction. 
We begin by establishing some notation and conventions, which will be used 
throughout this chapter. 
For each 1 < p k + 2 let T 1 denote the subtorus of T' 2 consisting of 
elements whose pth entry is 1, and let T' denote the subtorus of elements 
whose entries are all 1 except for the pth.  There is an obvious splittings 
T' 2 	x 	for each p 
For elements v E Rn and s E QjH, we will write s v to indicate the element 
of 1HP whose mth  entry is SVm E QTHI. 
If v E Zn and z E T 1 , we will denote by Z" the element (Zti)1  of T 
	
Definition 6.2.1. Define i: H'2 	3ffjk+2 by 
I 	I-I 
( 
Uk+2 ) 	'Uk+2ZUk+2 ) 
iIS417 is the moment map of the action of T' 2 on S47 . Thus, for Il E '4k,  Jtc 
is the composition 
S4'7 1LIS47> 	
k2 	Hk 
Lemma 6.2.2. Let 4: H —+ H be the map u'--+ iiiu. 
0 is surjective, and invariant under multiplication of H by unit complex 
numbers. 
O(u) determines u E H up to multiplication by a unit complex number. 
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3. Moreover, for u, v E THI, O(u) = rçb(v) for r E [0, oo) if and only if v E Cu, 
and O(u) = rçb(v) for r e (—oo, 0] if and only if v E Cju. 
. Let u E H. The derivative Dq: IHI -+ aH is given by v i-* 5iu + fliv; when 
u 0, Duo is surjective with kernel Riu. 
Proof. First note that if u = a + bj E IHI for a, b E C, then 
= i(1a12 - 1b1 2 ) + 2bk. 	 (6.3) 
Let v E 1HI and write v = si + 2tk for s E R and t E C. The equations 
a2 - 02 = s, a/3 = It I have unique solution a,,3 E [0, oo). If t = 0 then v = 
q(a + 3j); if t 54 0 then v = q(a + /3i). Thus 0 is surjective, and is clearly 
invariant under unit complex multiples, since (zu) = iilz1 2 u for z G C. 
Let u E if By equation (6.3), q(n) determines JaIjbI and jal2—  1b1 2 , and thus 
determines jal and Ibi; it also determines Zib. Since ZEb, jal, Ibi determine u up to a 
unit complex multiple, the same is true of (u), so the second claim is complete. 
The third part follows from the first, along with the two facts (ru) = r2q(u) 
and q(ju) = —q(u) for r e J1 and u e H. 
The description of Duo in the final claim is immediate from the definition of 
, and to prove the rest of the claim one can calculate that Duo sends iu to 0 
and sends u, —ku, ju to iiu, iiju, iiku respectively. 	 . 	 Li 
Note 6.2.3. Since 10(u)l = u1 2  for u E TEll, it follows that llj(u)lli = lull for 
u E lHIk+2.  Thus we can restrict A  to a map p I : S4k+7 S3 ' 5 , where S3k+5 
denotes the 1-norm unit sphere in H' 2 . By Lemma 6.2.2, pl is a surjection and 
induces a homeomorphism T' -2 \S417 
So any unit element v e ker (1t :  H'2 	Jfk) is in the image under yj of 
The next two propositions were stated and proved in [2 .2]. 
Proposition 6.2.4. Let Q E Mat(k+2) k (Z). Then 0 is a regular value of,uc if 
and only if each k x k .submatrix of 1 is nondegenerate. 
Proof. it is a standard fact of 3-Sasakian geometry that, for w E N1, the image 
in 	0 ll-lI of Dwiii is 
ker(t/c* -* t*) 0 H, 
where t, is the Lie algebra of the isotropy subgroup at w. (In this instance the 
fact can be proved directly from the definition of 4U.) 
First, suppose that 1 has a degenerate k x k submatrix, the one obtained by 
removing the pth  and qth  rows. It follows that we can find v E R' 2 with unit 
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1-norm and v,, = Vq = 0, such that 1Iv = 0. Since 	surjects we can write 
iv = (w) for some w E S47 ./-'n(w) = 1liv = 0, so w E -1(0)  Now, since 
w has its pth  and  qth  entries zero, and ci less its p1h  and qth  columns is degenerate, 
w must have infinite isotropy subgroup and so by the fact stated first Dw pc is 
not surjective. 
Conversely, suppose that all k x k submatrices of ci are nondegenerate. Sup-
pose that u e Nn. Under the given assumption, u has at most one component 
equal to zero. This follows because if u had two components equal to zero, then we 
could delete the two zero entries and obtain a nonzero vector in the kernel of some 
k x k submatrix of cii , which contradicts the assumption that the submatrices of 
ci be nondegenerate. Since u has at most one entry equal to zero and since all 
(k + 1) x k submatrices are nondegenerate, it follows that the isotropy subgroup 
at u is finite and by the fact stated first D 4ac1 is surjective, as required. 0 
Note 6.2.5. We note from the above proof that, if all k x k submatrices of ci are 
nondegenerate, then any element of jij ' (0) has at most one component equal to 
zero. 
Proposition 6.2.6. Let ci E Mat(k+2) X k(Z) be such that 0 is a regular value of ,u11 . 
Then Tc  acts freely and effectively on 	(0) if, and only if, for all 1 p k + 2, 
Proof. An element z of T' 2 fixes u E -1(0)  if and only if z, = 1 whenever 
UP 0. Thus T   acts effectively if and only if ci defines an injection T' -* T' 2 , 
which is if and only if 
For each 1 < p < k + 2, cit :  pj1k+2 	Ik  has a nonzero kernel vector with 
th component zero, and hence 	(0) contains an element with ptl)  component 
zero. Moreover, any element of (0) has at most one component zero, and 
therefore, so long as the action is effective, it is free if and only if, for each p, 
the elements with pth component zero have trivial stabiliser. This is equivalent to 
saying that each of the maps Tc -- T -+ T' is injective, which in its turn is 
equivalent to the condition in the statement (which itself implies that the action 
is effective.) 0 
In [22] a slightly larger selection of actions was permitted, namely those with 
the property that the action on j'(0) be free after one has quotiented out the 
kernel of ci: T  —+ T' 2 . However, the condition on the submatrices of ci imposed 
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by the requirement that 0 be a regular value of M Q means that Il can be written 
as a composition T  T  - T' 2 where 112 is injective (and so determines 
an effective action) and fl has finite kernel. The resulting zero sets and quotient 
spaces are not changed if we replace Il by 112, and so we are happy to restrict 
ourselves to effective actions only. 
Note 6.2.7. It is regrettable that the above proof requires us to describe the 
elements of S4 ' 7 in terms of their components. One might prefer to work with 
an unspecified maximal torus of Sp(k + 2) and produce a proof which makes no 
reference to specific decompositions. However it seems that this might not be 
possible in any case, for one sees that (for example) the specific subtori T of 
T' 2 are in some sense preferred (after one has chosen to work in T' 2 ): they 
are the only 1-tori T' < T' 2 with the property that L(0) = ( S417)T1. In TI 
fact, any subtorus of T 2 generated by a selection of the T has an analogous 
property; such properties have been used implicitly in the proofs of this section. 
6.3 The case k = 1: The connection with Es-
chenburg spaces. 
In this section we will show that when k = 1, the 3-Sasakian spaces 	are in fact 
Eschenburg spaces, the biquotients T 1 \SU(3), which were described in Section 
5.4. This result was known to the authors of [20]. We will also show that the well-
known results on the cohomology and tangential invariants of Eschenburg spaces 






be a 3 x 1 matrix of integers, regarded as a map T 1 -+ T and thereby describing 
an action of T' on the 3-Sasakian manifold S" C W. This T 1 action on S 11 C 1H13 






= ( 	t12  V2 
V3 \ ta3 v3  
The conditions under which 3-Sasakian reduction can be applied to this action, 
i.e. the conditions of Proposition 6.1.3 under which 11 E A 1 , are 
a0forallp, 
gcd(a, aq ) = 1 for all p q. 
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Assume now that Q e .4 k . The 3-Sasakian moment map (6.1) associated to the 
T 1 action is 
-* 	THI, 
V 1-9 aiv + a2 ti2 iv2  + a3 )3 iv3 , 
and the 3-Sasakian manifold given by the reduction procedure is S n7 = T'\'(0). 
Proposition 6.3.1. There is an equivariant diffeomorphism between i'(0) and 
SU(3) where, in the notation of Section 5.4, the action of T 1 on SU(3) is the 
biquotient action determined by 
((lad, 1a21, la3D, (0, 0, —lad - la2l - la3D) E V ED Z3 . 
Consequently S is diffeomorphic, under a map preserving the first Chern class 
of the T' action, to the Eschenburg space with this parameter. 
Now we will show that the results of Sections 6.1 and 5.4 coincide. The EP and 
A of Definition 6.1.2 are EP =E rsign(ar ) and L pq = ar  for p, q, r E 11, 2, 3} 
distinct. The v, of Theorem 6.1.5 are v = ax 1 , and consequently there is just 
one quantity €VpV q + E,.VqV  + EVrVp , namely (laiHa2l + J a2l 1a31 + Ja3lIaiJ)x. The 
quantity is 2 (1a11 2 +1a21 2 + a312)x. Theorem 6.1.5 and Proposition 6.1.7 
now give us 
Theorem 6.3.2. H* (S ;  Z) is as follows: 
i 	01234567 
H(S7-;Z) Z 0 Z 0 G n Z 0 Z 
Here H2 (SO ; Z) is generated by the first Chern class x 1 associated to the action 
of T' on IL - '(0), and G is generated by x, subject to the relation 
(lalHa2l + 1a211a31 + Ja3llalDx1 = 0. 
The first Pontrjagin class of SQ7 is 2 (1a11 2  + a212  + a31 2 )x. 
It is immediate to take the data of Proposition 6.3.1 and verify that Propositions 
5.4.10 and 5.4.12 give precisely the result above. 
Proof of Proposition 6.3.1. Set e = 1/./ if a > 0 and e = j// 	if a <0. 
It follows that ei = sign(ap)iep and ëie = i/ar. Fix v e S' and let x, y E C3 
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be the unique elements for which each v = e(x + yj). Then we have 
= 
= 	- j p)ëpiep (xp  + ypj) 
= 
= EOX l2 - iy12)i + 2yk 
= (ix12 - y12)i + 2(x, y)k. 
This means that v E pj 1 (0) if and only if lxi = yj and (x, y) = 0. Clearly x and 
y are nonzero, and since v E 811  they are determined by x/ixi, y/iyl. Therefore, 
we have identified p,'(0) with the space {(x, y) e C3 xC3 I lxi = ii = 1, (x, y) = 
Q. Note that by forgetting the third column of an element of SU(3) we obtain an 
identification of SU(3) with this space {(x, y) E C 3 x C3  I IxI = ii = 1, (x, y) = 
0}. The discussion just given shows that the map SU(3) —* 
/ e1 (x1 +yj) \ 
(x y z) 	A ( e 2 (x 2 + y2j) 
\ e3 (X3 + 	J 
where A is the positive scalar for which the resulting vector has absolute size 1, 
is a diffeomorphism. 
Now we examine how the action of T' on ,f 1 (0) translates to an action on 
SU(3). Let (x y z) e SU(3), and t E T 1 C C. Then t applied to the image of 
(x y z) will be 
/ te i (x 1 + yij) \ 	/ eitk"I(xi + y ij) 
AX'Y ( t12 e2(X + Y2j) = ( e2tIa2(x2 + y2j) 
\ t13 e3( + Yj) ) 	\ e3tII(x3 + 
This is the image of some (x' y' z') E SU(3), and the equation above shows that 
/ t101ixl \ 	/ tIalIyi \ 
= ( t1-2 1 X 	) , y' = ( t1-21 Y2  
\ tIIx ) 	\ tII,3 J 
and considering the determinant of (x' y' z') shows that 
/ t_(I0I+Ia3I)z1 
= j t_(I3HHu11)z2 
\ t(Ia1IHI)3 
This shows that the T'-action on SU(3) induced by the action on Y Q '(0) is given 
by 
t (x y z) = diag(t'°I,t 1 a2 l, tIL3I)  (x y z) diag(1, 1, t_(lalI+kL2I+Ia3I)) . 
FE 
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6.4 The cycle and associated algebra. 
Throughout this section we fix an element Il E Ak, and we write A = { 1,... , k + 
2}. 
Definition 6.4.1. 
Fix p and define wP e Rk+2  as follows: 
(_1)sign(p - q)L 	forp $ q, 
w=O. 
For pqdefine 
= sign(w) = (-1)sign(p - q)sign(z). 
Let eP E IHI be 1 or j according to whether cPq is 1 or —1. Form the vector 
in jpjk+2  whose qth  entry is e/{j, and scale it by a positive real number 
to obtain a unit vector v" E 84k+7 
Proposition 6.4.2. 
1 ,u(vP)— - z Wp IIw'IIi 
2. Iltw'=O. 












_1\ 1 A ci 
) 	
£_lp . rq 
r=p-f-1 
	
P-1 	 k+2 	
1+k+2 	ci 1 = (_i)P+k+2 	(_1)2+ pr cirq+ 	(_1)r_ 
Ir=1 	 r=i 	
pr rq ]] 
The quantity in square brackets is the determinant of the (k + 1) x (k + 1) matrix 
obtained by appending to ci a copy of its qth  column and then deleting the ptI 
row; this matrix has a repeated column, and so the above quantity equals 0, as 
required. o 
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.6.4.3 Adjacency and the cycle. 
Definition 6.4.4. Distinct p, q E A are adjacent if the signs €e are equal for all 
r =,4 p,q. 
If p, q are adjacent, then we say that they are +adjacent if the common value 
of CE is 1, and we say that they are —adjacent if the common value is —1. 
Proposition 6.4.5. Each p e A is adjacent to precisely two other elements of A, 
and under the relation of adjacency the set A appears as a cycle of length k + 2. 
Definition 6.4.6. We will refer to the graph with vertices A and edges corre-
sponding to adjacency as the cycle. 
Proof of Proposition 6.4.5. Regard Qt as a transformation R2 	k  Since Q t 
has maximal rank, the space of vectors in the kernel of Q t with pth  entry zero 
is just the span of wP, and since each wP has only one entry nonzero, it follows 
that RwP fl T1w = 0 for p q. Since €' = sign(w), p and q are adjacent if and 
only if there is e e {±1} such that wP and 	have the same sign in all entries 
other than the pth  and the qth  which is if and only if the path (1 - t)wP + 
t E (0, 1], meets no Rwr  for r p, q. 
Now, if we sketch ker 	1R2 , the subspaces RwP appear as distinct lines 
through the origin. Our identification of adjacency in terms of the wP means 
that p and q are adjacent if and only if the corresponding lines RwP and RWq are 
adjacent in the sketch. The properties we claim are now clear, since each line has 
precisely two neighbours and we can travel between adjacent lines and eventually 
return to the line we began with. (Although if we delete the origin, we end in the 
opposite segment of the line we began with.) 
Definition 6.4.7. For distinct a, b, c E A we define Orabc = Here Or 
stands for orientation. 
Note 6.4.8. 
Orpqr  is alternating in p, q, r. 
If p, q are adjacent, then Or 1,,. = Orqrs for all distinct r, s p, q. In partic-
ular, for p, q adjacent, Or pq, is independent of r. 
We say that an edge pq of the cycle is oriented if the quantities Or r are equal 
to 1. Therefore precisely one of pq and qp is oriented. Also, if p, q and q, r are 
distinct adjacent pairs, and pq is oriented, then by the second property above 
Orqrs = Or 7,rs = Orpq3  = 1, 
IM 
so that qr is also oriented. This means that we have orientations of each edge 
which cohere to give an orientation of the entire cycle C, and that Or r = 1 if 
and only if the triangle pqr drawn on the cycle is oriented ëonsistently with C. 
A pair of distinct elements a, b e A divides the cycle into two disjoint segments. 
Since the cycle is oriented we can regard one of these as the segment from a to 
b, and the other as the segment from b to a. We see that Orabc is +1 if c lies on 
the segment from b to a, and that it is —1 if c lies on the segment from a to b. 
Lemma 6.4.9. For distinct a, b, c, d e A we have 
Orabc + Oracd + Oradb = Orbd. 
Proof The triple b, c, d divides the cycle into three segments: the segment from 
b to c, the segment from c to d, and the segment from d to b. If Orbd = 1, 
then these three segments are disjoint and together span the cycle; consequently, 
precisely two terms in the sum above are +1 while the other is —1, so the sum 
equals Orbd. If Orbcd = —1, then the complements of these segments are disjoint 
and together span the cycle; consequently precisely two of the terms in the sum 
above are —1 while the third is 1, so that the sum is equal to Orbd. Li 
6.4.10 The action of the Weyl Group. 
Recall that the Weyl group W of Sp(k+2) is Sk+2 '< {±1} 2 ,  where the pth  factor 
of {±1}2  acts as negation in the pth  factor of T' 2 = T1i x ... x T, +2, and 8k+2 
permutes the factors of T' 2 . That is, for z E T 2 and w = (a, ( 51,. .. , Sk+2)) e 
W, w. z has coordinate (z) 8 . Consequently, for w e W and g e Sp(k + 2) 
affording w, the map g: S417 	S47 is equivariant with respect to w: T 
T/c+2 . 
We can also make W act on ilk: the factor {±l}2  acts on Q E ilk by 
negating individual rows, while 8k+2  acts by permuting the rows of ft That is, 
if Q E ilk has pth  row QP,  then (a, (J1, . , S)) . has ath  row 
One can now verify that, if g E Sp(k + 2) affords w E W, and 1 E ilk, then 
g: Q) (s4k+7, w.) is equivariant with respect to the identity T' —+ Tk. 
Note that, by lemma 6.4.11, the action of W respects adjacency, and the 
action of 8k+2  respects +adjacency. By this we mean that, given w e W, if p, q 
are adjacent for Q E ilk, then w(p), w(q) are adjacent for w 1; similarly if we 
replace W with Sk+2  and adjacent with +adjacent. 
Lemma 6.4.11. Let w E W. For p, q E A we have numbers L, EP defined in 
terms of; let L q , c'P be those for w ft Write w = ( U, (51, .. ,4+2)). Then: pq 
lap
fag 




Proof. Recall that 
61 = (— l)sign(p—q)sign(z,), 
and El =(— l)''sign(p - q)sign(L).pq 
It suffices to prove the lemma in two cases: first, when a = 1, and second, when 
51 = 	= 8k+2 = 1 and a transposes two adjacent elements of {1,... , k + 2}: 
The first case should be clear. For the second, we need to show that e = —c 
for all p 0 q. Suppose first that a fixes p and q. Then = L pq and = - cP  is 
immediate. If a fixes one of p and q but not both, then (since a transposes adjacent 
elements) sign(ap - aq ) = sign(p - q), (_1) 0P = _(_ l)P+ and L pc,. = I pq , 
SO 	 = -€. Finally, if a transposes p and q, then 	= L apaq = 1pq, 
sign(ap - uq ) = — sign(p - q) and (_1) 0 i 	= (_ l)P+, and so c" = —e. 	0 
Proposition 6.4.12. 
1. There is a w e W such that for w 1, the pairs (1, 2),. . . , (k + 1, k + 2) are 
all +adjacent. 
. If 0 has all pairs (1, 2),. .. , (k+1, k+2) +adjacent, then eitherEP = sign(p-
q) for all p q, or EP = sign(q - p) for all p q. 
Proof. Fix Q. First, apply an element a E Sk +2 so that a 1 has the pairs 
(1,2),..., (k + 1, k + 2) adjacent. For 1 < p < k + 2, let ri denote the element 
(-1,... , —1, 1,... , 1) e {±1}2  with p entries equal to —1. Applying n to a 
matrix with (1,2),... ,(p— 1,p) +adjacent and (p,p+ 1) —adjacent will produce 
a matrix with all of (1,2),... , (p,p + 1) +adjacent. Using this property, we 
can therefore find elements s i ,.. . , Sj E {0, 11 such that applying the iterate 
. . . n to a•l produces a matrix with all of (1, 2),... , (k+1, k+2) +adjacent. 
This completes the first part. 
Now for the second part: we assume that Q has all of (1, 2),. . . , (k + 1, k + 2) 
+adjacent. For 1 < q < k + 2, q and (q + 1) are +adjacent, and so 
This means that 4 = 	= k+2' let e denote the common value. Since 2 is 
+adjacent to 1, e 2 =4 = e,... k+2 = 	= e. Proceeding in a similar way for 
p=3,...,k+2, we see that e=eforallp<q. Since EP —eforallpq,it 
follows that EP = —e sign(p - q) for all p q, and the claim is proved. 	0 
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6.4.13 Algebra for ,_ 1 (0) 
Definition 6.4.14. Form the integral polynomial ring Z[Ua a E A], which we will 
write as Z[A] for brevity. Define 
Pabc = EbUattb + E?LbUc + CaUcUa 
for a, b, c e A distinct, and set 
1 = (,°abc I a, b, c e A distinct). 
Make Z[A] a graded ring by giving each Ua degree 2. 
Definition 6.4.15. 
Let R 1 be the Abelian group generated by symbols Rabe  for distinct a, b, c E 
A, subject to anti-symmetry in a, b, c and the relation 
Rabe — Rabd + Racd — Rbed = 0. 
Let R2 be the Abelian group generated by symbols Tabc ,de for distinct 
a; b, c, d, e e A, subject to symmetry in a, b, c, antisymmetry in d, e, and 
Tabc,de + Tabc , ef + Tabc ,fd = 0, 
brn 	cm 	drr 	em 	drr 	em €clabc,de — dacd,eb + Ce lade,bc — b'aeb,cd + €bLadb,ce - caec,db = 
Regard R 1 as being concentrated in degree 4 and R2 as being concentrated in 
degree 6. 
Theorem 6.4.16. The groups R 1 , R2 are free Abelian and there are well-defined 
graded Z[A]-maps 
Z[A] ® R 2 -* Z[A] ® 	1+ Z[A] 
given by rl(R abc ) = Pabc and 
r2(Tabc ,de ) =Orabc [EcuaRbcd + EdEdubR cad + EEjUcRabd] 
— Orabc[EfuaRbce + EfUbRcae + fCtL cRabe]. 
The image of r 1 is precisely I. In degree 4 r1 is injective, and in degree 6 r2 is 
injective with image the kernel of r 1 . 
This will follow from Corollaries 6.4.18 and 6.4.22. 
Lemma 6.4.17. 
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Pabc  is alternating in a, b, c. 
For a, b, c, d distinct, 
Pabc — Pabd + Pacd - Pbai = 0. 
Moreover, any linear relation amongst the Pabc  can be written as a combination 
of the relations above. 
Corollary 6.4.18. The map r 1 : R 1 ® Z[A] —+ Z[A] is well-defined and identifies 
R 1 with the span of the Pak-  It follows that R 1 is free and that r1 has image I 
and is injective in degree 4. 
Proof of Lemma 6.4.17. The first two parts follow immediately from the defini-
tions and the antisymmetry of the €. 
Order the elements of A as a1,... , an - Suppose given a relation R amongst 
the Pak.  Adding to R relations arising from 1 above, we can obtain a relation R' 
amongst terms of the form PczIaak  for i < i < k. Now note that the relation 2 for 
(a, b, c, d) = (ai, a, a3 , ak), 1 < i < j < k, contains only one term not involving 
a1, namely ,oaajak. Adding multiples of such terms to R' we obtain a relation E" 
amongst the terms Pa,ai aj  for 1 < i <j; these are seen to be linearly independent 
by setting a1 = 0, so that in fact R" = 0, and consequently R is a combination 
of relations arising from 1 and 2 above. U 
Definition 6.4.19. For a, b, c, d E A distinct we define 
0 abc,d Orabc[ecuaRbcd + €EUbRcad + E€UcRabd] E Z[A] ® R. 
Lemma 6.4.20. 
Uab,,d  is symmetric in a, b, c. 
€cbO abc,d + C CdO acd,b + b' adb,c = UaRbcd. 
r(a,) = UattbUc. 
ri(uR + 10 abc,d) = fUUb — cuUc . 
Proof The first part is immediate from the antisymmetry of Or abe and of Rabc . 
Writing out the left hand side of the equation of 2 in terms of the u and the 
Rpqr , one sees that all terms cancel save for three; what remains is 
—Orbcd (Orabc + Oracd + Oradb)UaRbcd, 
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and the result 2 follows from Lemma 6.4.9. The proof of 3 is similar: Writing out 
r1  (Uabc,d), then using the relations EP = -, one sees that all monomials cancel 
out except for three unit multiples of UaUbUC.  We have 
rl(aabc,d) = —( Orabd + Orbd + Orcad)uaubuc , 
and again the result follows from Lemma 6.4.9. The final result follows from the 
third and from the definition of Rabc. 	 0 
Lemma 6.4.21. The kernel of r i is contained in the ideal generated by the crabc,d. 
In particular, in degree 6 it is precisely the subgroup spanned by the terms Uabcd - 
0 abc,e for distinct a, b, c, d, e E A. These clabc,d - aabc,e for distinct a, b, c, d, e are 
symmetric in a, b, c, antis ymmetric in d, e, and satisfy 
(Oabc,d - aabc,e) + (aabc,e - aabc,f) + (Uabc,d - aabc,d) = 0, 
- Oabc,e) - E(0acd,e - Uacd,b) + E(Oade,b - 0ade,c) 
- 0aeb,d) + €(oadb,c - Uadb,e) - E(Uaec,d - Uaec,b) = 0. 
All relations amongst the Uabc,d - °abc,e are generated by those listed. 
Proof. Consider a homogeneous element k of ker(r i ). By using Lemma 6.4.20, 
any term in k which does not have the form URabc for some distinct a, b, c E A 
can be written as a multiple of some cr r, s . So to prove the first part of the lemma 
we need only show that no such terms URabc occur in k. But we see that terms 
of the form UUb can only occur in r1 (k) as the image of a term U'Rabc for some c. 
Since r(k) = 0 it ftllows immediately that all terms URabc can be canceled using 
the second relation of Definition 6.4.15. The description of ker(r 1 ) in degree 6 is 
immediate from Lemma 6.4.20 part 3. 
Now consider the subgroup of Z[A] ® R 1 generated by the 0abc,d•  By the 
definition of these elements and from part (2) of Lemma 6.4.20, this is precisely 
the subgroup generated by the elements UaRbcd for distinct a, b, c, d E A. We claim 
that this is just the free group on generators Uallbcd subject to antisymmetry in 
b, c, d and 
UaRbcd - UaRbce + UaRbde - flaRcde = 0. 	 (6.4) 
To see this we need only note the following. For a fixed a E A, any relation in R 1 
amongst the RbCd for b, c, d e A - {a} is a linear combination of the relations 
Rbd - Rbce + Rbde Rcde = 0. 
for b,c,d,e A— {a}. 
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• Now using Lemma 6.4.20 part 2 we can write (6.4) in terms of the apqr,s, and 
conclude that the subgroup generated by the °r,8  is freely generated by those 
terms subject to the symmetry condition and relations 
(6
b 	 d 
co'abc,d + d0 acdb + Eaadb,c) 
0E0acd,e + e0ade,c  + EOaec,d) 
(E 'cTade,b + b0aeb,d  + EjUabd,e ) 
(,,
e 	 b 	 C 
bOraeb,c + Ec Orabc,e + E 0 aceb) = 0. 
(These are precisely the multiples of the relations in part 1 of Definition 6.4.15, 
written using Lemma 6.4.20.) The description of the span of the differences now 
follows because we can rewrite the above as the second relation of the statement. 
U 
Corollary 6.4.22. The map R 2 + Z[A] ® Ri , Tabc,de 	Uabc,d - abc,e is well- 
defined and identifies R 2 with the subgroup of Z[A] R generated by the differ-
ences Uabc,d - °abc,e' In particular R2 is free, and in degree 6 r2 is injective with 
image the kernel of r 1 . 
6.4.23 Algebra for S. 
Definition 6.4.24. Set B = {1, . . . , k} and form Z[xb  I b e B], which we abbre- 
viate as Z[B]. Grade Z[B] by letting each xb have degree 2. Let v: Z[A] —+ Z[B] 
k+2 denote the map given by u,, h >lp= 1apXp, and write Va for the image of ua . This 
makes Z[B] a Z[A]-module, and by tensoring the sequence of Theorem 6.4.16 with 
Z[B] we obtain a sequence 
We define C11 = Z[B](4)/im( 1 ). 
Definition 6.4.25. Let F be a finite set. 	denotes the collection of unordered 
n-tuples of distinct elements of F. TF is defined to be the subset of (F(2 ))(IF'I_l) 
consisting of "irreducible" collections of pairs in A. To be precise, t e (F (2) ) ( V_') 
is in TF if and only if there is no decomposition F = U U V with U, V disjoint 
and nonempty, and a corresponding decomposition t = u U v with 
UUEU U C U, 
UV E V V C V. 
Theorem 6.4.26. The group G11 is, finite and has order 
i kt1I 	ktk +lI. 
{t1 ,...,tk+1}ETA 
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In order to prove this we will use a somewhat more intrinsic description of C11 , 
given in the next definition and proposition. Thereafter, the proof of Theorem 
6.4.26 amounts to nothing more than a proof of the Matrix-Tree Theorem, which 
is due to Borcherdt (1860) [55, Theorem 5.6.8]. 
Definition 6.4.27. Form the free Abelian group on generators V q for distinct 
p, q e A, subject to the relation Vpq = - Vi,,. Set R = >q: qp JL pq IV, q , and 
let H11  denote the quotient of the total group by the span of the R. Note that 
> I?,, = 0 so any (k + 1) of the R can be used to form their span. 
Proposition 6.4.28. The map H11 - Z[B] (4 ) given by Vpq H €VpV q is well-
defined and in fact an isomorphism. Under this isomorphism the image of f2 
corresponds to the span of classes Vpq + Vqr + Vrp. Thus 
Gç = H11/span(Vj +V r +Vrp) 
V/(span(R) + span(V,q + 1' r + Vrp)), 
where V is the group generated by the Vpq subject to V = 
We now work towards a proof of Proposition 6.4.28 and then of Theorem 6.4.26. 
Theorem 6.4.26 is proved using Proposition 6.4.28 to re-state the hypotheses. 
Note 6.4.29. If we think of elements of F 2 as possible edges in a graph on 
vertices F, then TF corresponds to the (JF - 1)-edge connected graphs, which 
are precisely the trees on F. This interpretation of TF motivates the next lemma, 
whose second and third parts can be interpreted in terms of adding and removing 
'leaves' of the trees. (Leaves are vertices contained in just one edge.) 
Lemma 6.4.30. Let F be a finite set of more than one element. 
For each  ETF, U tEt t=F. 
For each t e TF, there are at least two elements of F which each belong to 
only one element of t. That is, each tree has at least two leaves. 
Suppose that t E TF and that f E F belongs to just one element t of t. 
Then t - {t} E TF_{f}. Conversely, if f E F and s E Tp_ {f} , and t E F 2 
is any element containing f, then s U {t} E TF. 
. If G, H C F are disjoint and nonempty with C fl H = 0, then there is an 
element t E TF with t fl (G(2) U H(2 )) = 0. 
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Proof 
Suppose that part 1 were false. Then we could write F = (UtEt t) U C with 
UtEt t, G nonempty and disjoint, contradicting the fact that t e TF. 
Now we deal with part 2. t E (F(2))(IF'I_l),  so there are a total of 2(IFI - 1) 
possible 'appearances' in t; if all elements of F except possibly one appear twice, 
then not all elements of F can appear, contradicting part 1. 
Now to 3. For the first part, suppose that t - {t} TF_{f}. Write F - {f} = 
C U H with C, H nonempty and disjoint, and t = u U v, with UUEU u C G, 
UVEV v C H. Let the second element of t be g, so that t = {f, g}. Without 
loss, g e C. Then F = (C U {f}) U H, a disjoint union of nonempty sets, and 
t = (u U {t}) U v, with Uu{t} u C C U {f} and UvEv v C H, so that t 0 TF, a 
contradiction. 
For the second part of 3, suppose that s U {t} ' TF. Write F = C U H, a 
disjoint union of nonempty sets, and sU{t} = uUv with 
U11 u C G, UVEV  v C H. 
Without loss f E C, so that t e u, and so UUE U_{t}U C G—{f}. Then F—{f} = 
(G - {g}) U H, a disjoint union of nonempty sets, and s = (u - {t}) U v with 
UEU_{t} u C C - {f} and U11EV v C H, contradicting s e TF_{f}. 
For part 4, fix g0 e C and h0 E H and then set t = go, h} J h E H} U 
{{ho,g}geG}. 	 D 
Definition 6.4.31. Let F be a finite set and suppose we are given a collection 
f Dt I t E F(2 )} of elements in some commutative ring. For t e (F (2))(I - ') we 
denote by Dt the product f1tet D. 
If f, g E F we will write D19 for D{ f , 9}, and conversely we will write L1 to 
mean .Af 1 f2 , where f = { fl, f2}. 
Lemma 6.4.32. gcd T  ktI = 1. 
Proof Suppose that the claim were false. Then there is a prime p which divides 
ktI for each t E TA. 
We first prove the following: If a, b, c E A distinct are such that p I tab, abc, 
then p Aa,. For, by condition 2 in proposition 6.1.3 there is d E A - {b} such 
that p ' /bd• The minor determinants of Il satisfy the Plucker relations, which 
for our purposes take the following form: For 1 < p < q < r < s < (k + 2), 
prLqs - qr1.ps - pq1-rs = 0. 
(Adapted from [36, Chapter VII, Section 5].) It now follows that since p divides 
ab 2 cd and /adLbc, p must also divide LbdLac and so p divides ac 
Since p L for at least one t E 	we can find nonempty sets C C A such 
that p I A t for all t e C 2) . Now let C be maximal amongst sets with this property. 
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(That is, if we enlarge C the property fails.) Obviously C A, and C 0, so 
using Lemma 6.4.30, part 4, we may choose t E TA such that no element of t 
lies in 02 or (A - C) (2). Since p j A t there exists t E t such that p Lt; write 
t = { a,c}, a e A - C, CE C. If c' e C— {c}, then by assumption P 
° P I ac' Thus C U {a} has the same property as C did, contradicting the 
maximality of C. Thus the claim is proved and the lemma is complete. 	Lii 
Proof of Proposition 6.4.28. By condition 2 in Proposition 6.1.3, any (k+1) rows 
of Q span Zk,  and consequently, for each p, v 1 ,... , i,... , 	span Z[B] (2) So 
for each p, the span of VpV q , q p, contains all degree-1 multiples of v,, so the 
span of VpV q for all p q is all of Z[B](4). Moreover, since for each p the vector 
wP of Definition 6.4.1 lies in the kernel of Il, we have 
I pq IV q = 0 
q : qp 
for each p, and so 
iI IpqI(pVq)0 
q: qp 
for each p. It follows from this that the map of the statement is a well-defined 
surjection. 
We now show that it is an injection. Denote by V the free Abelian group 
generated by the Vpq subject to Vpq = — V. In the previous paragraph we 
established that span(R) < ker(V -+ Z[B](4)), and we need to show that equality 
holds. It can be seen that span(R) has rank equal to the rank of ker(V -+ 
Z[B] (4)), so we need to show that span(R) is all of this kernel, rather than some 
finite-index subgroup of it. 
For an element t E (A(2))(IAI_1)  consider the splitting V = V e V' where V, 
is the subgroup of V spanned by the Vt , t , for {t 1 , t2 } E t and V' the subgroup 
spanned by the V 12 for {t 1 , t 2 } 0 t. Let itt: V -+ V denote the projection and 
set HQ,t = Vt/span(irt(R)). We will show that each Hf2 , t is a finite group of 
order JAt J. Now if span(R) had nontrivial index in the kernel above, then each 
JAt J would be divisible by this index. However, the greatest common divisor of 
the I/-tI is 1. This shows that span(R) has index 1 in the kernel above, hence is 
all of that kernel, so that the map of the statement is an injection. 
Fix t ETA. We show that Hf2 ,t is finite with order J A t 1 . By repeated applica-
tions of parts 2 and 3 of Lemma 6.4.30, we can order A as n1,... , nk+2, and t as 
{t1,... ,tk+1}, where for each p 	(k + 1), n, appears in t but does not appear 
in any of t,+ , . .. , tk+1. Write ti 	{n, m}. Then Vnimi ,. . . , Vnk+lmk +l is a basis 
of V, and irtR 1 , . . . , 7rtR, 1 span the relations being applied to V to form 
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Note that 	vanishes unless {ri 2 , n} = t3 for some j, in which case we must 
have ji. Ifj=iwe must have n=m and ifj <iwe must have n=n3 , 
Tl i = m. So 
irtR 	= 	::i: jz27rV 
n: n54n1 
= kV 
n: {n 1 ,n}Et 
=I LnjmjVnjmj - 
	lmjnjIVnjm3* 
j<i: n1 =m3 
That is to say that, with respect to the chosen basis of V, the matrix of relations 
is lower-triangular with diagonal entries J Ani mi l. Thus  Ho,t  has order JA t J, as 
required. 
Proof of Theorem 6.4.26. We will compute the order of G1 using the description 
given in Proposition 6.4.28. Fix an ordering a1 ,. .. , ak+2 of A. Using this we 
choose the basis of V given by Vaiaj for 1 < i < j < k+2, ordered lexicographically 
in i,j. Choose the basis Ra2 ,. .. , Ra, 2 of span(Rj ), and the basis 
Vaiai + Vajaj + Vajai , 1 < j <j < (k + 2) 
of span (V + Vqr + V P), ordered lexicographically in i, j. Combining the second 
two we have an ordered basis of span(R) + span(V, q  + Vjr + Vrp), and we adjust 
it by replacing each Rap with 
	
R = Rap - 	lL apaq j (Va l ap + Vapaq + Vaqai ).ap 
qp 
Now, writing our basis of span(R) + span(V + Vqr + V P) in terms of the basis 
of V, we obtain a matrix whose determinant has absolute value the order of the 
group V/(span(R) + span(V, q + Vqr + Vrp)) = G1. 
It is easy to calculate the R and show that this matrix has form ap 
H(—MO ? 	I 
where 
>j2 	a2aj I 
	
k a2a3I 	 a2ak+2 
M= 	
jLa2a3 	E03 I1a3a 
I a2ak+2 	 jk+2 I ak+2ai 
The determinant of M appears to depend on an ordering of A, but this is not the 
case. First, re-ordering the elements {a2,... , ak+21 corresponds to conjugating M 
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by a permutation matrix and so does not alter det M. Also, if we add the last k 
rows of M to the first, and then the last k columns of the resulting matrix to the 
first, and negate the first row and column then we obtain the matrix analogous 
to M but for the ordering a2 , a1 , a3 ,.. . , ak+2. Thus, det M is preserved under all 
permutations of a 2 ,.. . , a/ç  and under the transposition of a 1 and a2 , and hence 
under all permutations of A. 
Now regard the positive integers I / pq  as indeterminates generating a polyno-
mial algebra, so that det M is a homogeneous polynomial of degree (k + 1). 
Now since each of the generators JA 1p J appears in only one column of M, no 
monomial in det M contains a square of such a generator; by symmetry, none of 
the generators I Apq I appears in any monomial of det M with multiplicity greater 
than one. Thus, det M is a sum of monomials I'-tI for t E 
Fix t E A(2) - TA, and write A = B U C for B, C nonempty and disjoint, 
and write t = u U v for u C B 2 and v C C(2). Without loss of generality, 
B = {1,... ,r} and C = {r+1,.. . , k+2} for some r. Setting I &I = 0 whenever 
i < r and j > r + 1, M becomes the partitioned matrix 
(M' 0 
k 0 1 MI/ 
where M' is the analogue of M for the reduced set {1,..., r} and M" is a de-
generate matrix with column-sum and row-sum zero. Thus, setting JA t J = 0 for 
t ç' t (which involves setting IiI = 0 whenever i < rand j > r+ 1), then detM 
becomes 0. That is, det M contains no monomial of the form I/-tI. 
So det M must be a sum of monomials indexed by the set TA. Fix an element 
t E TA. By Lemma 6.4.30 there is an element of A which appears in only one 
element oft. Without loss of generality, let this element be (k + 2), appearing only 
in {k + 1, k + 21 E t. Setting kpk+2I = 0 for p k, M becomes the partitioned 
matrix 
(M' 	0 
0 1 L k+1k+2I 
where M' is the analogue of M for the reduced set 11,. . . , k + 1}. Deleting {k + 
1, k + 2} from t one obtains an element of TA _ {k+2}. So now the proof proceeds by 
induction on Ic, being clear when Ic = 0, and we assume det M' = > tET {k+2}  'ti. 
If we set JA t J = 0 for each t t (which involves setting ILpk+2I = 0 for p < k) 
then det M' becomes I Lt{{k+1,k+2}}I and so det M becomes 
Lk+lk+2IdetM' = Ik+1k+2ILt_{{k+1,k+2}} = ktI. 
That is, the monomial I A t occurs in det M with coefficient 1. 
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Combining the results of the last three paragraphs, the result 
detM = 
tETA 
follows, and the proof is complete. 	 1J 
6.5 The T 2 -space NQ. 
Fix a non-negative integer k and an element c1 E Ak. The moment map /iç is 
invariant under the action of T' 2 on S47, and hence T 2 acts on Ng-. We now 
study this action. Recall that for 1 p < (k + 2) T denotes the subtorus of 
T' 2 whose elements are all 1 except for the p
1h,  while TJ denotes the subtorus 
of elements whose pth  component is 1. 
For 1 < p < k + 2 define Nnp to be the set of elements of Nn with pth coordinate 
equal to 0. The elements of Nnp have stäbiliser T, and indeed each Nnp is all of 
Nc1TP. Since for each p c1 has nonzero kernel vectors with p th component zero, 
each NP, is nonempty. An element of No  with all components nonzero has trivial 
stabiliser. Thus, the orbit types in N 1 are NQ 
- 
 Up N, Nh,. . . ,N/+2 . We now 
describe the fixed point sets N. 
Recall v, and EP from definition 6.4.1. These are the data in terms of which 
we describe the N. Recall also that the group T' 2 x S3 acts on Nc1, the action 
being determined by 
((t, s) . v) = tpvps- ' 
Definition 6.5.1. For 1 p < k + 2 the 1-torus T,p <T' 2 x s3 is defined as 
E Tk+2 X 3 SE T', tp = 1, t q = s for q =/p}. 
That is, if we define EP E Z 2 to be the vector with p th component 0 and qth 
component EPq for q ~4 p, then T,, = {(z", z)}. 
Proposition 6.5.2. Fix 1 < p < k + 2. 
The map 7r: Nn -+ H, v '-* v, has 0 as a regular value and is equivariant 
with respect to the projection T' 2 -* V. Moreover, Dir for v E NnP  
establishes an isomorphism of (TN) 1- C Tv Nn with H. Thus N P = 7r; 1 (0) 
is a submanifold of N n with equivariant normal bundle NP x H, where T' 2 
acts on the second factor by T 2 -* T, followed by left-multiplication. 
Under the action of T' 2 x S, the stabiliser of VP E Nnp is the 2-torus 
generated by T' and T,, and the orbit of v is N. Thus N is diffeomorphic 
to T\(T+' x S 3 ), with T' 2 -action determined by projection T' 2 
followed by multiplication on the first factor. 
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Proof. Let v e ir;'(0). TN1 C TVIHIk+2 11k+2 is the subspace v 1 fl kerDci, 
where we regard ci: lHIk+2 _ Hk, and where v 1  refers to the orthogonal com-
plement of v in the real inner-product space H' 2 . Suppose that x e lHIk+2  has all 
components except the pth  equal to zero. x E v - since v,, = 0, and Du12 .factors 
through D,u which, by Lemma 6.2.2, part 4, sends x to 0, again since v,, = 0. 
Thus x e TNQ , and Dir(x) = x,,. But we can choose x,, to take any value in 
THI, and so Dir is surjective, as required. Moreover, it is clear that such an x 
lies in the orthogonal complement of TN, and so for dimensional reasons such x 
form the whole orthogonal complement. ir is clearly equivariant as claimed, and 
the first part is complete. 
T' fixes V since vP = 0. Recall that 	is an element of 1l or jR according to 
whether EP is 1 or —1 respectively, and so vz = zv qP for all q p and z e T'; it 
follows that T,1, fixes V. Now suppose that (t, s) E T' 2 x S3 fixes V. Necessarily 
S E T', and so we can multiply (t, s) by an element of TTf1j. to obtain an element 
(t', 1) in the stabiliser of v with t, = 1. It follows immediately that t' = 1 and 
so (t, s) E Thus the stabiliser of V is as claimed. 
Suppose that v e N. Fix q p. Since V and V q are both nonzero, we can 
find r E (0, oc) and s e S such that rs,u(v)s 1 and t(VP) have qth components 
equal. Now rsp(v)s1 - 1 () is an element of ker(lt :  THI'2 _ 	Hk) with two 
components zero; since all k x k submatrices of 	are nondegenerate it follows 
that rs/1(v)s' - p(vP) = 0. Thus r = 1 and (vs') = 	= p(vP), so 
that by lemma 6.2.2 vs -1 and v lie in the same T 2 orbit. That is, v and v 
lie in the same T' 2 x S3 orbit. Therefore Nnp is the T' 2  >< S orbit of V . D 
Fix 1 < p < Ic +2. It follows from the above description of NQP that projection 
onto the second factor induces a homeomorphism 
s2 
The spherical part of the normal bundle of Nnp is NP, x S3 and this has T' 2-
quotient 52  x 
Recall that : S47 _ 53k+5 induces a homeomorphism T' 2 \S4'+7 S35 . 
This restricts to a homeomorphism 
T 2 \N- 	fl ker(lHJ' 
and since 	 }HI is a matrix with real entries and maximal rank, ker(' 2 Z 
is just a copy of £'IH12 , so p gives us a homeomorphism T2\N 	55• 
Recall now the Borel Construction, or see the appendix. For any topological 
group G and C-space X, we will let ir and Q denote the standard maps EG X 
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X -* BC and EG XG X -+ C\X respectively. The aim of the rest of this section 
is now to calculate H*  (ET  2 XTk+2 N1 ) as a H*BT2a1gebra. This will be 
compared in the next section with the Borel construction of the action of Tc  on 
Nn, whose total space is homotopy equivalent to S. 
Definition 6.5.3. 
Nn = ET k+2 XTk+2 N. 
Npn = ET k+2 X  T,1+2Nnp for 1 p k + 2. 
 
Definition 6.5.4. Throughout this section, all cohomology will be taken with 
coefficients in Z, since this is the case we use in the next section, but all results are 
also valid over any field. Fix 1 p < k + 2 and let r, s E H2 (T 2\(N x S 3 )) 
be generators corresponding to T k +2  \Np and T' \S3  respectively, and let u7, e 
H2 BT' denote the standard generator, so that H*BTI2  Z[ui ,. . . , In 
the language of section 6.4 we have H*BTJ2 = Z[A]. Let t be a generator of 
H5 (T' 2 \N). 
We will compute H*N  and Ht(, \[), and use the cohomology sequence 
of the pair to calculate H*[ç. We begin with H*N.  Fix 1 p < k + 2. 
NnP = ET' 2 XTk+2 (T\(T' x S 3 )) 
= BT 1 x (ET' XTk+1 (T\(T 1 x S3 ))) 
= BT1 x (ET' XTI S3 ). 
ET k+1 XT 1 S -* T' \S3  is a homotopy equivalence, so p 
H*J\[ = Z[Up, Q* rp]/Q*r  
where U,, = 7r"u. From the commutative diagram 
ET' XTI S3 	BT' 
	
I I 
ET' XTI S _ BT', 
where the vertical maps are induced by the group homomorphism T' -* TJ ', 
Z H+ (z) qp , it follows that 71*Uq = € Q*rp  for q p. 
So now 
k+2 
H*N = 	Z[Up, Q*rp]/Q*r  
p=1 
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and 7r*u = U + >lqp fQ*rq for each p. 
Now we compute H*(J\fç ,J\f). For € > ü small enough we can embed the 
€-disc part of the normal bundle of U NnP as an open submanifold of Nn . Define 
N = No - U(NnP x D 12 ). This is a compact manifold with boundary U NnP x S, 
on which T' 2 acts freely. Define 
C: (N,UN x S3) -~ (Nc,UN) 
to be the identity on N1 - U NnP x V, and to be (ri, x) '-+ (n, (2IxI - E)/IIxII x) 
on each NP x (1D - lD 12 ). C restricted to each N x S is just the projection 




NSPI 	c-+ 	 NnP 	2 (Nç ,N), 
where C is an extension of C which on each NP x fl 12 is just the projection 
N x '/2 — N. Each of the maps in the above factorisation is either an 
equivariant excision map or is an equivariant homotopy equivalence. This means 
that if we apply either the Borel construction or the T' 2-quotient to C we obtain 
a cohomology isomorphism. 
In particular, there is a commutative diagram 
H 	 H (ETk+2 X Tk+2  N ,ETk+2 >< T'+ U(NnP  >< S3 )) 
H*(S5 ,US2 ) 	 H(TJc+ 2 \N,IJS2 x S2) 
in which the horizontal maps induced by C are isomorphisms, and the right-hand 
map is an isomorphism since T' 2 acts freely on N. Therefore Q* :  H* (S5, U 82) 
H* (No , N) is an isomorphism: HN1 , J 2 ) is zero when n 3, 5, and is freely 
generated by Q*t  when n = 5 and by the classes ö*Q*rp  when n = 3. 
We must now calculate the homomorphisms ö: Hf) -~ H' ('4ç1 , 
This is simple for n = 2 since we know that the classes Q*rp  map to a set 
of generators and the classes 7r'u = U,, + Eqop c Q*r  lie in ker ö'; thus 8*  is 
surjective and the classes 7r* u  form a basis of its kernel. 
For n = 4, we know that H4 (J'1) has basis U, UpQ*rp,  and that the classes 
U = rru and  UpQ* rp — Uq Q*rq = €71*UpUq lie in the kernel of P. We claim 
that, after possibly changing t by a sign, we have UpQ*rp = t for all p. It then 
follows that 8'' surjects and has kernel spanned by the classes rr*upuq, for all p, q. 
Consider the following maps: 
H*(ET!C XTk+2 U NQP x S) $- H*(JS2 >< 82). 
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We have 	= Q* s  and  C*Q*rp = Q*rp. r,s E H4(U 82  x S 2 ) is dual to the 
fundamental class of a boundary component of the manifold T 2 \N, and hence 
*rs e H5 (T 2 \N, tJ S 2 x S 2 ) is a generator. Thus 
C*6*(UpQ*rp) = 8*C*(UpQ*rp) = 5*Q*(rs ) = 
is a generator since Q* is an isomorphism, and since C' is an isomorphism it 
follows that i5*UpQ*rp is a generator of H5  ()V 1 , N). 
	
Now we can conclude that the restriction i* : H*J\fc 	fl*J\f• is an injection; 
in degree 2 the classes U, + >qp c Q*rq = lr * u,, form a basis of imi*,  in degree 
4 the classes U = 7r*u and UpQ*rp - Ug Q*rq E7r*upuq for q L  p span imi* , 
and in degree 2n, ii > 2, the classes Upn = 7r* Upn and U_lQ*r  form a basis of 
imi* ;  note that U_lQ*rp = C7r*uuq for any q p. It follows that the map 
*: H*BT2 	H'J\[ç is a surjection, and is isomorphic in degree 2. In degree 
4 it is clear that, since E1r*UpUq = UQ*r - Uq Q*rq  for p q, the classes 
€UpUq + ErUqUr + ;;uu, 
for p, q, r distinct, all lie in kerlr * ,  and the resulting map 
*: H*BTk+2/(€ypuq + fUqUr + f;urup I p, q, r distinct) 
is surjective and is an isomorphism in degrees 2 and 4 as one sees by comparing 
ranks. We can now complete this section with the following: 
Theorem 6.5.5. lr * : H*BTI2 H@N induces an isomorphism 
*: H*BT 2 /J 	> H'J, 
where: 
When k = 0, I = (uu). 
When k = 1, I = (€u1 u2 + 62 u2 u3 + cu 1 u3 , ui u2 u3 ). 
When k > 1, I = (EUpUq + çUqU  + EUrUp I p, q, r distinct). 
Proof. We must begin by showing that, in the cases k = 0, k = 1, the ideal 
I does lie in kerr*,  but this is easily verified using the equations 7r*U = U + 
>qOp c Q*rq.  As already commented, one sees easily by comparing ranks that 
is an isomorphism up to degree 5. 
Suppose we are given a degree-2n element of the kernel of , n 3. Using in 
22 the first two cases the inclusion in I of the classes UU and u1 u2 u3 respectively, 
and using in the case k > 1 the results of Lemma 6.4.20, parts 3 and 4, we can 
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assume that this kernel element is represented by a sum of terms u and U1Uba 
where for each a, ba is any element of A - {a}. But these 2(k + 2) elements of 
H2 BT 2 map under 71*  to a basis of H2 N. Thus our element of the kernel 
must in fact vanish. El 
6.6 The cohomology of S. 
In this section we fix a matrix Q E J1j, where k> 1, and calculate the cohomology 
ring of S. The case k = 1 was discussed in Section 6.3. All cohomology groups 
have integer coefficients. 
Theorem 6.6.1. The cohomology of S n7  is as follows: 
i 	01234 	567 
HiSZ0Zk0GZk0Z 
The map Z[x i ,. . . , xk] = H*BTk 	H*Sn7 is an isomorphism in degree 2, and 
induces the identification of H 4 S with G11 , the group 
Z[x i ,. . . , X/]/ span(€vpvq  + EVqV r + €;vrvp ) 
of Definition 	Here v = > 
We have the Borel construction of T' 2 acting on N: 
N - No - BT' 2 . 	 (6.5) 
The result of the previous section was that the map 71*: H*BT2 	H"J\ 
induces an isomorphism 
H*BTJV*2/(eupuq + EUqUr + € UrUp p, q, r distinct) —* Ht'fç. 
In the language of subsection 6.4.13, we have H*BT!2 = Z[A], and H*J\ = 
Z[A]/I. Consider the cohomology Serre spectral sequence of (6.5). This has 
E2 = Z[A] ® H*Nn and Ec , = Z[A]/I, concentrated on the horizontal axis. 
One immediately observes that HN11 vanishes for i = 1,2, and that under 
d4 : H3 N11 —* Z[A] (4), H3 N12 is isomorphic to ker(Z[A] (4) -+ (Z[A]/I)( 4 )). By The-
orem 6.4.16 we have H3 N1 = R 1 , under which d4 is induced by r1 . From examin-
ing the spectral sequence in degree 4 we now see that d2 : H4N11 —+ Z[A] (2) ® 
induces an isomorphism of H4Nç1 with ker(r i : Z[A]( 2) ® R 1 —* Z[A]( 6)). Again by 
Theorem 6.4.16 we have H4Nç1 = R2 and d2 corresponds to r2 . To summarise: 
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Proposition 6.6.2. In low degrees the cohomology of N o is 
i 	1 0 123 	4 
HN0Z00R 1 R2 
and. in the cohomology Serre spectral sequence of (6.5), d2 : E2* 4 -+ E 2 '3 corre-
sponds to r2 and d4 : E4 '*3  -* *+4'0 is induced by r1 . 
Now we compare the Borel construction (6.5) with the Borel construction of 
the action of T k  on No induced by 1: T' Tk+2. This action is free with 
orbit space S, so that S7 is naturally homotopy equivalent to the total space 
ET  XTk N 1  of the Borel construction. 
N0 	 BT' 	 (6.6) 
II. I 	BOI 
N0 ETkxTkNo _ BV 
In the language of subsection 6.4.23 we have H*BTk = Z[B]. The cohomol-
ogy Serre spectral sequence of the second row of (6.6) has E = Z[B] ® H*No. 
Moreover, by comparison with the Serre spectral sequence of (6.5) we see that 
dl : E''4 -+ E' 2 '3 and d'4 : E''3 -+ E 4 '° are induced by the maps 2, i of 
Definition 6.4.24. 
R2 
Z---Z[B] (2)  -.—Z[B](4) 
Thus E' ° = Z[B](4) / im(f 1 ) = G0. Since G0 is finite, by comparing the rank of 
the domain and range of d'4 we see that in fact E'03  vanishes. The description of 
H*SD7  up to and including degree 3 now follows. By Poincaré duality we see that 
H 4SO7  must be a torsion group, and therefore E'04 , the kernel of d2 , must vanish. 
Thus the only nonzero group in degree 4 of E' is G0. The description of H4 S 
in degree 4 now follows, and the remainder of the description follows by Poincaré 
duality. 
Note 6.6.3 (on Conjecture 6.1.8). Recall that G0 = H4 (S; Z) and that the 
linking form b0 : C0 x C0 -* Q/Z is given by 
b0 (g1 ,g2 ) = 01U0'(92 ),[S]), 
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where ,8: H3 (S; Q/Z) -* H4 (S; Z) is the universal Bockstein homomorphism. 
We will explain how it is possible to calculate b1  based on an extension of the 
methods of this section. 
First we will explain how H3 (S; Q/Z) and 0: H3 (S; Q/Z) - H 4 (S; Z) 
can be calculated. Earlier in this section we used the integral cohomology Serre 
spectral sequence (E, d) of the second row of (6.6), and we obtained the result 
H4 (S; Z) = coker(d: E''3 -* E''° ). 
We can also examine the cohomology spectral sequence (E,'!, d') with coefficients 
Q/Z for the second row of (6.6); this converges to H* (S; Q/Z). The spectral 
sequence has second term given in low degrees by E ® Q/Z, with differentials 
induced by the d. It is not hard to see that 
H3 (S; Q/Z) = ker(d ® IQ/z : E''3 0 Q/Z -* E''° 0 Q/Z). 
Now an element of E'40 ' 3 0 Q/Z can be represented as x 0 (1/n) for x E 0,3 
and n e N; moreover, this element lies in the kernel of d 0 'Q/z if and only if 
d(x) = fly for some y E E''° . It is easy to check that 
H3(S;Q/Z) -+ H4(S;Z), 
[x ® (1/n)] '-+ [y]. 
is a well-defined isomorphism. An examination of the chain-level definition of d 
shows that this map is precisely /3. 
To summarise, we have established how to identify /3: H3 (S; Q/Z) -+ H 4 (S; Z) 
in terms of E''3 , E'° and d. The process of finding ,8'(g) for g E Cc1 amounts 
to calculating a rational inverse of d. 
Having understood the universal Bockstein map, the remaining problem is to 
understand the pairing 
H4 (S; Z) 0 H 3 (S; Q/Z) - Q/Z, 
g®hi— (gUh,[S]). 
We will begin by looking at the cup-pairing and the Kronecker pairing involved 
in this expression. There is a pairing of spectral sequences E 0 E' -+ E' which 
for r = oc is induced by the pairing on cohomology groups, and for r = 2 is up 
to sign induced by the pairings on the cohomology of the base and the fibre of 
the second row of (6.6). Indeed, in low degrees where we have E' = E 0 Q/Z, 
the pairing is just given by E 0 (E 0 Q/Z) = (E (9 E) 0 Q/Z - Ef 0 Q/Z, 
where we have used the cup-product structure on E. Similarly, if we denote by 
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(E", dir)  the integral homology Serre spectral sequence of the second row of (6.6), 
there is a pairing E"r ® E1 ' -* Q/Z, which for r = 00 is induced by the Kronecker 
pairing between homology and cohomology groups, and for r = 2 is up to sign 
induced by the pairing between the homology and cohomology of the base and 
fibre of the second row of (6.6), which in low degrees can be understood entirely 
in terms of the pairing on E. 
We have established that the cup-product and Kronecker-product used to 
define b1 can be understood entirely in terms of the cup-product and Kronecker-
product in E, which in turn can be understood in terms of the homology and 
cohomology of the base and fibre of the second row of (6.6). What remains is 
to understand the fundamental class [Si], or more precisely its representative 
F E E'°3 . If E'°3  is the only nonzero term in total degree 7, then there is 
an isomorphism E'°3 H7 (S; Z) and F can be determined up to sign as the 
generator of this group. In other situations the author sees no course of action 
which does not first require a more detailed computation of H(Nc; Z). 
However, in the case k = 2 we are in a favourable situation, since H* (NO ; Z) 
is the quotient of H*(BT 2; Z) by a polynomial algebra, and so can be resolved 
using a Koszul complex. For this case the author has implemented the pro-
gramme outlined above using the computer algebra package MAPLE, and used it 
to compute bç for several Il E A 2 . The results suggested Conjecture 6.1.8. 
We end with two examples of computations performed in the way just de-
scribed. For Q E A 2 , 1kç denotes the 6 x 6 matrix of rationals modulo 1 which 
represents the linking form of S with respect to the generating set ev 1 v 2 , ev 1 v3 , 
EV1V4, CVV3, CVV4, €V3V4 of Gç. 
19 13 14 40 41 1 
(1 0 13 21 12 8 45 37 
1 	0 1 	 1 
1kç 
= 
14 12 20 44 6 8 For 	
= 1 3 
, 	
46 40 8 44 14 4 36 
\12 414564117 
1 37 8 36 7 17 
13 17 18 4 5 1 
1 0 17 13 18 20 1 5 
0 
For 	= 
1 	 1 
1kc = 18 18 12 0 18 18 1 1 24 4 20 0 16 20 4 
1 1 5 1 18 20 13 17 
1 5 18 4 17 13 
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6.7 The stable class of TS. 
We calculate the stable class of TNO  as an equivariant T' 2 bundle, and use this 
to deduce the stable class of TS n7  and its first Pontrjagin class. 
Recall that ç : S47 	}1J/C is T 2  invariant and has 0 as a regular value 
with j'(0) = No. Therefore, if ER denotes a trivial real line bundle (with trivial 
T' 2 action), we have 
2 
TN4' 	TS 417 IN. 
T'c+2 
Also TS 4 7 ec11 	2 	L where for 1 < p (k+2) L denotes the product 




Now consider the action of T' on N1 , which is given by the group homomorphism 
1: Tk 	T' 2 . For 1 i < k let L be the product complex line bundle on which 
Tc acts by t z = tz. Then 
Tk k+2 k 	
SIPi TN 3k+1 2e®L'. €II 	= 
P=I i=1 
T  acts freely on N1  with quotient S, so that taking the T" reduction of TN1 
we obtain T'\TN 1 TS e €. Also, for each i, T'\L = i, the complex line 
bundle over Sn7 with first Chern class x. Thus, taking the T   reduction of the 
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6.8 A bordism. 
Fix Q E A. In this section we aim to find a cobordism of S7- with spaces which 
may be easier to describe and deal with. 
A comthon way to find a null-cobordism of a manifold M is to write M as the 
total space of a principal T 1 -bundle, and therefore as the boundary of M XT1 E, 
which is the total space of the associated disc bundle. That is, a free circle action 
on M will lead to a null-cobordism. 
More generally, if M admits a circle action with fixed points, then M XTI D2 
will have the structure of a manifold except at the images in M XTI {O} of the 
fixed points in M. One can hope to delete open neighbourhoods of these points 
and obtain a cobordism of M with a manifold described in terms of the fixed point 
structure of the circle action. This is the approach we will take in this section, 
but in keeping with the spirit of previous sections we will begin by finding T' 2-
equivariant bordisms of Nc1 with simpler spaces. 
Give iU the standard Riemannian metric, and give the space 	x N1 the 
product metric. T' and T 2 act on V and Nn  respectively in the usual way, 
and we give 02 x ND the product action of T' x T 2 ; this action preserves the 
metric. 
Recall that, for 1 < p (k + 2), N is the submanifold of NQ consisting of 
points with pth  component zero, and that it has equivariant normal bundle N x IHI, 
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where T' 2  acts on the second factor by t. h = th. Therefore the submanifold 
NQP = {O} x N np of TU x Nn has equivariant normal bundle NP x (C ED THI), where 
(t0 , t) (n, z, h) = (tn, t0z, th). 
Choose 0 < € < 1 small enough that the closed c-disc part of the normal 
bundle of U N embeds (equivariantly) via the exponential map as a closed 
subset of 02 x Now delete from EIl x No  the open e/2-disc part of the normal 
bundle of U N to produce a manifold-with-boundary Wç . The boundary of 
Wn is the disjoint union of S' x No  with the c/2-sphere part of the normal bundle 
of N; this latter space is just Ut N x S 5 . 
Since we have deleted a T' x T' 2-invariant subset of D2 x N1 to obtain Wç 1 , 
the action of T' x T' 2 restricts to an action on W1. The resulting action on the 
boundary component NP  x S 5 of W1 is given by 
(to, t) (n,(zi,z2,z3)) = (tn,(tozi,tz2,tz3)). 
Fixing an element g e Z' 2 we define an action of T 1 x Tk  on W1 by means 
of the homomorphism 
T 1 xT' —p T'xT 2 , 
(to, t) -+ (t0 ,t . Qt). 
If this action is free, then the manifold with boundary (T' x T')\W 11 has a 
boundary component (T' x T')\(S 1 x NO) S, and will be the cobordism 
required. 
The action determined by g is free if and only if the compound matrix (g) 
determines an injection T 1 x T 	T' 2 , which is if and only if the (k + 2) integers 
€Lpqgq , 	1 < p (k + 2), 
q : q p 
have greatest common divisor 1. The proof of this result is as follows. Points of 
the form (x, n) e Wç  with x 0 are fixed only bythe identity, for if (t0 , t) (x, ri) = 
(x, ri), then t0 = 1, so that t fixes n E NQ , whence t = 1 since the action of T  
on N1 is free. If (0, n) e W1 1 , then n e N1 - U N; thus all components of 
n are nonzero and so the only point of T' 2 which fixes n is the identity; but 
(to, t) (0,n) = (0,(g1)(t o ,t)n). 
Let g E Z 2 determine a free action of T' x Tk on W 1 , as above, and define 
X g = (T' x T Ic)\Wc1 , a compact 8-manifold with boundary. The boundary of 
X ,g is 
k+2 
(T' x Tk)\(Sl x No ) u UT' x Tk)\(N x S5 ), 
P=1 
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and the inclusion N -* S' x Nc z defines a diffeomorphism S 	(T' X Tk)\(Sl x 
N11 ). For 1 < p < (k+2) define 	to be the closed 7-manifold (T' x V) \ ( NP, x 
S5 ). Thus, X ,g is a cobordism between S and U 1' g . The 7-manifolds Y g 
are described explicitly in the next paragraph. 
Example 6.8.1. Set g = (0,... , 1,... , 0), with the nonzero entry in the r th  place. 
This vector determines a free action on W11 , since for p r 
q : qp 
and these integers have greatest common divisor 1. 
It is also possible, just for dimensional reasons, to choose a vector g which 
defines a free action on W11  and which has the property that each (k +1) X (k +1) 
submatrix of (g) is nondegenerate. 
Fix 1 < p < (k + 2). Recall that there is an equivariant diffeomorphism 
N 	T'\(I+' x S3 ) where T 1 acts on 	x S by t. (t, s) = (t" . t, ts). Thus 
(T' x Tk)\(N x S 5) (T' x T   x Tl)\(Tk+l x S 3 x S5 ), 
where the action of T 1 x T   x T' is described as follows: T'' x S 3 x S 5 admits 
a natural action of Tk x T 2 x T 3 , where the second and third factors act corn-
ponentwise on S3 and S 5 respectively. The action of T' x T' x T' is afforded by 
the following homomorphism. 
T 1 x T   x T' -+ Tk+l  x T 2 x T 3 
((3g)P 
(1, 1), (s, 1,1)) 
((u)", (u, u),  
(For t e Tk+2, t P E T 1 is the pth component of t, and t' is the element of T' 
obtained by deleting the pth component of t.) 
For future reference, note that the homomorphism Tv x T 1 -* T 1 , (t0 , t) -+ 
((t0 )")P lit is a surjection. This is because the map is described by the square 
matrix obtained by adding the vector cP to Ii as the first column, and then deleting 
the pth.  row; this matrix has determinant 
1 (-1) 1 'sign(p - q)€L pq = (-1)' 	Ipq, 
q: qp 	 q: qp 
which is nonzero. It follows that we can describe 
YOP,9 as the quotient ker(T 1 x 
Tk x T 1 -* T')\(S 3 x S5 ). The kernel above will be the product of a 1-torus 
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and a finite cyclic group, and this means that the universal cover of Y g will be 
a quotient of the form T'\(S 3 x S 5 ). 
Here are some possible ways to understand the topology, and particularly the 
cohomology, of quotient spaces of the form Y = Tv+2 \(T 1 x S3  x Sb ). First, 
projection onto the second factor allows us to view Y as a bundle over S 2 with 
fibre T 2 \(T'' x T 1 x S5 ), which is most likely a five-dimensional lens space, 
described in terms of ker(T 2 T!c x T'); the associated cohomology Serre 
spectral sequence will involve, amongst other things, an extension problem in 
degree 2. Second, one could consider the Borel construction 
Tk x S3  x S5 --~ ET k+2 XTk+2 (T  k+1  x  S3  x S 5 ) --~ BT k+2, 
whose total space is homotopy equivalent to Y. It seems that one can easily 
compute E3  in the associated cohomology Serre spectral sequence, and that E3 = 
H*(S3.  x S 5 ) 0 H*Bker(T2  T"), the second factor being scattered across 
the bigrading. Thirdly, one could skip straight to this point by considering the 
bundle 
S3 x S5 —* ET k+2 XTk+2 (T  k+1  x S 3 x S 5 ) —* ET k+2 XTk+2 Tk, 
whose base space is B ker(T' 2 	T/c). Once one has calculated BT k + 2 
B ker(T 2 T 1 ) in cohomology, then the entire cohomology Serre spectral 
sequence of the fibration can be computed, and there should be no extension 
problems below degree 5. It seems that whatever one's approach, calculation of 
the cohomology of Y must begin with some nontrivial algebra and that perhaps 
it is not always possible (as with, for example, the simplest cases T'\(S 3 x S 5 )) 
to describe H*Y directly in terms of the initial data. 
We wish to calculate H2X ,g , H2X ,g —+ H 2 SQ7 and also wi (X g ) and W2(X ,g ). 
Recall that the maps 
S -- E T k XTk N0 B T k 
give cohomology isomorphisms in degree 2, so that H2 S7 is free on generators 
X1,. .. ,Xk. 
Recall also that on page 123 we defined an equivariant map C: (Na, U N9P x 
S3 ) —* (N0, U N) which was the identity except on a neighbourhood of U NnP x 
S3 , which on each NP x S3  was given by projection onto the first factor, and 
which induced isomorphism on the cohomology of pairs. In just the same way we 
can define an equivariant map 
k+2 	 k+2 
D: (W0, U N/ x S5) —+  (Ib2 x N0, U N) 
p=1 	 p=1 
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which is the identity outside a neighbourhood of Uk+2 1 
Np 
I1 x S 5 , which is given on 
each NP x S by projection onto the first factor, and which induces isomorphism 
on the cohomology of pairs. Since NP x S —* N nP induces isomorphism in coho-
mology up to and including degree 4, the map D*:  H*(D2 x NQ ) —* H*(Wcz ) is 
an isomorphism up to and including degree 4. Thus H*  (W11 ) is zero up to and 
including degree 2, and so if one uses the cohomology Serre spectral sequence of 
the Borel construction 
W —+ E(T' x Tk) XT1XTk W —+ B(T' x Tk) 
to calculate the first few terms of H*Xg, one obtains the result that the maps 
	
X ,g 	E(T 1 x Tk) XTIXTk NI1 14 B(T' x Tk) 
induce isomorphisms in cohomology up to and including degree 2. In particular, 
Wi(X ,g ) = 0. 
Let x 0 E H2 B(T' x T k  ) be the standard generator corresponding to the first 
factor of T' x Tk. Then H2X g  is free on the generators x 0 ,. . . , x/. Consider 
the commutative diagram 
S? 1z 	 ETk xTkNI1 	 BT k 
X g 	E(T' x Tk) XTIXTk W11 	B(T' x Tk) , 
ID 
where the vertical maps are induced by the inclusion Nn = { 11 x No —+ WI1 and 
the group homomorphism T' —+ T x Tk ,  t i—+ (1, t). Since H*B(Tl >< T') 
H*BTk is the map x2 '—+ x, 1 < i, x0 —* 0, the map H*Xg HS has exactly 
the same description. 
Finally, we have an equivariant embedding WD c 01 x Nn , and so we can 
adapt the calculations of section 6.7 to obtain 
T 1 xTFC+2 	 TixTk+2 	k+2 
TWI1Er ' 	Loe(TNI14') 	 L02L P;  
P=1 
where L0  is the product complex line bundle on which T' xT' 2 acts as (t0 , t).z = 
t0z. Applying the T 1 x Tc quotient we have 
k+2 
TXg 4k+2 
10 e 2 	®1 	
lzPk, 
P=1 
where 1i  is the complex line bundle with first Chern class x2 . It follows immediately 
that W2(X ,g ) = xo mod 2. 
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Appendix A 
A.1 Mixing two cofibrations of spectra. 
• 	In this section we will prove a result on spectra which was used in the proof 
of Proposition 4.2.4. It is an analogue of Lemma 3.2.3, which was proved in 
cohomology by a cochain-level argument. We will use the categories of prespectra 
and spectra as they are described in [48]. By a cofibration of spectra we mean a 
sequence of three spectra which is homotopy equivalent to a standard cofibration 
sequence A -* Cyif -+ Cf; similarly, by a fibration of spectra we mean a sequence 
of three spectra which is homotopy equivalent to a standard fibration sequence 
Ff - Pf -+ A. These two notions coincide up to natural equivalence in the 
stable category. See [48, Chapter III, Section 21. 
Let E -+ F -* G and X -* Y -* Z be cofibration sequences of spectra. 





Let al denote the image of a under FY -+ GY. We can find a lift a 2 E GZ 
of a1 ; let a3 denote the image of 0'2  under GZ -* EiZ . 
Let o denote the image of a under FY -* FiX. We can find a lift 
U-2 E EX of a 1 ; let c_ 3 denote the image of a 2 under EX -* EiZ . 
As the choices of a 2 , 0'2  vary, both a3 and 0'3  define a full coset in E 1 Z 




The situation is as shown here: 
GZ I E'Z 
	
FY 	 O•3 
_ I 
EX _ FX 	a i 	a1 
I 	_ I 
Ei+1 Z 0-21 
Proposition A.1.1. The two cosets described in (3) are the negatives of one 
another. The analogous result for homology also holds. 
What we say from this point can be understood for spaces, for spectra, or for 
prespectra. I refers to the unit interval [0,1] with basepoint 1. If f: X -* Y is 
any map, the sequence Y '-+ X -+ X U (I A Y) will be referred to as a standard 
cofibration sequence. Here {0} A X has been attached to Y by the map X -+ Y. 
Dually, the sequence F1 -+ X - Y will be referred to as a standard fibration 
sequence. Here F1 = {x x p e X x PY I f(x) = p(0)} is the homotopy fibre of 
f; PB = F(I, B) is the space of paths p in B with p(l) = Pt B , and Ff -+ X is 
x X 'y i-+ f(x). 
Definition A.1.2. Suppose we have diagrams 
A>B 	 B 
C 	 C 	D. 
The hornotopy pushout of the first diagram is P = B U (I A A) U C, where the 
given maps are used to identify f 0 A A with its image in B, and {1} A A with its 
image in C. The homotopy pullback of the second diagram is Q = {b x p x c E 
B x F(I,D) x C I p(0) = (b), p(l) = /'(c)}. The given diagrams can now be 
completed to homotopy commutative diagrams - 
A 	Q >B 
I _ I I _ I 
C >P 	C 	D. 
If the first diagram were completed by a space D in place of P there would be a 
natural map P -* D, and if the second diagram were completed by A instead of 
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Q there would be a natural map A -* Q. The resulting diagrams of five objects 
and seven maps would commute. 
Lemma A.1.3. Suppose we have a commutative diagram 
I __IX  
	 (A.1) 
and let P denote the homotopy pushout of the top-left part of this diagram. We 
can extend the diagram to 
A 	B 	BU(IAA) 
1' __ __ I 
C 	D 	DLJ(IAC) 
I I _ I _ 
Cu(IAA) 	' Du(IAB) 	- DU(IAP) 
where each row and column is a standard cofibration. There are maps P -+ 
B U (I A A), P -* C U (I A A). In the following diagram, the bottom-right 
square commutes, the remaining two squares homotopy-commute, and the two 
compositions P -* S' A A differ only by the reversal of 5'. 
BU(IAA)-5lAA 
D 	Du(IAG) 
Cu(IAA) -- Du(IAB) -a.- DU(IAP) 
S'AA 
Lemma A.1.4. Suppose we have a commutative diagram 
A ­ - B 	 (A.2) 
C 	D. 
and let Q denote the homotopy pullback of the bottom-right part of this diagram, 
X : A -+ Q the canonical map. We can extend the diagram to 
r -- r -- FO 
Ffi—A--B 
w'I, 	1 
F - C - D 
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where each row and each column is a standard fibration sequence. There are maps 
Fp + Q, Fçj, -* Q. In the following diagram, the top-left square commutes and 
the remaining squares homotopy-commute. The two compositions QD -+ Q differ 




'P I 	\ I 
Proof of Proposition A.1.1. For spectra A and B, the cohomology group A*  B is 
just ir_(F(B, A)), where F(—, -) denotes the function spectrum. We claim that 
there is a spectrum P, equipped with morphisms P -+ F(Y F), P -4 F(Z, C), 
P -* F(X, E) such that P -* F(Y, F) -* F(X, C) is a cofibration sequence, 
such that the following diagram homotopy-commutes, and such that the two 
compositions P -+ SF(Z, E) are up to homotopy the negatives of one another. 
F(Z,C)--SF(Z,E) 
F(X, E) - F(X, F) -- F(X, G) 
I, 
SF(Z,G) 
Now a E 7_2 (F(Y, F)) vanishes when mapped to 7r_2 (F(X, C)), and so is the 
image of an element & e 7r_2 P under 7r_2P -+ ir...(F(Y F)). By the homotopy-
commutativity of the above diagram, the images of & in 7r_2 F(Z, C), ir_F(X, E) 
respectively will serve as 0`2, a 2 . Then a3 , a_3 are the images of & under the 
two maps irP -+ ir_SF(Z, E) = ir__i (F(Z, E)) = EiZ,  and so a3 = 
as required. 
The proposition is about the stable category, and so we can replace each of 
the two sequences of spectra by anything to which they are stably equivalent. 
In particular, we may assume that the two sequences are both standard fibra-
tion sequences, and in particular that the compositions E -* C, X - Z are 
spacewise constant. Thus the 3 x 3 commutative diagram of spectra F(B, A) for 
A = E, F, C and B = X, Y, Z consists in each row and each column of a compo-
nentwise fibration sequence. Since the composition along any row or column is 
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componentwise constant, the diagram maps naturally into the 3 x 3 diagram of 
Lemma A.1.3 based on the square 
	
F(Z,E) 	>F(Z,F) 
I I_F(E) 	F(,F). 
This map of diagrams is a homotopy-equivalence on each spectrum involved, as 
one sees using the five-lemma. Our earlier claim now follows directly from Lemma 
A.1.3. 
The second part of the proposition follows in the same way, except that each 
F(B, A) is replaced by A A B. 	 U 
Proof of Lemma A. 1.3. We will first give the proof for spaces. The result then 
follows for prespectra by applying the result for spaces in each component. It then 
follows for spectra by regarding the objects as prespectra, applying the construc-
tion spacewise, and then applying the functor L of [48] which converts prespectra 
to spectra; since diagram (A.1) consisted of spectra and maps of spectra, it is 
preserved by this process. 
We can extend diagram (A.1) to 
A 	- 	B .- Bu(IAA) 
C 	D 
Cu(IAA) -'- DU(IAB) 
so that the first two rows and the first two columns are standard cofibration 
sequences. We attempt to fill in the fourth square so that all rows and columns 
are standard cofibrations. 
We will make identifications 
Du(IAP) -* DU(IAC)UIA(Bu(JAA)), 
DU(IAP)—*DU(IAB)UJA(CU(JAA)) 
The ranges of these maps are the standard cofibres of the rightmost and lowermost 
maps in the previous diagram, and using these identifications we can complete 
diagram (A.1) as claimed. 
We now describe the first of the identifications. The space D U (I A P) is the 
union of subspaces D, I A B, I A C, (I A I+/{O} A I) A A, while D U (I A C) U 
IA(BU(IAA)) is the union of subspaces D, lAB, IAC, IAIAA. One 
can construct a basepointed homeomorphism f: I A I+ /{O} A I -* I A I under 
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which I A {O} is identified with itself and I A {1} is identified with {O} A I. We 
define the map between these spaces to be the identity on the first three of these 
respective subspaces, and to be f A 'A on the fourth. It is easy to check that this 
is the required homeomorphism. The second identification is constructed in just 
the same way. 
The map P -+ B U (I A A) is given by identifying C C P to the basepoint, 
so that (1+  A A) U C C P becomes IAA  C B U (I A A). The map P -* 
C U (I A A) is given by first identifying B to the basepoint, and then reversing 
the parameterisation of the unit interval, so that the subset B U (1 A A) C P 
becomes I A A C C U (I A A). It is now immediate that the two compositions 
P -+ S' A A differ only by reversal of S'. 
That the final diagram of the statement has the claimed commutativity prop-
erties is immediate. 	 LI 
Proof of Lemma A. 1.. We will first prove this for spaces, and the result follows 
immediately for prespectra and spectra by applying the construction spacewise. 
(This is because the construction of a categorical limits of spaces passes immedi-
ately to spectra.) 
We can extend diagram (A.2) to 
F--A----B 
1 
Fv, - ( - D 
so that the last two rows and the last two columns are standard fibration se-
quences. We attempt to fill in the first square so that all rows and columns are 
standard fibrations. 
We can make identifications 
F  F, 
The ranges of these maps are the standard fibres of the topmost and leftmost 
maps in the previous diagram, and using these identifications we can complete 
diagram (A.2) as claimed. 
We will now describe the first of these identifications. By examining the 
definitions, and applying the single adjunction formula F(I, F(I,D)) = F(I A 
I, D), one can see that F4, is the collection of elements a x p x q x R in A x PB x 
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PC x F(IAI,D)) for which 
/3(a) —p(0), çbop=R(.,O), 
-y (a) = q(0), '/' o q = R(O, ). 
By again examining the definitions and applying an adjunction formula one sees 
that F is the set of elements a x p x q x R in A x PB x PC x F(I A 1 +, D) for 
which 
	
/3(a) = p(0), 	qop= R(., 0), 	constd = R(O, .), 
,y (a) = q(0), 	0 q = R(., 1), 
where d = 0/3(a) = b'y(a). We can give a new description of F, identical to the 
one just given, but with F(I A 1, D) replaced by F((I A I+)/({O} A 4), D) and 
the fifth condition omitted. 
One can easily construct a pointed homeomorphism IAI -+ (IAI +)/({O}AI) 
which identifies IA {O} with itself, and which identifies {O} A I with I A 111.  This 
homeomorphism can then be used to identify F4, with F in accordance with the 
two sets of conditions listed above. The identification of F1, with F is constructed 
in a similar way, and the commutativity of the first square in the diagram of the 
statement is immediate. 
The map Fc , 	Q is given by b x p i-+ b x p x pta , and F,,, -+ Q is given by 
C X p i-+ PtB X j5 x c, where P indicates the path p with its parameter reversed. 
The two compositions QD -+ Q are p '-* PtB  X p X ptc and p -* PtB X P  X pta , 
as required. 
That the final diagram of the statement has the required commutativity prop- 
erties is easy to check. 	 El 
A.2 Universal Coefficients. 
We recall the universal coefficient theorem and the Bockstein exact sequence, 
and demonstrate a natural relation between them. Throughout, Tor and Ext will 
refer to the derived functors Tor z , Extz of 0, Hom in the category of Abelian 
groups. The first proposition recalls several well-known facts, which one can find 
in [35]; the second proposition is elementary, and we give a proof of it. Finally 
we show how Bockstein homomorphisms in cohomology arise as maps in certain 
pullback-fibrat ions. 
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Proposition A.2.1. Let G be an Abelian group, 0 -+ A -+ B -+ C -* 0 a short 
exact sequence of Abelian groups, and let X be a chain complex of free Abelian 
groups. 
There are exact sequences 
o - Tor(A,C) - Tor(B,G) - Tor(C,G) 4 A®G -* B®G -4 C®G -+0, 
o -* Hom(G, A) -* Hom(G, B) -* Hom(G, C) 4 
-+ Ext(G, A) -* Ext(G, B) -+ Ext(G, C) - 0, 
0 -* Hom(C,G) - Hom(B,G) - Hom(A,G) 4 
-* Ext(C,G) - Ext(B,G) - Ext(A,G) - 0. 
Universal Coefficient Theorem. There are short exact sequences 
o -* H,, (X) ® C - H,, (X; G) -* Tor (H i (X); G) - 0 1  
0 -+ Ext(H_ i (X); C) -+ H'(X; G) -+ Hom(H(X); C) -* 0. 
Bockstein exact sequence. There are long exact sequences 
H(xA)H(XB)H(xC)4H i (x;A) 
H(X;A) H(X;B) H(X;C) 4 H'(X;A) 
The maps 0 are called the Bockstein homomorphisms associated to the short exact 
sequence. 
Proposition A.M. Let X be a chain complex of free Abelian groups, and 0 -* 
A -* B -+ C -* 0 a short exact sequence of Abelian groups. The following 
diagrams commute. 
H(X; C) 	Tor (H_ 1 (X), C) 
113 	 ~ 13 
H i (X;A) 	H 1 (X)®A 
Ext(H_ i (X);A) 	H(X;A) 
16 1 ____ 	 $ 
Hom(H_ 1 (X); C) 	H'(X; C) 
Proof. We will prove the first statement. The proof of the second is similar. We 
write Z, B for the cycles and boundaries in X respectively. We will use 
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as a free resolution for Hn (X), so that Tor (Hn (X), C) = ker(B ® C + Zn ® C). 
Since Zn is a direct summand of X,-, there is a short exact sequence 
0 Zn0 CXn ®G4Bni ®C0 	 (A.3) 
for any Abelian group C. If we regard (Zn  0 G)nEz, (Bn  (9 C)nEZ as chain com-
plexes with trivial differential, then (A.3) becomes a short exact sequence of chain 
complexes. The associated long exact sequence of homology groups splits into the 
universal coefficient sequences 
0 4 H(X) 0 G _* Hn (X; C) - Tor(Hn i(X), C) 0 
under the maps Zn 0 G + Hn (X) 0 C and Tor(Hn_i(X), G) B_ 1 0 C. 
Now fix x E H(X; C). Let x be represented by a cycle Xi E Xn 0 C, with 
a lift x 2 e X 0 B. From the definitions, we see that (3 0 1)x e B_ 1 0 C 
represents the image of x in Tor(H_i(X), C). Now (30 1)x j  E B_ 1 0 C lifts to 
(3 ® 1)x 2 E Bn_i 0 B, whose image (U® 1)x 2 E Zn_i 0 B vanishes when mapped 
to Z_ 1 ®C. Therefore (U(D1)x 2 E Z_ 1 ®B is the image of a class x 3 E Zn_i®A. 
This element x 3 represents the image of x in H_1 (X) 0 A, so the image of x 3 in 
Xn_i ® A represents the image of x under the composition of three maps. But 
clearly the image of x 3 in X_ (9 B is (3 0 1)x 2 , and hence x 3 also represents 
/3(x), as required. 0 
Proposition A.2.3. Let 0 -4 A -4 B -* C -+ 0 be a short exact sequence of 
Abelian groups. Under b: K(A, n+1) -* K(B, n+1), the pullback of the pathspace 
fibration K(B, n) -+ PK(B, n + 1) -* K(B, n + 1) is precisely 
K(B,n)-*K(C,n)4K(A,n+1) 
where 0 corresponds to the Bocksteiri homomorphism H(—; C) -* H 1 (_; A). 
Proof. For the meantime let us write X for the total space of the pullback fi-
bration. From the long exact sequence of homotopy groups for this fibration, we 
have that irm X = 0 for m ri, and the short exact sequence 
0 -+ 7r 1 K(A, n + 1) -4 irK(B, n) -4 irnX # 0 
induces an isomorphism lInX C. Thus X = K(C, n) and the map K(B, n) -* 
X is C. 
Now we will show that the map d: K(C, n) -+ K(A, n + 1) in the fibration is 
/3. To do this, we need only show that d*(LA,n+i) = I3(t ,n ). Writing 
d1 : (K (C, n), K(B, n)) - (K (A, n + 1), pt) 
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for the map of pairs induced by d, and 8*  for the connecting map in the long 
exact cohomology sequence of the pair (K(C, n), K(B, n)), we have the following 
sequence of identities. 
d*(LA,fl+l) = d(tAfl+1)IK(cfl) 
b(d(tA, +l )) = 
c(t , ) = c* (tc,n ) 
These facts are all immediate except for the second. In the pathspace fibration 
of K(B, n + 1) the class LB,n has transgression tB,fl+1. Consequently, in the fi-
bration we are studying, LB,,, has transgression b(tA,fl+l). That is to say that 
d(b(tA, +l )) = 8* ( tB,n ), and the second identity follows. 
Now, by a simple cochain argument, such a sequence of identities implies that 
0(tc , ) and d*(tA,fl+l ) differ only by an element of the form 13(xI K(cfl) ) for some 
x e H(K(C, n), K(B, n); C). Since this group vanishes, 0(tc,) = d*(tA,n+l). El 
A.3 The Borel Construction 
Let G be a topological group and let X be a left G-space. Form the space 
EG XG X := G\(EC x X), 
where EG is a universal left C-space and C acts diagonally on EG x X. Projection 
onto the first factor gives us a map ir: EC x G  X —* BC; this is a bundle map 
with fibre X and structure group C. (One can build local trivialisations of ir from 
local sections of EC —* BC.) Projection onto the second factor gives tis a map 
Q:ECxcX—C\X.' 
If X is the total space of a principal C-bundle, then EC XG X —+ C\X is 
now a bundle with fibre EC. (Construct local trivialisations by beginning with 
local sections of X —* C\X.) Since EC is contractible, EC XG  X — C\X is a 
homotopy equivalence. Indeed, let f: X —+ EC be an equivariant map; then we 
form C\X f 
XCI dX
> ECxX, which is a homotopy-inverse to Q. The composition 
C\X fxG1dx> EC XG X —* BC is then the classifying map C\f of the principal 
C-bundle X — G\X. 
One could say that, in the case where X is a principal bundle, the diagram 
below can be completed with a right-inverse of Q, and the resulting map C\X —p 
'We will use the symbols ir and Q universally. 
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BC is a classifying map for X. 
X EGxX BC 
IA 
9' 	--- I— 
G\X 
Example A.3.1. One can find a right-inverse of Q even if X is not a principal 
bundle. One very obvious case when this is possible is when X admits a "section" 
s: C\X —+ X such that G\X -* X - G\X is the identity. In this case, the map 
sxconst C\X 	> EG x X -+ EC XG X is a right-inverse of Q, and the classifying 
map" is just the constant map. 
Less trivial examples can be constructed as follows: Let P be a principal C-
bundle, and to each point p P assign a subgroup H of C, where the subgroups 
{H I p e P} satisfy the property gHg' = H p 	all p E P and g E C. 
Then form the quotient PH of P under the relation p q if and only if q = lip 
for some h e H. (We are taking each fibre C of P and turning it into a left 
coset space G/H.) The action C x P -+ P reduces to an action C x PH —+ PH. 
Then G\PH = C\P, and we define a map s: G\P —+ EG XG PH by [p] 
[F(p), [p]] where F: P —~ EG is an equivariant map with associated classifying 
map f: G\P -* BC. It is easy to check that s is well-defined and it is clearly a 
right-inverse of Q; the resulting "classifying map" is just f. 
Of course, the example immediately above generalises the principal bundles, 
but it also contains the C-spaces with section, which are just the C-spaces con-
structed by applying the above process to product bundles. 
Example A.M. Let C be a topological group and H a normal subgroup. Form 
BH as H\EC, so that BH -+ BC is a principal C/H-bundle. Applying the 
Borel Construction to this, we have an explicit fibre bundle 
BH - E(C/H) XG/H BH - B(C/H) 
whose total space is homotopy equivalent to BC. In fact, E(C/H) XG/H BH = 
C\(E(C/H) x EC), so the total space is BC (formed from a modified "EC"). 
Thus the exact sequence of groups H -+ C —+ C/H leads to a fibration sequence 
of classifying spaces 
BH —+ BC -* B(C/H). 
Example A.M. T 1 acts on S3  on the left, so we form the Borel construction 
ET' XT1 S31 > BT' 
T1 \S3 52 
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H2BT' has standard generator c1 , corresponding to the first Chern class c E 
H2T'\S 3 . (These are related by Q*c = lr* ci. ) 
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